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GENERAL EDITOR'S PREFACE 

Since the days of Ignaz Goldziher (1850-1921), generally regarded as the 
fOllnder of Islamic studies as a field of modern scholarship, the formative 
period in Islamic history has remained a prominent theme for research. In 
Goldziher's time it was possible for scholars to work with the whole of the 
field and practically all of its available sources, but more recently the in
''''easing sophistication of scholarly methodologies, a broad diversification 
in research interests, and a phenomenal burgeoning of the catalogued and 
published source material available for study have combined to generate an 
illcreasing "compartmentalisation" of research into very specific areas, each 
with its own interests, priorities, agendas, methodologies, and controversies. 
While this has undoubtedly led to a deepening and broadening of our un
derstanding in all of these areas, and hence is to be welcomed, it has also 
t.ended to isolate scholarship in one subject from research in other areas, and 
even more so from colleagues outside of Arab-Islamic studies, not to mention 
"llIdents and others seeking to familiarise themselves with a particular topic 
for the first time. 

The Formation of the Classical Islamic World is a reference series that 
,ceks to address this problem by making available a critical selection of the 
published research that has served to stimulate and define the way modern 
scholarship has come to understand the formative period of Islamic history, 
for these purposes taken to mean approximately AD 600-950. Each of the 
volumes in the series is edited by an expert on its subject, who ha.s chosen a 
IIlImber of studies that taken together serve a.s a cogent introduction to the 
state of current knowledge on the topic, the issues and problems particular 
t.o it, and the range of scholarly opinion informing it. Articles originally pub
lished in languages other than English have been translated, and editors have 
provided critical introductions and select bibliographies for further reading. 

A variety of criteria, varying by topic and in accordance with the judge
ments of the editors, have determined the contents of these volumes. In some 
cases an article has been included because it represents the best of current 
scholarship, the "cutting edge" work from which future research seems most 
likely to profit. Other articles-certainly no less valuable contributions
have been taken up for the skillful way in which they synthesise the state of 
scholarly knowledge. Yet others are older studies that-if in some ways now 
superseded-nevertheless merit attention for their illustration of thinking 
or conclusions that have long been important, or for the decisive stimulus 
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they have pl"Ovidl'd 1.0 "I·hola.r-iy disCII"iulI. Some volumes cover themes 
that have em"I'/~",1 ra.ir-iy f"('Celli.ly, and here it ha.s been necessary to include 
articleR frolll ""I.sid,, the period covered by the series, as illustrations of 
paradigms and methodologies that may prove useful as research develops. 
Chapters from single author monographs have been considered only in very 
exceptional ca.ses, and a certain emphasis has been encouraged on important 
studies that are less readily available than others. 

In the present state of the field of early Arab-Islamic studies, in which 
it is routine for heated controversy to rage over what scholars a generation 
ago would have regarded as matters of simple fact, it is clearly essential for 
a series such a.s this to convey some sense of the richness and variety of the 
approaches and perspectives represented in the available literature. An ef
fort has thus been made to gain broad international participation in editorial 
capacities, and to secure the collaboration or colleagues I'''presenting differ
ing points of view. Throughout the sedes, howI'ver, the mnge of possible 
options ror inclusion ha.5 been very large, and it is of eourse impossible to 
accomlllodate all of the outstanding I'osearch that 11<15 served to advance a 
particular subject, A representa.tive selection of snch wOI'k clops, how('vf'r, 
appear in the bibliography compiled by the editor of each volullle at the end 
of the introduction. 

The interests and priorities of the editors, and indeed, of the General Ed
itor, will doubtless be evident throughout. Hopefully, however, the various 
volumes will be found to achieve well-rounded and representative synthe. 
ses useful not as the definitive word on their subjects-if, in fact, one can 
speak of such a thing in the present state of research-but as il1troductiullo 
comprising well-considered points of departure for more detailed inquiry. 

A series pursued on this scale is only fea.sible with the good will and 
cooperation of colleagues in many areas of expertise. The General Editor 
would like to express his gratitude to the volume editors for the investment of 
their time and talents in an age when work of this kind is grossly undervalued, 
to the translators who have taken such care with the articles entrusted to 
them, and to Dr John Smedley and his staff at Ashgate for their support, 
assistance and guidance throughout. 

Lawrence I. Conrad 

T , 
I 
i 
I 

I INTRODUCTION 

Magic and Divination in Early Islam 

Emilie Savage-Smith 

THERE ARE NEARLY as many definitions of magic and ?ivin~tion as ~h.ere V 
are people writing on the subject. Attempts at an all-Inclu~lve definitIOn 
tend to reflect the concerns of the person writing, whether philologICal, the
ological, historical, or anthropological. Moreover, mos~ modern attempts to 
define magic and divination in Islam have been made In terms of European 
practice, which nearly always invokes forces other than God. Man~ Euro- V 
pean concepts such as ghosts, necromancy, and witchcraft, have httle or 
no counterpar~ in Islam, while the empl(}l'l1lent_(),Ldic.hotollliesoiten us.cd 
to characterize European practices (high v. low,.white v. black, learned;. \ 
p-"J)ular,prayer~-v. spells) is to a large extent inappropriate in the Islanll~ .. 

context. I' . I 
When characterizing magic and divination, a contrast of t le IrratlOna. 

with the rational is often evoked. However, what today. may be. ~eel~ed 
irrational was not always thought to be so, while both_J11",glcand dlVlnatJOn 
can be viewed as a form of rationality wlJ;h .It,s-'''''!L''''l..oLass~II1J?tions, ~ased_ 
upon a(j}focess of analowrather than proven causes and effects. . 

Medieval Islamic writers, as well as modern scholars, have cate~onzed 
and enumerated various beliefs and practices under the general headings of 
s*r (magic) or kihiina (divination).l Yet the boundaries between the c~te
gories are indistinct and shifting. Si!>r, for example, could apply to a~ythlllg 
wondrous, including elegant and subtle poetry, to sleight-of-h.and tncks, .to 
the healing properties of plants, to invocations to God for asslstan~e, to Ill
vocations to jinn or demons or the spirits of pladets, and on occasJO~ even 
to the divinatory art of astrology. EverLllleQiey"J~¥Jhor.ha.dtl~eIr own 
definitions and su bcategories.:., For the purposes of thiS essay, L."'llLm.ll-kg 
th-;-di-;;ti~~ti~-;;-thatlnagic seeks to alteJ".th~.~~..r",,()f:vent.s,.usuallyby. 
callinfi...upon a superhun,a.ll~orceJmostoften God or one Of~lis inte.rcess,?,s), 
whlle di;inatio-nattempts to predict future events (O! ga"llnformatJO~ a~o~t 
thlllgs Uris-e'en) but not necessarily to alter them. The first part of tIllS blbh
ographic essay willDe concerned with magic in early Islam, and the second 

lSee Toufic Fahd, "Sil.lr", in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 11 vo]s, [hereafter 
EI'] (Leiden, 1960-2002), IX, 567-71; idem, "Kihana", in EI', V, 99-101. 
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lSee Toufic Fahd, "Sil.lr", in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 11 vo]s, [hereafter 
EI'] (Leiden, 1960-2002), IX, 567-71; idem, "Kihana", in EI', V, 99-101. 
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with divination. The articles selected for inclusion in this volume have been 
arranged in roughly the same manner, and they all include extensive refer
ences to earlier studies. The bibliography provided at the end of this essay 
is intended as an introductory guide to both topics, sharing many of the 
modern scholarly resources and methodologies. 

Resources and Methodologies 

For many, if not most, of the practices, our sources come from a later period 
(post-twelfth century) when the procedures and techniques had become well 
defined and often quite intricate. Teasing out the nature of practices and 
beliefs in the first centuries of Islam is both difficult and highly speculative. 

For early Islam, when pre-Islamic practices were being incorporated into 
Muslim society, we have to rely on sources such as (,ad,th, early dictionaries, 
chronicles, and writings not solely devoted to magic or divination. Most 
historians of the subject, however, have focused upon later formal treatises 
on magic or divination, and for the early period (the eighth to early eleventh 
centuries) we are fortunate in having editions and translations of pertinent 
astrological treatises by al-I(jlldT (d. ca. AD 870) and Abu Ma'shar (d. ca. AD 

893) and the magical compilation commonly known as the Picatrix. There 
are, however, relatively few synthetic studies whose primary focus is magic or 
divination in early Islam, aside from the valuable work of John Lamoreaux.2 

Often, however, there are insights relevant to the earlier period to be found 
in studies based on material originating after the eleventh century. 

The tield has not been well served by bibliographers, except for divina
tion (excluding astrology) in the work of Toutic Fahd.3 The topics of magic 
and divination are only occasionally included in Carl Brockelmann's multi
volume Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur (1889-1949) and (with the ex
ception of early astrology and astrometeorology) completely overlooked by 
Fuat Sezgin in his continuation and supplement to Brockelmann.4 For magic 
in general and for astrology (but not other forms of divination), the basic 

2 John C. Lamoreaux, The Early Muslim Tradition oj Dream Interpretation (Albany, 
2002). 

3Toufic Fahd, La divination arabe: etudes reiigie'I.Jses, socialogiques et /olkloriques sur 
Ie milieu natij de I'/slam (Strassbourg and Leiden, 1966). Astrology is not included in this 
otherwise fundamental study. 

4Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrijttums, VII: Astrologie-Meteorologie und 
Verwandtes bis ca. 430 H. (Leiden, 1979), 1-199, for astrology in the period before ca. 
1038, and 302-35 for astrometeorology during the same period. 
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bibliographic starting point should be Manfred Ullmann's Die Natur- und 
Geheimwissenschaften im Islam. 5 

While there are no full bibliographies of medieval sources concerned with 
both magic and divination, the field has been explored in a large number of 
pertinent articles in the Encyclopaedia of Islam (some of which will be cited 
here) and by two special issues of journals: Bulletin d'etudes orientales, 44 
(1992), entitled "Sciences occultes et Islam", and Quademi di studi arabi, 13 
(1995), edited by Anne Regourd and devoted to "Divination magie pouvoirs 
au Yemen". Only a few of the studies in these two volumes will be singled out 
for mention in what follows, but both should be consulted in their entirety. 

There are masses of pertinent manuscripts in libraries, but very few have 
been published or studied, or even catalogued. Additional sources, such as 
material from the Geniza, are becoming available, though they have not yet 
been employed extensively by historians of the subject.6 Artefacts and ma
terial remains are another potential source, and major collections of Islamic 
amulets have been compiled in the last two centuries, but while there have 
been some descriptive publications, there has been relatively little historical 
analysis. 7 

In any case, there are problems of interpretation regarding artefacts and 
material remains. For example, do we know their intended use? If so, how is 
it to be interpreted? There are artefacts that are not reflected in any written 
sources (magic bowls being an example), and there are occasional disparities 
between preserved text and artefact. For example, stone-books providing 
instructions for elaborate magical figures and formulae to be engraved on 

.5Manfred Ullmann, Die Natu,.. uuri Geheimwissenscha/ten '111 Islam (Leiden, 1972; 
Handbuch der Orientalistik, I.vi.2), 271-358, 359-426. 

6Peter Schafer and Shaul Shaked, eds., Magische Texte aus del' I<airoer Ceniza, 3 vols. 
(Tiibingen, 1994-99). This study includes an excellent bibliography. See also Bernard 
R. Goldstein and David Pingree, "Horoscopes from the Cairo Geniza", Journal 0/ Nec,r 
Eastern Studies 36 (1977), 113-44. 

1possibly the largest single collection is the Wellcome Collection of Amulets, now at 
the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, comprising two major colledions of Middle East
ern amuletic materials-those of Tewfik Canaan and Winifred J31ack-as well as that of 
Henry Hildburgh, of which a substantial portion is Islamic. With the exception of an un
published thesis, none of tIllS collection has been catalogued or studied; see Marie-Claire 
Bakker, Amuletic Jewellery in the Middle East: the Hildburyh Collection of No"th African 
Amulets in the Pitt Rivers Museum, unpublished M.Phil. thesis, University of Oxford, 
1996. Alexander Fodor has published small reproductions and descriptions of his exten· 
sive personal collections of magical amulets and equipment; see Alexander Fodor, "Amulets 
from the Islamic World: Catalogue of the Exhibition held in Budapest, 1988", The Arabist 
[Budapest Studies in Arabic, II] (Budapest, 1990). 

xv 
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precious or semi-precious ring SLones have raised doubts in the present writer 
about their applicability. Their """igll" seem far too elaborate to have been 
executed on a gemstone, and a,I'e ill 110 way co ITO borated by the designs on 
the thousands of gemstoIH,'" alHI "eal stulle" preserved today. Perhaps stone
books are an example "r ii, gellre l,hil,l, is interesting to read but of little use 
to an amulct malwr. Slll'h pr,,"leliIS lIecd to be addressed. 

Ma.gical a.lld divillll.l,oJ',Y 11I1I.tnda.1 ha.9 been approached from various per
spectives. W";I.I,(," l,rClII,l.i",," have gellemlly been approached bibliographi
cally or l,hl'''III~h 1,,,xl,llId ll,'III,lysis. The bio-bibliographic approach is best 
iIl1l81.1']],I.]ld "y Mllllrr(,11 {IIIIIIIIllII, while Toufic Fahd combined philological 
illl,(\r""',,, wli,h 1111],]11181',";1'1, dl.lI,l,iuns.8 The recent editions and translations 
"r llMld'III"Mit'II,1 l.rl'IlI,I"I''' "y ",I-Killd, and Abu Ma'shar are good examples 
"I' 1,I'xl.llnl II.]]]IIy"IH, ""l, IIlagkal texts have not received comparable atten
tlfII!. MOHi. 1I.1'L(~('lL('.I,M ha.vn h(l(m a.pproached from either an epigraphical or 
11,11 1I,III,hl'opolugka,1 pnrHIH1I'I,ive. The catalogues of seals and talismans pre
pllI'eli I.y Ludvik I(,dlls '"'e d"tltiled epigraphic studies with relatively lit-
1,le histOl'kal cOlltexl.-" The extellsive study by Kriss and Kriss-Heinrich 
or modern amulets and ma.gica..! pquipmcnt is all. exa.mple tha.t is primarily 
a III II ropnlngica.l. lO To d,d.(', hi:-,!'uri;w;-} uf blcullic Illa.gic and divination Jlf!.Ve 

nut been inclined to u~,e a (ulLural/social or rhetorical approach (favoured by 
recent historians of European magic), in wh ich the effectiveness of magic and 
reqgi91~ .. _~r.e vie\ly'ed as more or less similar and the focus is upon semiotic-;' 
~J\mctionalism..A strictly anthropological approach can also blur the' 
margins of religion and magic, in addition to which it tends to reason back
wards, assuming that practices current today remain essentially unchanged 
from those in antiquity or the medieval period. That risk is illustrated, for 
example, by the fact that therapeutic inscriptions occurring on the earliest 
magic bowls essentially contradict their use as "fear cups", the function that 
anthropologists have assigned to the cups on the b .. ,is of their modern use. 
Similarly, there are difficulties with total reliance on a structuralist approach 
to the subject, combining linguistic with anthropological perspectives.l1 Yet 

8See also Richard Lemay, uL'islam histmiqlle et les sciences occultes", Bulletin d'etudes 
orientales 44 (1992). 19-32. 

9Ludvik Kalus, Bibliotheque Nationaie, Department des Monnaies, MedaiiJes et An
tiques: Catalogue des cachets, bulles el talismans islcm~iques (Paris, 1981); idem, Catalogue 
0/ Islamic Seals alid Talisma',~s: Ashmolean Musewn, Oxford (Oxford, 1987). 

IORudolf Kriss and Hubert Kriss-Heinrich, Volksglaube im Bereich des Islam, II: 
Amulette, Zauber/orOiein tmd Beschworungen (Wiesbaden, 1962). 

. / It ~or a critique of the his.torical and logical problems arising from a structural anthro
V pologlcal approach to Islamlc geomancy, see the essay by Marion B. Smith, uThe Nature 
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Joseph Henninger successfully combines an anthropological approach with 
textual analysis in his important study of the belief in jinn (Chapter 1), and 
recent studies of conjurers in India reveal some insights of possible use in 
analysing earlier practices.i2 A study by the present author has employed 
both artefacts and written texts in analysing the design and use of magical 
equipment and certain classes of amulets and related talismanic objects. 13 

While attention has been given to the origins of certain beliefs and prac
tices, and the nature of formal discourses on some of them, the historian 
is still faced with a major unanswered question: How do we determine just 
what and how prevalent magical and divinatory procedures were, and why 
did so many practitioners employ them (if indeed they did)? 

Magic 

if Most magic in the early Islamic world was protective in nature, asking 
for God's general beneficence. Occ .. ,ionally, His intervention against other 
powers-the evil eye, assorted devils (shayatin) and demons (jinn, "shape
shifting" supernatural creatures the existence of which was already recog
nized in the Q'Ul"an)-was specifically sought, This underlying assumption 
of the existence of evil beings, including a pantheon of demons, was inher
ited from pre-Islamic societies, as were many of the methods of counteracting 
them. 

The study by Edmond Doutt", prepared nearly a century ago, is still 
useful as a general guide to magical practices in Islam. 14 The recent study 
by Dorothee Pielow, though b .. sed on a thirteenth-centUl'Y text, is highly 
usefuL l5 Also of use is the chapter on magic from the Muqaddima of Ibn 

of Islamic Geomancy with a Critique of a Structuralist's Approach", Studio Islamico, 49 
(1979). 5-38, 

12See, for example, Lee Siegel, Net 0/ Magic: Wonders and Deceptions in India (Chicago., 
1991); Ariel Glucklich, Th, End of Mogic (Oxford, 1997). The latter proposes (p. 12) a 
useful definition of the magical experience as uthe awareness of the interrelatedness of aU 
things in the world by means of a simple but refined sense perception" . 

13Emilie Savage-Smith, "Magic and Islam", in Francis Maddison and Emilie Savage
Smith, Science, Tools & Magic (London and Oxford, 1997; I<halili Collections of Islamic 
Art, 12), I, 9-148. The study centres upon items now in the Khalili Collections of Islamic 
Art, but the comparative material employed in the analyses incorporates a much wider 
range of sources. 

14Edmond Doutte, Magie et religion dans l'Afrojque du Nord (Algiers, U108; repro Paris, 
1984). 

15Dorothee Anna Marie Pielow, Die Quelien der Weisheit. Die arabische Magic im 
Spiegel des U:;;GI al-J:likma lion A~mad 'Ali" ai-Buni" (Hildesheim, 1995). 
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Khaldiin (d. 1382), who supplies" "history" of the subject,16 and the articles 
on "'i.r and s!miya' in the Encyclopaedia of Islam.!7 Michael Dols, in his 
chap:er c~ncerned with ma.gic in" medical context (Chapter 3), also presents 
the Illstoncal account given at the end of the tenth century by Ibn al-Nadiffi 
as well a., summ'lri"ing Ibn Khilldun's assessment of therapeutic magic. 

Pte-Islamic Influences and Antecedents 

~he foundillllcntal study of pre-Islamic and early Islamic belief in spirits or 
Jm" IS thaI. by ,Joseph Henninger (Chapter 1). Also useful is the more 
recent study by Toufic Fahd, "Anges, demons et djinnes en Islam" ,18 and 
the relevant articles in the Encyclopaedia of Islam. 19 No thorough study 
has been undertaken of the indigenous Middle Eastern belief in the "evil 
eye" and its role in Islamic society, though the literature is full of references 
to ~)rophylactic measures to be taken against the (usually unconscious) evil 
'Idlon of a glance. The most compl'ehensive study to date of the evil eye, 

r
~olllpasslllg many cultures, is that of Siegfried Seligmann. 2o 

The Hermetic tradition of late antiquity, with its emphasis on the close 
relationship or "sym pathy" between the physical world and the divine, had 

I a ~re~1.\\nflllenc~ on form~l m~gical, divinatory, and alchemical writings in 
A,ab,c. Such IIlfluence IS eVIdent, for example, in the popular collection 

IGIbn Khaldull, The Muqaddimah: an Introduction to History, trans. Franz Rosenthal, 
3 vols. (Princeton, 1958) 11[, 156-227. 

17 ' 
See n. 1 above; also Duncan Black MacDonald and Toufic Fahd "Srmiya"', in EI2, 

IX, 612-13. • 

18Toufic Fah~, "Anges, demons et djinnes en Islam" in Genies, anges et demons: Egyptc, 
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21 '"'''' . 
. See G.arth Fowden, The Egyptian Hermes: a Historical Approach to the Late Pagan 

Mmd (Pnncet~n, 1993); and for Graeeo-Roman magic in general, see Christopher A. 
Farao~e and DU'k Obbink, Magika Hiera:- Ancient Greek Magic and Religion (Oxford, 
1991), John G. Gager, Cu~se Tablets an~ ~inding Spells from the Ancient World (New 
York and O~ford, 1992); _Fntz Graf, Maglc.m the Ancient World (Cambridge MA, 1997); 
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of treatises by the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al_$afa').22 Francis Peters 
(Chapter 2) discusses the rise of this esotericism in late antiquity and the 
role played by the Sabians of the city of l;Iarran in its transmission into 
early Islam. 23 Jewish influences on Arabic magic are explored by Alexandor 
Fodor in the context of a thirteenth-century treatise (Chapter 4). For a 
general background to pre-Islamic magical beliefs, the chapter on "Pagans 
and Gnostics" by Michael Morony in his book Iraq after the Muslim Conquest 
is highly useful 24 For Aramaic magical practices the work of Joseph Naveh 
and Shaul Shaked is indispensable. 25 On the difficulty of disentangling the 
various influences, see the article by Peter Joosse 26 

Many of these pre-Islamic beliefs and practices were assimilated into 
the emerging Islamic culture. Pre-Islamic magical imagery featuring lions, 
serpents, and scorpions can be seen on several types of magical artefacts, 
such as amulets and magic-medicinal bowls. There was concern for sudden 
death (associated with the evil eye)-explaining a nexus of symbols (scor
pion/serpent/mad dog) that occur on the earliest amulets, all of which could 
be interpreted as omens of sudden death. Astrological iconography derived1 
from classical antiquity, involving emblematic representations of the twelve ( 
zodiacal signs and the seven planets, also played a role in talismanic desigll.-.\ 

The employment of special occult properties of plant, animal, and min-
eral substances continued an established late antique practice. An entire V 
Arabic genre soon developed on the topic, usually called khawii~~ literature 
from the plural of the word khii~~a meaning "special property" .27 The ba-

Byzantine Magic (Wa8hingtoll DC, and Cambridge MA, 1995); Marvin Meyer and Richard 
Smith, eds., Ancient Christian Magic: Coptic Texts oj Ritual Power(San Francisco, 1994). 

L
---:l2see for example Seyyed Hossein Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doc

trines: Conceptions of Nature ~nd Methods Used jor its Study by the lkhwon a{-[ju!a', 
al.Bfruni, and Ibn Sina (Cambl1dge MA, 1964). 

23See also liThe $abi'at I~arran", in the article "$abi'a" (Toufic Fahd) , in EI2, VIII, 
675-78. 

24Michael G. Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest (Princeton, 1984),384-430. See 
also Wolfhart P. Heinrichs, "Sadj''', in EJ 2, VIII, 732-38, concerning magical utterances 
in pre-Islamic Arabian usage. 

25 Joseph Naveh and Shaul Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985; 2nd 
rev. ed. 1987), idem, Magic Spells and Formulae: Aramaic b~cantations oj Late Antiquity 
(Jerusalem, 1993). 

26N. Peter Joosse, uAn Example of Medieval Arabic Pseudo-Hermetism: the Tale of 
Salaman and Absal", Journal oj Semitic Studies 38 (1993), 279-93. 

27See Manfred Ullmann, "Kha!?-?a", in EI2, IV, 1097-98. Qur'anic verses and phrases 
were also said to have occult properties (khawii§~), for which see Toufic Fahd, uKhaw~~ 
al-15:ur'ao", in EI2, IV, 1133-34. 
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sic premise was that everything in nature had hidden or occult properties 
that could be activated, and some properties were compatible with others 
while some were antipathetic. By recognizing and utilizing these proper
ties, disease might be cured or good fortune attained. The occult properties 
of medicinal substances (kh"wii~~ al-adwiya) were favourite topics, though 
possibly the most popular and distinct form of khawiiss literature were the 
"stone-books", devoted to the magical virtues and us~~ of stolles and min
erals. An early example is a magical-medical pharmacopoeia written in the 
tenth century by Mul!allllllad ibn A~mad al-TamTmT, who lived in Jerusalem; 
the chapter concerned with the khawii~~ of stones has been edited and trans
lated by J utta Schonfeld .28 Later treatises were often illustrated with designs 
to be engl'aved on gemstones and set into a ring-to help with capturing 
wild animals, releasing someone from a spell, gaining love, or a host of other 
uses. 2D This type of magic did not usually involve prayers or invocations, for 
the material itself from which it was made, or the symbols inscribed thereon, 
was regarded as sufficient. 

Islamic Afagic in (,'cw.:ra[ 

There are, however, contrasts with many of the magical practices of late an
tiquity, the most obvious being the lack of animal, and occasionally human, 
sacrifice that was a well-attested activity in late antiquity. __ There is little 
evidence fo~lhe_C()ntinu~duseill_!sl"lll_gfd()llsalld similar objects to bring 
~t the ~e~!r.':'ctionof one's enemy. IlL thecase of 1I1aglcbovAs;-itjs-evi
~ that by the time they are attested in Islamic culture very fundamental' 

, ~_h.~.Ilges have taken place, so much so that their derivation from pre:Islamic 
~facts is very tenuous. --,,~,,-----------------

The rolo,;r thee~iT-~ye is much more evident in early Islamic practice 
than it appears to have been in earlier cultures. So imbedded in Islamic 
culture is this notion of the evil eye that Ignaz Goldziher has suggested 
that the traditional iconic gesture of astonishment in Islamic art, placing 
the index finger of the right hand to one's mouth, is a magical defence 

28 Jutta Schonfeld, Uber die Steine: Das 14. Rapitei aus dem lIJ(itab aJ~Mur$id" des 
Mu~ammad ibn A~mad at- Tamfmf, nach dem pariser Manuskript herausgegeben, iibersetzt 
und kommetltiert (Freiburg, 1976). 

29Por an example of this genre, see A.F.L. Beeston, nAn Arabic Hermetic Manuscript" 
The Bodleian Librar'Y Record 7 (1962), 11-23. ' 
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against the evil eye or evil in genera!.30 Quite certainly the representation 
of the human hand played an important role in protection against the evil 
eye throughout the pre-Islamic Middle East, and continues to do so in the 

Islamic lands. 
Curse tablets (usually written on lead, rolled up, and hidden) are rela

tively common artefacts from Graeco-Roman culture, but few traces remain 
amongst Islamic artefacts. Binding spells continued to playa role, as they 
did in late antiquity, but perhaps can be seen to be of somewhat less impor-

tance. 
Islamic writers ofte..n Erovide~ __ "_nl"gic,,ILdivinat()ry tradition with _its 

~ _ own pseudo-history. Such prophets as Daniel or Enoch/Idris 0~101~ 
I '-amongst oth'e-iS~'-w-;re commonly named as originators of various arts, some

times accompanied by tales of material being discovered in graves or caves.
3l 

An association with North Africa or India was sometimes suggested, for 
both areas became associated with the tapas of esoteric knowledge. Ibn 
Khaldun, writing in the fourteenth century, provided a particularly full "his
tory" of magical knowledge.32 For him, the definitive summary of everything 
known about ma.gic and sorcery was the Ara.bic magical-astrological treatise 
compiled around 1004, the Chityat al-iwkim, commonlyknownas the Pica
trix, that was falsely attributed to the Spanish astronomer al-Majrlp' (d. ca. 

1i01!r--fne Arabic text has been edited and translated into German, but 
a new edition and full study comparing it with the Latin tradition would 
be welcome.33 For most later writers, the acknowledged authority in the 
field of magic was the Egyptian AI!mad ibn 'All al-Bunl, who is said to have 
died in 1225. Many treatises are ascribed to him, the most influential being 
the Shams al-ma'iiri! al-kubrii, which, though printed many times, has never 
been critically edited or translated.34 Dorothee Pielow has published a study 

30Ignaz Goldziher, uZauberelemente 1m islamischen Gebet>l, in Orientalische Studien 
Theodor N5Jdeke zum siebzigstell Gebut'tstag gewidmet, cd. Carl Bezold (Giessen, 1906), 

I, 320-21. 
310n the role of the introductory Ilauthenticating apparatus", see Alexander Fodor, "The 

Origins of the Arabic Legends of the Pyramids", Acta Or'ientalia Academiae Scientiarum 

Hungarica, 23 (1970),335-63. 
32Ibn Khaldwl, Muqaddima, III, 156-70. 
33/(i'ab ghayat aJ-(wkrm, ed. Helmut Ritter (Leipzig and Berlin, 1933); trans. Helmut 

Ritter and Martin Plessner, Picatr·ix. Das Ziel des Weisen von Pseudo.Magrftf (Londou, 
1962). See also David Pingree, ed., Picatrix: the Latin Version of the Ghayat al-Jfakfm 

(London, \986). . 
3<1 Al;1mad ibn' AlI al-Buni, !(iWb shams aloma 'ari/ al-kubrcl wa.lafii'ij al- 'awiit'iJ (Crura, 

[ca. 1945}). 
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"I 110 111111111.11. /1'"11111'" 111101 l.iI"I .. ilIMI,o",,,,,1 roots, while Lory has examined 
II. h.1 till IIIIIMII, '" 

t II", "I I h" 1'1'i1l11l1'.Y 11"(1" of magic was to ward off disease and preserve 
WIIIII"'ili/!, MkhlL,d Dols' discussion of the theory of therapeutic magic 
(t !tllljll,"" a) Iileludes a discussion of sorcerers (siilyir, pl. sai}ara) who ad
oil'I,"",,,1 the'" invocations to demons. His chapter concern with exorcists 
(1I111'IlZziln,,"), v:ho sought God's .. ,sistance as weIl as that of the jinn to 

, hmLl illnesses such as epilepsy or insanity (not reprinted here, though it oc
curs in the same book), is marred by a confusion or equating of early modern 
and modern practices with medieval ones.36 

Recognition of active supernatural forces other than God's to a certain 
extent contradicted the strict monotheism of Islam, though not the omnipo
tence of God, to Whom were directed most of the pleas for intervention. 

(

Religious scholars tended to recognize as legitimate those forms of magic 
that appealed only to God, but not the illicit forms addressed to jinn and 
demons.37 fIt was also consi~ler_ed acceptable to address such invocations to 
angels, to Mu~ammad, to Ah or other members of the Prophet's family, 

\ and to saints: all these were believed to intercede with God on behalf of 
, the supplicant.38 Virtually all sehol"r8 allowrd for the mystical alld magical 

interpretation of letters and numbers. 

Amulets, Talismans, and Lette,' Magic 
c' 

\ 
ALthough they portray magical symbols whose imagery might be traceable to 

'Pre-[slamic traditions, the anlulets and talismanic objects used by Muslims 
\ c.hLefly took the form of ~ious invocations to God, through Qur'anic quota-
,~I01!§ and prayers. III tillS respect they differ substantially from Byzantine, 
Roman, early Iranian and other pre-Islamic magic. 

Talismans and amulets (there being virtually no distinction between the 
two English terms) were used not only to ward off the evil eye and mis
fortune, but could also be ,used to gain good fortune, or increase fertility 

3.5pielow, Die Quellen der Weisheit; Pierre Lory, liLa magie des lettres dans Ie Shams 
al-ma1arij d'al-BOni"", Bulletin d'itudes o1'ientaies 39-40 (1987-88), 97-111. 

36Michael W, DaIs, Majniin: the Madman in Medieval Islamic Society, ed. Diana E. 
Immisch, (Oxford, 1992), Chapter 9 liThe Practice of Magic in Healing"; see also 243-60 
for Itmedicine of the Prophet" (al-Jibb al-nabawr), which has many folkloric and magical 
elements but will be discussed in the volume on medicine forming part of the present series. 

37Toufic Fahd, "La connaissance de l'inCOlll1aissable et I'obtention de l'impossible dans 
la pensee mantique et magi que de I'Islam)'), Bulletin d'i-tudes orientales 44 (1992), 33-44. 

36For healing shrines in Islam, see DaIs, Maj'~iin, 243-60j Josef W. Meri, The cult oj 
Saints among Muslims and Jews in Medieval Syria (Oxford, 2002). 
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or potency or attractiveness. They encompassed not only magical symbols, 
but also evocations and prayers nearly always addressed to God 01' one of 
His intercessors. The most common Arabic terms employed for amulets 
were tilstim (Greek telesma, derived from a root meaning to endow a thing 
with potency) and ~irz, suggesting protection.39 The use of. t~e E~glish 
term "charm" for such material is generally best avoided, for It Imphes an 
evocation of a lesser god or demon through recitations and incantations, 
The difference between magical invocations in the Islamic world and those ~ 
of Europe O~Qthpre-GhrIs£ia;;-a:ll(r<:;hristia;;r IS th"'tinTsh,in tli,nnVCica- \ 
tions~~ost often (though not exciusi"elyLa.cldressedto Go~ rather th,,:,,: 
t~ni:--Thu;; -;hij~ti;~ a.-itefact may have some magical writing and ' 
magic"CsYtnbols they are predominantly supplications to God to aid and 
protect the bear~r. [slamic magic has been defined by Michael Eols as ':a 
supercharged prayer"'<o and the artefacts bear this out. [n thIS, Isl~mlc 
magic differs from -thai'of antiquity and from lIluch of European medIeval 

and later magical practices. 
The prayers, Qur'anic verses, pious phrases, and invocations, often em

ploying the 99 "Beautiful Names of God" (al-asma' al-!tusna)41 or names of 
angels, applied to magical objects were supplemented by an array of symbols 
whose function was to strengthen the supplications. Many of these symbols 
were inherited from earliel' cultures, and their origins and significance have 

become obscure with the passage of time. 
The earliest surviving talismanic objects reflect pre-Islamic magical sym

bolism: for example, a long-horned stag or oryx occurring on very early Ira
nian am uletic objects of about the ninth century, and a remarkably stable but 
complex design also occurring on ninth- and tenth-century amulets composed 
of a scorpion, rampant lion or dog, a canopy of stars, and a frame of ~seud~
writing.42 Both designs, for unknown reasons, drop out of the tahsmamc 
repertoire by the twelfth or thirteenth century, at which time oth~r talis- \ 
man~e igns appear to dominate. Of the latter, the most common IS a row 

"?e"ve~ agical symbols, one of which is a five-pointed star (or pentagram) 
or sometimes hexagram traditionally called the "Seal of Solomon". The 
seven magical symbols together represented the sigla of God's Holy Name, 

• B I "T'I - " . EJ 2 X 39See Julius Ruska, Bernard Carra de Vaux, and C.E. oswort 1, I sam , III '. ' 

500-502, an excellent article except for over-use of the word "charm" and over-emphasIS 

on the difference between talismans and amulets. 
'40 See Chapter 3, p. 216. 
4.1Louis Gardet, "al-Asma' al-J:Iusna", in E1 2

, I, 714-17. 
42Savage-Smith, "Magic and Islam", 135-37. 
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though historians have sometimes incorrectly called them the "Seven Seals 
of Solomon". Talismanic designs could also include astrological iconogra
phy derived from classical antiquity. These were usually anthropomorphized 
representations, adapted to Islamic iconographic conventions, of the zodiacal 

C
i ns and the seven classical planets. . 

Magic writing, composed of numerals and letters as well as other marks 
is another common featllre.<l3 As oar~'3 the ninth cent~ry, entire treatise~ 
were devoted to magical alphabets, "ccret writing, and curious alphabets 
of e~rlier cultures. For ex"mplc, "bout AD 855 Ibn Wa~shTya composed 
the Illustrated css"y on magic,,1 scripts entitled Kitiib shawq al-mustaham 
F ma"'ifat 7"UI1!1;Z al-aq/(im ("The bool, of the frenzied devotee's desire to 
learn about the riddles of "ncient scripts")." The tenth-century treatise by 
Ja'far ibn Man~iir ,,1- Yaman on deciphering ancient symboi~ 11aS bee;;-'~dited 
twice and is a useful guide to early knowledge of esoteric symbols.45 Early 
(and later) Islamic magical vocabulary also included symbols ~sed in late 
antiquity consisting of combinations of short lines ending in tight curls or 
loops, often called "lunette 'sigla" .46 By employing the magical properties 
of the letters themselves (an art called 'ilm al-(""'''f or s[miya'), it was said 
that Olle could sometimes control the jillll. 

The best guide to deciphering the myriad symbols on Islamic talismans 
remains the long out-of-print study by Tewfik Canaan (Chapter 5). More 
~ntly, Venetia Porter ha, published an examination of Islamic seals hav
ling amuletic design:, engraved in reVerse and therefore intended for stamping 
I (Chapter 6). In thiS she explores the ambiguity between seal (khiitam) and 
I amulet and the "function" of each. The study by H.A. Winkler should still 

be consulted, while Georges Anawati provided an excellent bibliography as 
part of his analysis of SOUle North African amuletic instructions. 47 The oc-

43See Toufic Fahd. "l:Iuliif ('ilm ,al-)", in El 2 I III, 395-96; MacDonald and Fahd 
"STmiya''',612-13. . I 

C
- Ed. and trans. Joseph Hammer, Ancient Alphabets and HieroglYJ)hic Characters Ex. 
plainedi with an Account 0/ the Egyptian P"iests, their Classes, Initiation and Sacroifices 
(London, 1B06). 

G5 Ja'far i~n ~a~l~plr a~- Yaman, Kiliib al.kashf, ed. Rudolf Strothmann (Oxford, 1952); 
ed. Mu~~afa Ghahb (Beirut, 1984). Magical alphabets could also be used for encoding 
messages; see C.E. Bosworth, "Mu'anuna" in El2 VlfI 257-58 
46. I, , ' 

For lunette sigla, see Chapter 5, pp. 141-43; Doutte, Magie et religion dam l'A/rique 
du Nord, 158-59, 244-48, 28B. 

47H.A. Winkler, Siegel ~Jl~ Chamklere in del" muhammedanischen Zauber·ei (Berlin, 
1930); Georges C. Anawatl, !Trois talismans musulmans en arabe provenant du Mali 
~Mar~he de Moptit, Annates islamologiqlles 11 (1972), 287-339. See also Savage-Smith, 

MagIC and Islam , 61-62, where a table is given of the relative occurrences of Qur'anic 
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currence on many surviving amulets of undecipherable pseudo-Arabic raises 
some interesting issues for the historian. Were the words nonsense to the 
person writing them? Was the person writing them illiterate and misun
derstanding his model? If so, wa, that thought to lessen or invalidate its 
magical or invocatory power? Did it compromise the efficacy of the magic if 
the person reciting an invocation or wearing an amulet did not understand 
the formulae? 

Talismanic protection was sought for virtually everything. Manuscripts, 
for example, were often "protected" by the simple inscription of the phrase 
yii kabZkaj ("0 Buttercup"). This talismanic inscription did not. involve any 
magical symbols, but rather reflected the idea that the buttercup, a member 
of the family of highly poisonous plants called rallullculaceae, was useful 
in repelling insects and worms. The use of fish-glue and starch-pa,te in 
Arabic manuscript production attracted to a volume all kinds of worms and 
insects. It is apparent that, when the actual plant wa, unavailable, it wa, 
considered equally effective to simply write the name "buttercup" (kabZkaj) 
in an invocation at the front and again at the back of a volume to protect it 
from insects and worms. In these instances the invocation is neither to God 
nor to an intercessor nor to a lesser god, but to the occult powers (khawaff) 
of the plant itself. 

Magic Squares 

Magic squares became an important part of the vocabulary of talisman
makers and compilers of magical manuals, particularly after the twelfth cen
tury. The earliest magic square (wafq in Arabic) was a 3 x 3 square having 
nine cells in which the letter/numerals from 1 through 9 were arranged so 
that every row and every column a, well a, the two diagonals had the same 
sum: 15. This ancient magic square (possibly of Chinese origin) was given 
its own special name of budii(" derived from the four letter/numerals that 
are placed in the corner squares (the letters b = 2, d = 4, wlii = 6, and (I = 
8). So potent were the magical properties of this square that the name itself, 
bud"i', acquired its own occult potency. Thus, like the invocation to a but
tercup (ya kabikaj), when one did not wish or know how to write the magic 
square, one could invoke it against stomach pains, temporary impotency, or 
even to become invisible, by writing or saying yii budii(, ("0 Budii~").4B The 

verses on amulets. 
48See DWlcan Black Macdonald, uBudul.l", in E12, Supp!., 153-54. 
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~lames of the four archangels were frequently associated with the square, and 
It was often placed within a larger talismanic design. 

The magical literature and artefacts that have been studied up till now do 
not seem to display any knowledge of higher-order magic squares (i.e. larger 
than 3 x 3) until the thirteenth century. It appears that knowledge of their 
constructIOn developed before that time but did not pass into the magical 
vocabulary until the late twelfth or early thirteenth century. Mathematical 
texts from the late tenth century, such as that by Abu I-Wafa' al-Buzjanl (d. 
997), contain methods for constructing standard magic squares up to 6 x 6 
yet they did not enter the magical vocabulary until about two-hundred year~ 
later.49 

In a magical context there were also squares that on first sight appear to 
be "magic squares", but in fact lack the required mathematical properties. 
The~e f~ll into tw.o categories: the so-called Latin square (in Arabic, wafq 
maJazt false magIc square") and the "verse square". In the former each row 
and each column contain the same set of symbols (be they numerals, letters, 
words, or abstract marks), but with the order of the symbols differing in 
each row or column. In the "vel'se square" the cells of the square are filled 
with words or phr:1.c;ps) hilt not arra.ng(,d iI."" ill ct La.tin :';Cjuarc. Rather in 

I . ' eae 1 consecutive row one word is dropped on the right side and a new one 
added on the left until the entire selected verse (usually from the Qur'an) is 
worked into the square. 

The literature on true magic squares is extensive, for it has attracted 
the attention of historians of mathematics and puzzles. Yet the focus of vir
tually all the scholarly literature has been upon the mathematical methods 
of c~'eating magic squares of higher order, rather than upon their magical 
slgmficance or the" role in popular culture. For the mathematical historical 
approaches to the subject, see the publications of Jacques Sesiano.5o See 
Chapter 6 by Venetia Porter for the magical associations of such squares, 

. 49B?rdered magic squares of higher orders could also be constructed by rnathemati
Clans III the tenth century. See Jacques Sesiano, "Le traite d'Abil'l-Wafa' sur lea carn~s 
magiques", Zeitschri/t fur Geschichte der arabisch-islamischen Wissenschaften 12 (1998) 
121-244. ' 

50 Jacques Sesiano, uWa~" I in E12, XI, 28-31; idem, Un tmite medieval sur lea carres 
magiq~es:. ?~ l~a,.rangement harmonieux des nombrea (Lausanne, 1996); idem. "Quadra
tus, Imra~llls I m Jan P. Hogendijk and Abdelhamid 1. Sabra, eds" Tile Enterprise oj 
SCIence m Islam: New Perspectives, ed. (Cambridge MA, 2003). 199-233; Schuyler Cam
~~nn, uIslamic and Indian Magic Squares", History of Religions 8 (1969). 181-209, 271-
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and for their use in the context of magic shirts and charts, see the discussion 
by the present author.51 

Talismanic Equipment 

It is evident that the twelfth century, for whatever reason, saw a marked 
------_.--------------------- .. _---- . - ---- - -- --

increase of interest in magic: Present evidence suggests it was about tltis 
trm:e-thannag;ic;i.l~mediCinaTbowls were first produced (the earliest example 
known was made in 1167 for the Syrian ruler Nur ai-DIn ibn Zangl), that 
the am uletic design known (inaccurately) as the Seven Seals of Solomon was 
devised, that the magical use of higher-order magic squares occurred, and 
the production of rIiagical texts began to increase dramatically. 

Magic healing b;)wls were produced in considerable quantity from at 
least the twelfth century, though they are not found in the written magical 
literature. In origin they were probably related in some fashion to pre
Islamic Aramaic bowls, though there are in fact great differences in design 
and function. 52 The latter are of clay and have spiral inscriptions invoking 
demons, while the Islamic ones are of metal and noticeably lacking in any 
reliance upon jinn and demons. Islamic magic-medicinal bowls are distinct 
amongst magical artefacts for a number of reasons: a) they were not carried 
or worn by the sufferer (hence not an amulet); b) they do not function con
tinuously, as a household amulet would; c) they were emplo:teA-"lll,Lwhen 
needed'.xe~~hElLwereofa lasting material; and d) the early examples are far 
more informative as to tllei,rritended use than any other magical artefact, 
for the early (twelfth-fourteenth century) examples are engraved with state
ments giving specific therapeutic uses. In addition to Qur'anic verses and 
magical writing, the early bowls were decorated with schematically rendered 
human and animal forms. A sub-group always have representations of a SCOl'

pion, a snake (or serpent), an animal that is probably intended to be a dog 
(though some have called it a lion), and two intertwined dragons-imagery 
reminiscent of the design on ninth/tenth-century Iranian amulets. This sub
group has been designated by some scholars as "poison cups", though in fact 
poisons and animal bites are only some of the many uses inscribed on the 
outside of the dish. 53 

!iISee Savage-Smith, "Talismanic Charts and Shirts", in Science, Tools fj Magic, I, 106·· 
23. 

52For the pre-Islamic bowls, see the work of Naveh aJ."ld Shaked (above , n. 25). 
53See Tewfik Canaan, "Arabic Magic Bowls", Jounwl oj the Palesline Oriental Society 

16 (1936), 79-127; Savage-Smith, "Magic-Medicinal Bowls", in Science, Tools & Magic, I. 
72-105. 
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------_.--------------------- .. _---- . - ---- - -- --
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pion, a snake (or serpent), an animal that is probably intended to be a dog 
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!iISee Savage-Smith, "Talismanic Charts and Shirts", in Science, Tools fj Magic, I, 106·· 
23. 

52For the pre-Islamic bowls, see the work of Naveh aJ."ld Shaked (above , n. 25). 
53See Tewfik Canaan, "Arabic Magic Bowls", Jounwl oj the Palesline Oriental Society 

16 (1936), 79-127; Savage-Smith, "Magic-Medicinal Bowls", in Science, Tools & Magic, I. 
72-105. 
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Another type of magical equipment with no counterpart in the literature 
are magic shirts, made of cloth and painted with magical symbols and verses 
from the Qur'an. The only preserved examples are from the fifteenth century 
or later and were made in Ottoman Turkey, Safavid Iran, or Mughal India. 
There was, however, a tradition traceable to the ninth century of wearing a 
special shirt for curing fevers or aiding childbirth.54 A remarkable Judeo
Persian talismanic textile, recen tly published in detail by Raya Shani, though 
of recent date nonetheless reHects an ancient magical tradition traceable to 
Mesopotamia and mediated through Jewish and Muslim communities.55 

Mirrors luwe a long history of association with magical properties.56 A 
number ofInedieval mirrors arc preserved, usualW fi6iIltKela:te-tw~lfth or 
thirteenth century, on which talismanic designs have been engraved upon 
the shiny surface. 57 

There was an old t!'adition of placing padlocks on sacred places or tombs 
of saints to ma"k a vow taken. Many of these locks have amuletic designs on 
them, and Paola Torre has published an excellcn t examination of this type 
of am uletic equipment.58 Finally, ill the various collections of amulets there 
are large numbers of amulet ca.c,;es for holding rolled-up written amulets or 

even entire minuscule Qur'ans. 
At times the artefacts enrich our understanding of a text, sometimes 

the literature helps us understand a surviving artefact, and sometimes there 
is a surprising or inexplicable discrepancy between them. A methodology, 
however, that examines both the material culture and the writtel) text can 
perhaps aid us i!l-Qetter understanding the everyday practices :-n':fcc.;-,lcerns 
of both the educated and tiie]lIltei'ate,-the affiuent and the poor-.---

Magic as Trickery and Conjuring 

Magic also included the art of trickery or forgery. Several Arabic terms could 
be used for this activity: niranj (from a Persian word for creating illusions), 
sha'badha (a magician was called a musha'bidh)' 'ilm al-!tiyal, "the science of 
tricks", or 'ilm siisiiniya, derived from the designation of the medieval Islamic 

,s'lSee Savage-Smith, "Talismanic Charts and Shirts"! 106-23. 
.s,sRaya Shani, uA Judea-Persian Talismanic Textile", in Jrano-Judaica IV, ed. Shaul 

Shaked and Amnon Netzer (Jerusalem, 1999), 251-73. 
s6Manfred Ullmann, Dos Motiv des Spiegels in der arabischen Literatur des Mittelalters 

(Giittingen, 1992). 55-61. 
,s7See Savage-Smith, "Talismanic Mirrors and Plaques") 124-3l. 
58Paola Torre, Lucchetti Orientali: FUl1zione, simbolo, magia. Rama, Palazzo Bmncac

cia, 51uglio-SO novemb,'e 1989 [exhibition catalogue] (Rome, 1989). See also Tim Stanley, 
IILocks, Padlocks, and Tools", in Science, Tools & Magic, II, 356-90. 
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IIl1derc];"" of swindlers and rogues as Banu Sasan. 59 The activities included 
"olliidence tricks, sleight-of-hand tricks, creating illusions, and at times even 
In"'uded the taming of animals. They could employ lamps, candles, vapours, 
hottles, cups and glasses, eggs, and all sorts of other equipment. 

Such practices continued traditions from late antiquity. There has not 
y"l~ been a study, however, of early Islamic manifestations of such conjuring 
1101' comparisons with pre-Islamic practices. A text that throws considerable 
light upon later activities is al-Mukhtiir fi kash! al-as/'iir ("The Selection in 
Unveiling Secrets"), written in the first half of the thirteenth century by 
'Abd al-Ra~Tm al-J awbarT, a dervish of Damascus and ex-magician. In it, 
,,1-JawbarT exposes the practices of charlatans and magicians. The schol
arly edition and study of this important work by Stefan Wild has not yet 
been published.6o Meanwhile, there is an unsatisfactory printed version and 
French translation available (though copies are often hard to locate) .61 In
Kights can also be gained by comparison with recent studies of magicians in 
countries such as India.62 

Magic as Wonder-working and Marvels 

Magic also plays a prominent role in the genre of paradoxography or "marvel' 
writing", whose origins can be traced back to the third century BC.63 Vir
tually all writers on geography included stories of incredible creatures and 
event; that cause wonderment, and by the twelfth century a-genre ;'(]Ltel:
,,(ure-developed usually designatecla.s'ajii 'ib~· eq ui valent~t~"lllilaGilia:'0'4 
Tilese accounts of the sensational and wondrous in~lud~d-ma~;n-ade-s-iruc: 
Lures such as the pyramids, as well as natural phenomena, travellers' tales of 

59Toufic Fahd, ClNrrandj", in E1 2
, VIII, 51-52. See also Franz Rosenthal, "Sha'badha" 

in E1 2
, IX, 152; C.E. Bosworth, Tile Medieval Islamic Underworld, I: The Bona Sasan in 

Arabic Life and Lore; and II: The AfYlbic la,yon Text3 (Leiden, 1976). 
60See Stefan Wild, L'al-Djawbarr' in El 2 , wh..ich corrects some information given in the 

"Nfrandj" article cited in the previous note. 
61'Abd al-Rabrm al-Jawbarr, [(itab al-mukhtli'- jf kash/ al-asrar (Cairo, [ca. 1918])i Le 

voile arrache, trans. Rene R. Ehawam (Paris, 1979-80). 
62See, for example, the study of Siegel, Net of Magic . 
63 James S. Romm, The Edges of the Ear·th in Ancient Thought (Princeton, 1992), 92-

109. ~ ____ . __ .. ___ _ . ____ . ______ . __ . ___ .________.. ___ . 

r
---- 64See C.E. Bosworth and Iraj Afshar, "'Aja:'eb al-Ma~l(iqat" in Ency-;i~p-;;dia ironica, 
ed. Ehsan Yarshater (London and Costa Mesa, CA, 1985-proceeding), 1,696-99; Lutz 

I 
Richter-Bemburg, '''Aja'jb" in Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, ed. Julie Scott Meisami 
and Paul Starkey (London and New York, 1998), I, 65-66; Robert Irwin, Tile Arabian 

~ ~ Companion (Lo~~o_n~~:,~), 178-213. ______ 
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the fabulous, strange events, grotesque and hybridised creatures, and occult 
properties of animals. 

By the thirteenth century there were manuals of sorcery giving spells for 
flying, for becoming invisible, for walking on water, for giving someone a 
dog's head, and all sorts of other amazing things-forming a type of fan
tastical literature in its own right. See, for example, Rex Smith's study of 
stories of sorcery in Ibn al-Mujawir's thirteenth-century guide to Arabia.6s 

Divination 

Divination is concerned with the prediction of future events or gaining in
formation about things unseen.66 In the early and classical Islamic world 
it encompassed a range of techniques inherited from late classical antiq
uity, from Sasanian Iran, and from traditional Mesopotamian practices. For 
these earlier practices, see the analysis by Ann Jeffers.67 The relatively 
overlooked subject of Armenian divinatory practices has been addressed by 
Robert Thompson.6s While all but one form of Islamic divination can be 
traced back to earlier practices, not all the divinatory techniques inherited 
from early cultures were continued with equal enthusiasm. 
~The divinatory practices can be grouped roughly into those whose tech
( niques are largely intuitive and those that employ numerical or mechanical 

methods. Insights into the future do not always require a procedure or tech
nique, the $ufi association with divination being an example.69 However, 
the discussion to follow will be restricted to those practices involving spe
cific techniques, beginning with the int!litive forms. 

Augury by observing the beh~our of animals (especially the flight of 
birds) was an early practice throughout Mesopotamia and continued in late 
antiquity, but in Islamic culture it seems to have played a less prominent 

6Se. Rex Smith, "Magic, Jinn, and the Superna.tUJ-al in Medieval Yemen: Examples 
from Ibn al-Mugawir's 7th/13th Century Guide", Quaderni di studi arabi 13 (1995), 7-18. 

66For all types of divination in the Islamic world, with the exception of astrology, the 
fundamental guide is that by Toufic Fahd, La divination arabe.. See also his article on 
kihtina, also on "Fa'l" in E12, II, 758-59, r 1 Ann Jeffers, Magic and/)_i_~~.natio.n.in,A1!~i!mt Palestine and Syria (Leiden, 1996), See 
~o Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest. 

68Robert W. Thomson, U 'Let Now the Astrologers Stand Up': the Armenian Christian 
Reaction to Astrology and Divination", Dumba,·ton Oaks Papers 46 (1992), 305-12. This 
study includes an excellent discussion of terms used for various techniques. 

69See for example Meri, Cult 0/ Saints, where Chapter 2 is particularly relevant. For 
the distinction between divination and prophecy, see Toufic Fabd, ICNubuwwa", in EI2, 
VIII, 93-96. 
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1"011'. 1\ ractor may have been that I.m, pre-Islamic divinatory interpretation 
or thn flight or birds, was prohibited, and the term was later extended to 
In<'lnd" divination by any animal 01" human niovement. 70 On the other hand, 
l.hl1 behaviour of animals, particularly the hoopoe, was part of the water
divilwl"s a.rt for discovering the presence of underground water (sometimes 
I'xtnnded to include the presence of minerals).71 

Techniques for reading the future and learning the will of God byexam
Ining the conformation of animal parts (most frequently the liver or shoulder 
hlltdcs) were also commonly employed in pre-Islamic Mesopotamia and the 
Ncar East," as was hydromancy-interpreting patterns appearing on the 
"urface of water (or oil, ink, or any shiny surface).73 With the exception of 
divination by shoulder blades (scapulimancy), few details remain of the spe
dne methods used in these intuitive techniques, although divination from 
I.he shape of a sheep's scapula ('ilm al-katif) was the subject of several 
I1ltrly Arabic treatises, one attributed to aI-Kind! and others to the elusive 
"Hermes" .74 

While foretelling the future by consulting oracles had been an important 
pl"actice in classical antiquity, it played a greatly diminished role in late an
li~lIity and almost no role in c.lassica.l Islam. On the other hand, the common 
Uraeco-Roman practice of dream interpretation (oneiromancy) paBsed from 

70Toufic Fahd, II 'Iyafa", in EI 2, IV, 2DO-91; Fahd, Divination arabe, 498-519. 
11The water-diviner's art was called "iya/a; see Toufic Fahd, "Riyafa", in El 2 , VIII, 

562. 
;2 For Babylonian liver omens preserved on Assyrian cuneiform tablets, see Ulla Koch

Westenholz, Babylonian Liver Omens: the Chapter8 Manziizu, Padiinu and Pan takalti 0/ 
tlw Babylonia" E:1:tilJpicy S~"ie8, M(Jirliy Jmm Assur'banipal',:j LibnH'Y (Copenhagen, 2000). 

730n the topic of hydromancy ill Islam, lit,t.!e has been done. Alexander Fodor has 
translated a relevant chapter from a prolific modern Egyptian author of magical texts, 
IAbd al-FaHal:t al-Sayyid al-Tukhi, who claims to have used manuscript material in the 
Dar al-Kutub in Cairo. The technique described involves the conjuring of spirits to do 
t.he magician's biddingj Alexander Fodor, uArabic Bowl Divination and the Greek Magi
cal Papyri", in Proceedings 0/ the Colloquium on Popular Customs and the Monotheistic 
Religions in the Middle East and North A/r'ica, ed. Alexander Fodor and Avihai Shivtiel 
(Budapest, 1994; The Arabist, 9-10). 73-101. 

14 AI-KindT, I<itab Jf 'ilm al-kati/, ed. and trans. by Gerrit Bos and Charles Burnett in 
iJermeti" Trismegisti astrologica et divi,wtol'ia, ed. Gerrit Bas, Charles Burnett, Therese 
Charmasson, Paul Kunit.zsch, Fabrizio LeUi, and Paolo Lucentin..i (Turnhout, 2001), 285-
347; see also 253-83, comprising an edition. by Charles Burnett of the Hermetic treatises 
together with an introductory history of scapulimancy. See also the collection of studies by 
Charles Burnett, Magic and Divi,wtion" in the Middle Ages: Texts and Techniques in the 
Islamic and Christian Worlds (Aldel'shot, 1997), nos. XII-XV, and Toufic Fahd, "Katif 
('ilm .1-)" in El', IV, 763. 
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late antiquity into Islam through a number of treatises. John Lamoreaux 
has published an excellent study of dream interpretation in early Islam.75 

The value of this monograph extends far beyond the limits of the Muslim 
oneirocritic tradition, and should be read by everyone working on any aspect 
of divination in early Islam. 

A number of Byzantine treatises were concerned with divination from 
winds (brontologia) 01' the philBes of the moon (selenodromia). The predic
tion of seasonal changes and cultivation patterns on the basis of natural phe
nomena such nB thunder, clouds, "nd rainbows formed part of the Byzantine 
treatises called 900]1oniclL, transmitted into Islam as the "Nabatean agricul
ture" ([(ittlb ai-filii!", al-nlLblL.t'yaj attributed to Ibn Wal)shTya.76 

It could be argued that the most common divinatory practice was that of 
predicting changing weather patterns. Charles Burnett (Chapter 7) discusses 
a tract on the topic composed by ai-KindT (d. ca. 870), which was largely 
dependent upon claBsical and late antique traditions of weather forecasting 
employing a method based on the visibility of important star-groups.77 Such 
" form of divination haB been termed astrometeoroIogy.78 Alexander Fodor 
has published a study of one example from a group of texts concerned with 
meteorological divination circuia.ting unde.r t.he title ma.l!wma or malii~im 
and attributed to the prophet Daniel.79 The example of the genre that 
Fodor chose to translate and analyse is still in circulation today, at least in 
Iraq, suggesting that this approach to meteorological foreca.5ting is part of 
the current folklore. Fodor presents rather ingenious arguments for the date 
and place of composition-i.e. the beginning of the eleventh century on the 
southern slope of Tur 'AbdTn, by a Syriac Christian monk. 

Knowledge of stars, and in particular lunar mansions (a series of 28 
prominent star-groups near the ecliptic), formed the basis for much of this 
astrometeorology. A very important examination of the recognition of star 
groups in early Islam is that by Joseph Henninger, regrettably overlooked in 
much of the literature.8~ 

75Lamoreaux. The Ea,.[y Muslim Tmdition of Dream Interpretation. 
7SSee Ullmann. Die Nolw·· und Geheimwissenschaften, 427-42. 
77For a fuller discussion see Gerrit Bos and Charles BW'nett, Scientific Weather Fore

casting in the Middle Ages: the Writings of Al-T(indl-Studies, Editions and Translations 
0/ the Arabic, Heb,-ew and Latin Texts (London and New York, 2000). 

78 For basic sources for astrometeorology before the twelfth century, see Sezgin, 
Astf'Ologie-Meteorologie, 302-35. 

79 Alexander Fodor. "Malhamat Daniyal" in The Muslim East: Studies in Honour of 
Julius Germanus, ed. Gyula I<aldy-Nagy (Budapest, 1974),84-133 + 26 pp. Arabic. 

80 Joseph Henninger, l'Ober Sternkunde und Sternkult in Nord und Zentralarabien", 
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Lunar mansions were also given astrological and divinatory significance 
ou Lside the realm of weather predic.tion. They played a prominent role par
l.icularIy in non-horoscopic forms of astrology. Their use is evident in the 
Lreatises of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al-$afa') and in the Picatrix, 
hoth compiled at the end of the tenth century, as well 0.5 in geomancy.81 
Daniel Varisco has published a useful study of the astrological significance 
of lunar mansions as given in a thirteenth-century Yemeni treatise, with a 
survey of earlier writings on the subject.82 

The most intuitive of all forms of divination-physiognomy-will be dis
eussed at the end of this essay. The forms of divination that were less 
il.ltuitive fall into three groups: sortilege, letter-number interpretation, and 
"strology.83 

Sortilege 

The Roman practice of lot-co.5ting or sortilege (the interpretation of results 
produced by chance) was especially popular throughout late antiquity and 
continued to be so in the Islamic world. Lot-casting was not always divina
tion in the sense of predicting the futul'e, but rather a means of determining 
a. course of action or deciding between courses of action. 

In the Qur'an two practices involving chance were prohibited: istiqsiim, 
a pre-Islamic use of rods to settle disputes or give simple omens; and maysir, 
literally, "the game of the left-handed", involving arrows and the slaughter
ing of animals and later extended to include all kinds of gambling (qimiir).S4 
Nonetheless, the casting of lots (qu1"'a) was considered legitimate.s5 Dice, 

Zeitsclu'ijt fijr Ethnologic 79 (1954). 82-117; repro with additions in Joseph Henninger, 
Ambica Sacra (Gottingell, 1981), 48--117. 

81See above, lUl. 22, 33, and, for geomantic use of lunar mansions, Chapter 8. 

\

-- 82Daniel M. Varisco, "The Magical Significance of the LWlar Stations in the 13th
Century Yerneni T<itab al.Tab§ira fi 'ifm al.nujiim of aI-Malik al·Ashra.P', Quaderni di 
studi arabi 13 (1995), 19-40; also Emilie Savage.Smith, Islamicate Celestial Globes: Their 
History, Construction, and Use (Washington DC, 1985), 114-32. 

83Toufic Fahd classifies under the term "cleromancy" (les pr'Ocecies cleromantiques) both 
sortilege and letter-number interpretation, as well as the meteorological divination in 
the texts called malii~tim discussed above; see Fahd, Divination ambe, 177-245. Such a 
classification blurs fundamental distinctions. 

84See T. Fahd, UIstil5sam" and "Maysir" in EI 2, IV, 263-64; VI, 923-24; Franz Rosen
thal, Gambling in Is/am (Leiden, 1975),66-112; Fahd, Divination ambe, 204-12. 

85See Toufic Fahel, "I~ur'a", in EJ 2, V, 398-99; iciem, Divination arabe, 214-19 .. Note 
that throughout Fahd's discussions there is a confusion of the term "rhapsodomancy" 
(an otherwise unattested word apparently meaning divination from verses) and urhabelo
mancy", from a. Greek root meaning divinat.ion using darts or rods. See also Rosenthal, 
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as well as arrows or rods or grains, could be used.s6 A variant form (bib
liomancy) involved opening a book and selecting a passage at random, with 
the Qur'an being the most commonly used volume. The Arabic term for bib
liomancy was usually !""'q al-istikhiiriit ("the method of choices"), the term 
istikhiira meaning entrusting to God the choice between several options.s7 

Lot-books in the form of tables of questions and answers were also employed, 
with selection determined by letters or numbers or verses. A lot-book con
sisting of 144 topics, each topic provided with twelve answers, circulated 
under the name of aI-KindT (as well as other early figures) and claimed an 
associ;.tion with the caliph al-Ma'mun.88 

~9comancy.( 'il1Jl:"I:ra111L_"~~e science of the sand") also falls within the 
category of sortilege, although it does not appear to have been one of those 
techniques taken from pre-Islamic practices. In this respect it is unique 
amongst the Islamic divinatory practices. Numerous Arabic and Persian 
manuscripts on the topic are preserved, but they do not seem to occur 
together with works on interpretation of dreams nor with physiognomy
suggesting a very different origin and different milieu in which it was prac
ticed. Its origin is a matter of speculation, but it appears to have been a 
well·"sl." blished practice in Nort.h Africa, Egypt, and Syria by the twelfth 
century. Its purported history and iL,sociation with the archangel Gabriel, 
Idrfs, and a legendary Indian sage Tum\um ai-HindI is related in Chapter 
8.89 Ibn Khaldun iL,"ociated it particularly with urban practices, and said: 
"Many city dwellers who had no work, in order to make a living, tried sand 
divinat.ion" ,90 It ".pppal·~ t.o Iw thp: only example we have of a divinatory 

technique for which a mechanical device wa., constructed."! The fact that 

Gambling i,l Ill/am, 32-3'1,51-52; Thompson, H 'Let now the Astrologers Stand Up'», 306; 
Savage-Smith, uDivination", in Science, Tools fj Magic, I, 150-51, 158-59. 

86For examples, see Anna Contadini, "Islamic Ivory Chess Pieces, Draughtsmen and 
Dice", OxJord Studies in Islamic Ad, 10 (1995), 111-54i for so-called "geomantic dice", 
see Savage-Smith, "Divinat.ion", 148-·51, 156-59. 

81See Savage-Smith, "Divination'.', 154-51. 
8SIt is preserved in at least five Arabic copies and a popular Latin vel"Sion was known as , 

tiber AIJadhol; see Paul I<unitzsch, "Zum Liber Alfadhol. Eine Nachlese", ZeitschriJt der 
Deutscheu Morgenlii.ndischen Gesellschaft 118 (1968), 297-314. 

89Chapt.el' 8 is a revised version of a study published nearly 25 years ago: Emilie Savage
Smith and Marion B. Smit.h, IsLamic Geornancy and a Thi"teenth-Century Diuinatory 
Device (Malibu, CA, 1980). 

901bn I<haldfIn, Muqaddima, I, 228-29. 
91 If one does not count an astrolabe or the instrument for the calculation of tasyfr, both 

of which only provided part of the data necessary for a divinatory prognostication. 

INTRODUCTION xxxv 

t';"1I1I11W(,.Y did not require as,tronomical observations and calculations as did 
1I1I1.n,logy 110 doubt cOlltributed to its great popularity. 

__ '--'-C~'~ 

~.r-N~'mbe:_~,ue"Preta~~ 
'!'11ll lIumerical values of letters forming a word could constitute the basis of 
II. e1ivin11tory reading. The general terms for this technique were 'ilm al-Iwruf 
("1.1>1' science of letters") and sfmiyii,.92 The method could flourish only in 
",,"It"re that used alphabetical numerals-that is, Greek, Syriac, Hebrew, 
lI.nel Arabic-and its legendary origins were traced back to Pythagoras. The 
nillnerical value of a name had particular significance, and if that is the 
foclls of the technique, then the art is known as onomancy. An onomantic 
tll])le often present in divinatoi'YTfeatiseswM used-tOdet~~mine the victor 
lI.nd the vanquished by calculating the numerical value of the names of the 
,'"ntenders, dividing each by nine, and finding the remainders on the chart. 
The technique wa, usually called !,isiib al-Mm ("calculation by nine").93 
There were similar procedures for determining the outcome of an illness, the 
Hllccess of a journey, the truth or falsity of a matter, or whether or not an 
t'\'f'nt would occur. 

More complicated techniques of interpreting numerical values of words or 
phrases soon developed. The form of letter-number interpretation known as 
jafr included combining the letters of a divine name (one of the 99 names of! 
God) with those of the name of the desired object.94 Astrological elements I, 

of possible Indian origin were also introduced into the art of jafr. The \ 
"authority" most often a,sociated with ja/r' was Imam Ja'far al-$adiq, who " 
dicJ in 765. ' 

An even more complicated form of letter-number manipulation was called 
zii'irja.95 It employed concentric circles, letters of the alphabet, elements of 
astrology, and poetry, while requiring the calculation of the degree of the 
ecliptic on the easte1'll horizon at the time of forming the intricate circular 
c"",,rt. After various manipulations, a phrase was formed whose meaning 
was then interpreted. So complicated wa, this method that according to 
the Ottoman historian J:iajjI KhalTfa: "It·i~,-sa.i(rthat no' one is capable of' 
understan'Cfingltsti:ue mea.niilgexcepTtlleMa.rlci(-;,~p~"Ctedat ·theeiid~or 

92See Fahd, ul:itl.Iilf ('ilm-)", 395-36; MacDonald and Fahd, "Srmiya''', 612-13. 
9SPranz Rosenthal comments all the term ni"m and the hist.ory of this technique in Ibn 

Khaldrm, Muqaddima, I, 23511.359. 
94Fahd, "Djafr", 375-77, 
95See Toufic Fahd and Anne Regourd, "Za'irdja", 404-405. 
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time."96 The "histOl"Y" of zii'irja, like geomancy (see Chapter 8), was asso
ciated with the legendary Tumtum aI-HindI, and while it Was mentioned by 
early writers, such as the astrologer Abu Ma'shar, it was not fully developed 
until the late thirteenth century. The diagram and technique used in zii'irja 
also greatly influenced $UfiSlll. 

The extant treatises on jafr and zii'irja are voluminous, yet none have 
been translated and studied in their entirety. One of the most useful intro
ductions is the chapter on zii'iTja in Ibn Khaldun's Muqadimmah.97 Number 
symbolism also infiltrated the general culture of the population, resulting in 
the quantities and measurements given by medieval authors being often de
termined by a number's magical significance.98 

AstTology 

Horoscopic astrology, as well as simpler forms of zodiacal associations, were 
practiced throughout late antiquity and continued in the Islamic period, 
while the Alexandrian astronomer Ptolemy's defence of astrology in his 
Tetrabiblos, written in the second century AD and later translated into Ara
bic, was crucial in establishing astrology as the most important learned form 
of divination. There were, however, many other pre-Islamic influences on the 
development of the art in the early Islamic world.99 The Sabian inhabitants 
of l:Iarran in northern Iraq were particularly famous for the practice of astrol
ogy, and theil' influence extended well into the early Islamic period-a topic 
addressed in po.rt. hy Francis Peters in Chapter 2. The influence of Hermetic 
literature from late antiquity is also evident. 'OO In a divinatory text, The 
Book of the Zodiac, preserved in the Mandaic language of lower central Iraq, 
one sees the blending of Babylonian, Sasanian, and Hellenistic traditions 
in a popular form of astrological divination that also employed onomancy 
and omens drawn from natural phenomena. A similar blending of divinatory 

961:lajjl Khahfa (I<atib (;elebiL [(ash! al-!unun, ed. Gustav Flugel (Leipzig, 1835-58), 
II, 603. . 

97Ibn I<haldull, Muqaddima, II, 182-214. 

[] 

98Lawrence I. Conrad, "Seven and the Tasbfl; On the Implications of Numerical Sym
bolism for the Study of Medieval Islamic History", Journal 0/ the Economic and Social 
History of the Orient 31 (1988), 42-73. 

99UIlmann's guide is particularly useful on this point; Die Naltn'- und Geheimwis
senscha/ten, 271-358. 

100For Hermetic influences on ast.rological though~ see Chapter 2; Burnett, Magic and 
Divination in the Middle Ages, item Vi Aristoteles/Hennes , Liber Antimaqvi9, ed. Charles 
Burnett in Hermetis T7'ismegisti astrologica et divinatoria, 177-221. 
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I,,,chniqlles can be seen in many of the Arabic astrological treatises preserved 
today. 

Astrology ('ilm al-nujllm, "the science of the stars") was understood and 
practiced at several levels. Non-horoscopic astrology {what Toutic Fahd has 
termed "natural astrology")'01 did not require a knowledge of mathematics 
Md was a much simpler technique that I have placed amongst the intuitive 
forms of divination. It involved the prediction of events based upon the rising 
or setting of certain star groups (usually lunar mansions) or geophysical 
events such as earthquakes or winds. Astrology that involved calculatingl 
the positions of planets and the mathematical production of horoscopes is. 
often called judicial astrology ('ilm a!,kiim al-nujum, "the science of the 
judgments of the stars") or sometimes catarchic astrology. This form of 
astrology in turn brea.ks up into four categories: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The determination of the fate of an individual based on nativities 
(mawiilid in Arabic), that is, a horoscope representing the planets 
at time of birth. Historians have given this branch of astrology the 
awkward name of genethlialogy . 

The production of horoscopes for determining the course of events for 
a country or dynasty or even longer periods of time. 

The determination of auspicious and inauspicious days and whether 
action should or should not be taken, based upon a horoscope drawn 
up for the day in question. In Arabic this method was referred to as 
ikhtiyariit {"choices,,).102 There were also other means of determining 
auspicious and inauspicious days ba,<)cd on calendrical considerations, 
to which the term hemerology is often applied. 

The construction of horoscopes with the intent of answering specific 
questions (lnasa,'il). The questions could concern innermost thoughts 
{(lam'T), or the location of lost objects, or the diagnosis and prognosis 
of disease or numerous others concerns. Sometimes entire treatises - , 
were composed just on finding lost objects by astrological methods 
or on astrological me.dicine. This form of astrology, usually termed 
Interrogations, is sometimes combined with the previous type when 
classifying astrological practices l03 

101Toufic Fahd, "NudjulU ('ilm al-)", in £1'2, VIII, 105-108, 
l02See David Pingree, "E~tUiratn, 291-92. 
103 As, for example, George Saliba has done in Chapter 10 (pp, 58-60), where he enumer

ates yet more subdivisions of astrology. 
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961:lajjl Khahfa (I<atib (;elebiL [(ash! al-!unun, ed. Gustav Flugel (Leipzig, 1835-58), 
II, 603. . 

97Ibn I<haldull, Muqaddima, II, 182-214. 

[] 

98Lawrence I. Conrad, "Seven and the Tasbfl; On the Implications of Numerical Sym
bolism for the Study of Medieval Islamic History", Journal 0/ the Economic and Social 
History of the Orient 31 (1988), 42-73. 

99UIlmann's guide is particularly useful on this point; Die Naltn'- und Geheimwis
senscha/ten, 271-358. 

100For Hermetic influences on ast.rological though~ see Chapter 2; Burnett, Magic and 
Divination in the Middle Ages, item Vi Aristoteles/Hennes , Liber Antimaqvi9, ed. Charles 
Burnett in Hermetis T7'ismegisti astrologica et divinatoria, 177-221. 
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In the past twenty years a number of important editions and translations of 
early texts have appeared. The Arabic version of a first-century AD Greek 
tract on judicial astrology by Dorotheus has been edited and translated by 
David Pingree. 104 A treatise of Greek origin on the astrological virtues of 
the fixed stars, attributed to Hermes, has been edited by Paul Kunitzsch,105 
while Charles Burnett recently published an essay on judicial astrology by 

. ai-KindT (d. ca. 870) .106 Yul.lanna ibn al-$alt's essay on astrological medicine 
written at the end of the ninth century has been edited and studied by Felix 
Klein-Franke. l07 The writings of the most famous of all Arabic astrologers, 
Abu Ma'shar (d. ca 893), have received much scholarly attention in recent 
years. His most influential J(iUib al-mudkhal al-kabfr (known in Latin as 
Introductorium maius) w .. , recently edited by Richard Lemay, while Abu 
Ma'shar's own abbreviation of this same work was edited and translated 
by Charles Burnett, Keiji Yamamoto and Michio Yano. \08 In 2000, Abu 
Ma'shar's treatise "On the Great Conjunctions" was published. \09 The latter 
treatise is not concerned with individual horoscopes, but with predictions for 
countries and dynasties. 

In the eighth and ninth centuries there were several efforts to compose 
astrological histories of the caliphate, one of the most complete being that 
of Masha'allah written in the eighth century, which included a horoscope of 
the Prophet l \0 

104Dorotheus Sidonius, C(ll'mcn Astm/ogicum 1 ed. and trans. David Pingree (Leipzig, 
1976). 

105 [HennesJ Liber etc .sldli.s uciin;/lji9 {Asn,,' UI-tlUjit1li I F, I-I..uwiikib al-babiinryaL ed. by 
Paul KuniL'l..sch in Henuelis 7hsmcfJi8li A.stfolo[/ica ct Divinator'ia, 9-99. 

I06Charlt:l:i Uurut::l.l.., "AI-Klmll UI1 Judicial A:;t.rology: Lhe Firty Chapters" I Arabic Sci-

G
' (Hid Philolwphy 3 (1993), i7-117. 

l07Pelix I\lein-F'l:'ankc, IatroTnut/wmatics in h;/mn: a Study on Yu~anna Ibn $alt's Book 
on II atm/ogicG/ Medicine" (Hildesheim, 1984), 

108 Abu Ma'shar, I(itiib al-mudkhal al-kabfr ila film a~lkiitll al-nujiim, Liber introductorii 
maior'is ad scientiam judiciol'wn astmruln, ed. and trans. by Richard Lemay, 9 vals. 
(Naples, 1995) and The AbbreviatiOll 0/ ItThe Intr'oduction to Astrology'/: Together with 
the Medieval Latin Translation 0/ Ad/aro 0/ Batli, ed. and trans. Charles Burnett, Keiji 
Yamamoto, and Michio Yano (Leiden, 1994). 

109 Abu Mafshm' on Historical Astrology: the Book 0/ Religions and Dynasties (On the 
Great Conjunctions), ed. and trans. Keiji Yamamoto and Charles Burnett, 2 vols. (Leiden, 
2000). 

lloE.S. Kennedy and David Pingree, The Astrological History oj Miishii'alliih (Cam
bridge MA, 1971). See also the astrological history composed by al-I:Iasan ibn Mo.sa 
al-NawbakhtT (ft. 900-13) recent.ly edited by Ana Labarta (Miisa ibn Nawbajt, al-!(itiib 
al-J(iimil. Hor6scopos historicos (Madrid, 1982); and A.R:"'Nykl, "'AIT ibn TaUb's Horo
scope", AI's Islomica 10 (1943), 152-53. 
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F!'OIll the turn of the tenth to eleventh century we have the important 
illl.l'I>ductory treatise by Klishyar ibn Labban (d. 1029), recently edited and 
1.1·".II"[;,ted111 For an initial guide to b .. ,ic .. ,trological concepts in early 
1"lalll, however, the most useful starting point still remains the translation 
of the astrological manual (J(itab al-tafhlm) written in 1029 by al-BIruni and 
I,,,,,nslated into English by R. Ramsey Wright in 1934112 

In addition to these varied uses, astwlogy also provided an explanation 
or the structure of the universe allei man's role within it. For some, astrol
ogy offered dangerous competition to religion. Yahya Michot explores these 
com plicated issues through an analysis of three legal decisions or fatwas 
(Chapter 9).'!3 Some .. ,(rologers also were concerned to pro~de proofs as 
to the validity of astrology and offer defence against critics. The articles 
by Charles Burnett and J .-C. Vadet provide excellent introductions to such 
arguments.'!4 The topic is also taken up in the study by George Saliba 
(Chapter 10). 

Astrological associations also had a major impact upon artistic conven
tions. The important study by Willy Hartner demonstrates the influence of 
the "lunar nodes" on Islamic artisans. ll5 The two points where the course of 
the moon crosses the ecliptic (and hence associated with eclipses) were tradi
tionally known as the "head of the dragon" ( .. ,cending node) and the "tail of 
the dragon" (descending node). This non-Ptolemaic concept played a promi
nent role in astrological associations, with the nodes even serving as extra 
"planets" in the formation of astrological horoscopes. The representation of 
the constellation Sagittarius with a dragon-heacled tail is, according to Hart
ner, often to be interpreted .. , an iconographic reference to the descending 

11lKushyar ibn Labban, Introduction to Asll'Ology, ed. anu trans. Michio Yano (Tokyo, 
1997). 

[

112 Abu I-RayJ:tan al-BrrunT, The Book of instnlctiotl in the Elements oj the Ad of As
trology, trans. R. Ramsey Wright (London, 1934). Another astrological treatise by al
BlriinI has also been recently published: F.I. Haddad, David Pingree, and E.S. Kennedy. 
"AI-Bfro.nI's Treatise on Astrological Lots", Zeitschrijt Jiir Geschichte der Arabisch

Islamischen Wissenscha/ten 1 (1984), 9-54 . 
113See also John W. Livingston, "Science and the Occult in the Thinking of Ibn Qayyim 

al-Jawziyya", Journal 0/ the Ame1·ican Oriental Society 112 (1992), 598-610. 
11-4 Charles Burnett, "The Certitude of Astrology: the Scient.ific Methodology of al-QabT~I 

and Abu Ma'shar" I Early Science and Medicine 7 (2002), 198-213j Jean-Claude Vadet, 
"Une defense de l'astrologie dans Ie Madbal d'Abu Ma'shar aI-BalbI" Annales islam~ 
%gigue,5 (1963), 131-80. 

115Willy Hartner, "The Pseudo-Planetary Nodes of the Moon's Orbit in Hindu and Is
lamic Iconography: a Contribution to the Hist.ory of Ancient and Medieval Astrology", 
Ars Islamica 5 (1938), 112-54; repro ill Willy Hartner, Oriens-Occidens, I, 349-404. 
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node of the moon's course. One of the most famous and richly decorated 
Arabic astrological treatises is the I<itab al·bulhan, apparently produced at 
the end of the fourteenth century. Stefano Carboni published a preliminary 
examination of the imagery in this remarkable compiJation.na Much still 
needs to be done, however, in tracing the earlier influences on the imagery 
and the techniques incorporated into this non-horoscopic astrological and 
divinatory treatise that claims the authority of Abu Ma'shar. 

Of the numerous practices attempting to foretell future events or discern 
hidden things, astrology was by far the most popular. George Saliba, in his 
essay on the role of the ".5trologer (Chapter 10), amply demonstrates the 
widespread popular acceptance of astrology. He also presents evidence re
garding the symbols that came to represent astrologers (and fortune-tellers 
in geneml), the training of astrologers, their status in society, and the con
ditions in whic.h they worked. 

All the non-intuitive tec.hniques-sortilege, letter-number interpretation, 
astrology-were em ployed to answer more or less the same questions: the 

rflature and course of an illness, the outcome of a journey, the fate of an 
I absent perSOll, the prospect of improved reSOlIl'CeS, and so forth. One of 

thC' most. Cc)rllltlllll (11I1'ril':' ~:('('rll~~ tCI havl' lw(,11 the location of lost objects or 
\ finding buried trea",re. Geomancy was used for this purpose (see Chapter 

8), and it is a common procedul'e in astl'Ological manuals. See, for example, 
the essay on finding buried treasure attributed to al-Kind!.'17 Occasionally 
jinn were summoned to assist in this importa.nt ma.tter (see Chapter 1). 

Physiognomy 

There were also various divinaLory pracLice:; employing ::;pecific parts of the 
human bodyYs Ikhtiliij, for example, was the art of divining the future 
from twitching eyelids or involuntary movement of a limb or other part of 
the bodyy9 There were divinatory practices using birthmarks and moles. 
Chirognomancy (divination from the shape and appearance of the hands, 
joints, and nails-'ilm al-kaff) and chiromancy or palmistry (employing lines 
on the hands- 'itm al-asrirfr) were, and still are, popular po These tech-

116Stefano Carboni, Il J(itub al-bul/uln di Oxford (Torino, 1988). 
117Charles Burnett, Keiji Yamamoto, and Michio Yano, "AI-KindT on Finding Buried 

Treasure", Ambic Sciences and Philosophy 7 {1997L 57-90. 
118Note that scapulim311cy,' discussed above, uses the shoulder blades of sheep and does 

not involve human anatomy. 
119 A Turkish elaboration of ikhtiJiij drew omens from the form of battle wounds or acci

dental archery wounds. See Toufic Fahd, "Ikhtila:dj", in EI2, III, 1061. 
120Toufic Fahd, ILKaff ('illn al-)\ ill E1 2 , IV, 406-407, 
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III'1"C", however, should not be classed with physiognomy, for they are quite 
dlm,,'cnt, both in their literary sources and traditions (which look to figures 
/I"d, , .. " Ja'far al-Sadiq) as well as in their methodologies."! Their intent is 
""I, to determine ~ hidden character by aligning physical characteristics with 
.,J",mder traits, but rather to read the future from a bodily part. For exam
ple, the success or failure of an enterprise might be indicated by a twitching 
"ydid or a certain line on the palm. 
. On the other hand, the major impetus of physiognomy (firasa) was to 

dewde the inner character by developing a grammar of observable bodily 
fm,tures. It was not concerned with predicting future events, except in terms 
of the effect one's character has on future behaviour. In contrast to other 
forms of prognostication where a consultation with a specialist is necessary, 
it. appears from the literature that anyone could use physical features as a 
guide to inner character after reading a treatise on physiognomy. 

The term firasa came from the vocabulary of ~ufism, where it designated 
Ii type of mystical intuition and form of wisdom. It was employed already in 
the ninth century as a translation of the Greek word physiognomonika when 
l:lunayn ibn Isl.laq translated a small ireatise on the subject incor~ectly as
cribed to Aristotle. ln Since its inception in Greek and Roman literature, 
physiognomy was not just a taxonomy of human expressions or the codi
fying of bodily features, but it was a means of c1a.ssifying people so as ~o 
gain knowledge of their internal ideas and motives. It played a major role III 

the rhetoric of the day, and its principles were applied also to the practical 
problems of medical diagnosis and prognosis, how one could choose a good 
physician, or who would be a reliable and honest servant. In physiognomy 
(through its use of external physical clues), one passed directly from knowl
edge of the known to the unknown, and for this rea.son it wa.s incorporated 
into many general divinatory manuals. 

A chapter on the topic of firasa forms part of the "Secret of Secrets" (Sirr 
at-asrar)."3 The latter was an immensely influential treatise intended as a 

121Here I differ wit.h Fahd, who considers these practices a part of physiognomy; see 
Toufic Fahd, "Firasa", in E1 2 , II, 916-17; idem, Divinotion arabe, 369-429. 

122 Anlonella Ghersetti, II J(itab Arista!alls ai-/ayiasfij If l-firasa nella traduzione di 
Ifunayn b. Is~ilq (Venice, 1999). 

123Mahrnoud Manzalaoui, "The Pseudo-Aristotelian I<itab Sit-r a/-aara,.: Facts and Prob
lems" , Oriens, 23-24 (1974), 147-257; M. Grignaschi, "L'origine et les metamorphoses du 
Sir,. ai-aSTor" Archives d'liisloire doch'inale et litterain~ du Moyen-Age 43 (1976), 7-112. 
The earliest C~py of the physiognomic chapter would have been London, British Library, 
OIOC, Ms. Or. 12,070, fols. 39b-43b, were its colophon st~ting that it was. copied in 
330/941 to be believed. Although the manuscript was deSCrIbed by C. MeredIth-Owens 
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116Stefano Carboni, Il J(itub al-bul/uln di Oxford (Torino, 1988). 
117Charles Burnett, Keiji Yamamoto, and Michio Yano, "AI-KindT on Finding Buried 

Treasure", Ambic Sciences and Philosophy 7 {1997L 57-90. 
118Note that scapulim311cy,' discussed above, uses the shoulder blades of sheep and does 

not involve human anatomy. 
119 A Turkish elaboration of ikhtiJiij drew omens from the form of battle wounds or acci

dental archery wounds. See Toufic Fahd, "Ikhtila:dj", in EI2, III, 1061. 
120Toufic Fahd, ILKaff ('illn al-)\ ill E1 2 , IV, 406-407, 
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fying of bodily features, but it was a means of c1a.ssifying people so as ~o 
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the rhetoric of the day, and its principles were applied also to the practical 
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A chapter on the topic of firasa forms part of the "Secret of Secrets" (Sirr 
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121Here I differ wit.h Fahd, who considers these practices a part of physiognomy; see 
Toufic Fahd, "Firasa", in E1 2 , II, 916-17; idem, Divinotion arabe, 369-429. 

122 Anlonella Ghersetti, II J(itab Arista!alls ai-/ayiasfij If l-firasa nella traduzione di 
Ifunayn b. Is~ilq (Venice, 1999). 

123Mahrnoud Manzalaoui, "The Pseudo-Aristotelian I<itab Sit-r a/-aara,.: Facts and Prob
lems" , Oriens, 23-24 (1974), 147-257; M. Grignaschi, "L'origine et les metamorphoses du 
Sir,. ai-aSTor" Archives d'liisloire doch'inale et litterain~ du Moyen-Age 43 (1976), 7-112. 
The earliest C~py of the physiognomic chapter would have been London, British Library, 
OIOC, Ms. Or. 12,070, fols. 39b-43b, were its colophon st~ting that it was. copied in 
330/941 to be believed. Although the manuscript was deSCrIbed by C. MeredIth-Owens 
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guide to kings and rulers purporting to be written by Aristotle for Alexander 
the Great. No Greek original of the SilT al-asrar exists, though there are 
claims in the Arabic treatise that it was translated from the Greek into 
Syriac and from Syriac into Arabic by a well-known ninth-century translator, 
Yallya ibn al-Bi~riq. It is likely that the treatise gradually evolved over a 
long period through the accretion of material on a wide range of topics, 
including statecraft, ethics, physiognomy, astrology, alchemy, magic, and 
medicine. 

In the early tenth century we find physiognomy forming a small chapter. 
in a medical compendium by Mul.lammad ibn Zakariya' al-Razi (d. 925).'24 

This chapter is distinctive in terms of the physiognomic literature in having 
the order of the parts of the body given from top to bottom, starting with 
the hair and then proceeding to the colour of the face and eyes and ending 
with the feet-an order of presentation common in medical manuals. Indeed, 
several Hippocratic writings were influential in later physiognomic thought, 
since they employed physiognomic indicators. The Hippocratic tract on 
prognosis and signs of death used physical characteristics as guides (e.g. if 
the nose became sharp and the eyes sunken, and if the fingernails were a 
greenish colour, then de<Lth may be expected). In the Hippocratic treatise 
Airs, Watel's, Places, the physical characteristics of people or races living at 
different locations were described, and it was said, for example, that people 
living near stagnant water in marshes and lakes have large and firm spleens 
with hard bellies and tend to have dropsy with a fever (characteristics that 
today we consider ,ymptoillatic of malaria). Thus the boundaries between 
medical and physiognomic literature are blurred. 

Most astrological manuals had chapters aligning the twelve zodiacal signs 
and the seven planets with particular physical conformations and with cer
tain character traits and professions. The geomantic manuals are also con
spicuous in their use of physiognomic material and alignments. In the thir
teenth century there were a number of Arabic monographs devoted solely 
to physiognomy. If the number of preserved copies is an accurate indica
tion, the most popular treatise on physiognomy was that by Shams ai-Din 

shortly after it was acquired by the British Library (in the British Museum Quarterly 20 
[1955}, 33-34), it has only recently been shown to be a forgery produced about 1940 by a 
well·known studio in Iran. 

124This chapter, part of I<itiib al-Man~iirf, has been published in I<itiib aJ-Jiriisa Ii. 
Falfmiin aHlokfm wa-jumal a~lk{jm al-fi"asah li-Abr Bah MU~lamf1lad ibn Zakariya' al
Razf, ed. Mul~ammad Raghib al-Tabbakh (Aleppo, 1929). See also Youssef Mourad, La 
physiognomie ambe et Ie Kitab al-firasa de Fakhr al-Dfn aJ-Razi (Paris, 1934). 
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n.I-Dilllashqi (d. 1327), an imam in Rabwa, Syria, best known for his COSIllO

III~i<:al writings. 
'I'h"-ro is an on-going project, headed by Simon Swain, to survey the early 

(: "!)uk and Islamic written treatises on physiognomy. Following the comple
tion of this project, scholars might then formulate and address a number of 
q,wstions regarding the interaction of this type of literature, in all its various 
fOl'llls, with other aspects of Islamic culture. For example, the relationship 
he tween the physiognomic literature and medical discourses, or the role of 
physiognomy in guides to purchasing slaves, and the role played by phys
iognomy in rhetorical literature. What role did firasa play in portraiture 
"lid figural drawing? What role did it have in the reception and interpre
t:ttion of figural painting by the observer? Did the ethical ideals, and the 
external manifestations associated with these ideals, remain unchanged in 
the Arabic (and Persian or Turkish) traditions? If the physical descriptions 
in such treatises remained constant over centuries and large geographical 
areas, then their direct influence on changing conventions of portra.iture is 
problematic. On the other hand, if they were changing, were they doing 
so in a. wa.y consistent with the artistic conventions of a given location and 
Lime? Did ji1'ii::ia reilccl a. ::iociety's HoLiOll or an iJcal mau, or did it help 
form the notion? Or did it clo neither; was it only a literary and rhetorical 
tradition? Did firiisa playa role in the mimicry of stock characters employed 
in storytelling? For example, is there a demonstrable relationship between 
the physical characteristics of certain personality types in the "Secret of Se
crets" (or in al-Dimashqi's physiognomy) and Abu Zayd and other figures in 
Ijarlri's Maqamiit written in the eleventh to twelfth century, or characters 
in the Thousand and One Nights'! Do we have the name of a single practi
tioner of physiognomy ill the Islamic lands? Are we justified in asserting that 
the physiognomic writings had any influence outside the literary, fictional, 
medical, or divinatory environment in which it was created? 

Though physiognomy is perhaps the most conspicuous example of a div
inatory method forming part of a large spectrum of genres, the same broad 
approach should be applied to all the divinatory and magical material. There 
are broader questions to be a.sked once more texts and artefacts are care
fully analysed and published-a task made the more difficult because the 
lines separating the different forms of divination, as well as magic, were 
very fluid, and techniques were often combined. The indebtedness to pre
Islamic concepts and practices is certainly an important aspect of the study. 
Equally important, however, are the subtle changes and adaptations to Is
lamic culture and beliefs, the differences in procedures advocated by various 
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au thaI's, and the changing relationship of magical and divinatory material 
with other genres and practices. Systematic comparison of treatises needs 
to be undertaken. Were some of the magical and divinatory treatises merely 
literary and rhetorical traditions, not reflected in actual practice? Did some ' 
practices arise that were not incorporated into the written traditions? How 
are discrepancies between treatises and artefacts to be resolved? What was 
the relationship between the formal literature and the makers of artefacts 
and the practitioners of the art? Wha.t was the intended readership for the 
magical and divinatory treatises? To what extent did the ideas expressed 
in the magicaljdivinatory literature invade or reflect the realms of poetry, 
history, biography, and storytelling? 

Fortunately, through the work of Sezgin, Ullmann, Fahd, and many oth
ers, the groundwork has been laid for further investigation. It is evident that 
magic and divination in the classical Islamic world is now attracting the se
rious consideration of historians. Yet much work remains to be done. No 
full survey of all the Arabic literature has been published, not even a listing 
of the preserved manuscript sources, a.nd the Persian and Turkish sources 
are for the most part overlooked by historians. More written sources need to 
be studied and compared in detail, with more artefacts examined. Consid
eration needs to be given to the inter-relationship of magic_anddivl!!a~ion 
with. other icleilS and prac!lces~ The work of the scholars reprinted in this 
vOlume and liste~lin th;-bibliography can provide a b .. sis for tackling the 
rather daunting task of understanding the role of magic and divination, in 
all its manifestations, in the ea.r1y Islamic world. 
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Introduction 

[280J Beliefs in spirits play an important part in accounts of pre-Islamic 
Arabia as well as in descriptions of present-day popular religion of Arabia 
and its border areas, Nearly a century ago, when Edward Burnett Tylor 
proposed his theory of animism as the origin of a.ll religions,l it was well 

ISee Edward Burnett Tylor, Primitive Culture: Researches into the Development of 
Mythology, Philosophy, Religion, Art, and Custom (London, 1871); Wilhelm Schmidt, 
Der Ursprung der Gottesidee, 2nd ed. (Miinster in Westfalen, 1926), 20-55, 69-133; idem, 
Handbuch der vergleichenden Religionsgeschichte (Miinster in Westfalen, 1930), 78-86; 
t'T'U n' A U.,_J __ J v~ __ ~ "'~ A .... fl. .. " ... ,,/ ......... , n ,.,nrlnn lq~.'i' 17.d_R!=I p!'m.184-
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Joseph Henninger 

received by many Semitic scholars. It is understandable that when schol
ars undertook to collect all instances of belief.s in spirits,' they searched not 
only in the Old Testament and its oriental surroundings, but also among the 
Arabs; this was because it was assumed that the Arabs-especially the Arab 
bedouins-were still closest to the original Semitic culture and religion.' It 
was also on this basis that the development of Semitic religion from polyde
monism through polytheism to monotheism was to be reconstructed. 

A variant of this theory linked these beliefs in spirits to totemism. 
William Robertson Smith argued that Arabian natural spirits (jinn) are 
collective and anonymous rather than individual; they form clans that act 
in solidarity; and finally, they prefer to appear in animal form. He concludes 

89; Robert H. Lowie, The History of Ethnological Theory (New York, 1937), 68-85, esp. 
82-85; Wilhe'm E. Mi.ihhnann, Geschichte der Anthropotogic (Bonn, 1948), 118-20, 205-
209; Alfre,d Bertholet, Worlerbuch del' Religionen (Stuttgart, 1952), s.u. "Animismus"; 
Paul Schebesta, article "Animismus" in Franz Konig, ed., Religionswissenschaftliches 
WO'rl'c"buch (Freiburg jm Breisgau, 195,6), eols. 52-54; Joseph Goetz, article uDamonen" 
(generalL in ibid., cols. 154-56; Joseph Henninger, article "Damon: I. Religionsgeschich
)jc;he~", ill Lcxikon fUr Theologie WId /(ircile, 2nd ed., III (Freiburg irn Breisgau, 1959), 
,eols. 139-41, and the literature cited therein. 

2See above, n. 1, esp. Schmidt, Ursprung del' Gottesidee, 21, 69-133 passim; also R. 
Campbell, Semitic Magic: Its OriginJ and Development (London, 1908); Anton Jirku, 
Die Damonen und ihre Abwehr im Alten Testament (Leipzig, 1912); J. Scheftelowitz, Alt
Paliistinensicher Batternglaube in religionstler"glelchender Beleuchtung (Hrumover, 1925), 
esp. 3-:31 passim, 38-52 passim; Walther EichrocH, Theologie des Alteli Tesc1laments, 
4th ed. (Stuttgart and Gottingen, 1961), 152-56 (and the literature quoted there); 
Herman Wohlstein. f!Zur Ticr-Damonologic der Bihcl", Zeitschrift de,- Deutschell MOI'
genlandischen Gesellschaft 113 (1963), 48~-92; Andre Caql1ol:, "Anges et demons en 
Israel", in Sources orientales 8 (Paris, 1971), 113-52. On Syria and Canaan see Wolf
gang Rollig, "Gotter und My then jrn Vorderen Orient", in Hans Wilhelm Haussig, ed., 
Worterbuch der Mythologie, 1.1 (Stuttgart, 1965), 274-76. On Mesopotamia, see Dietz 
Otto Edzard in Haussig, ed., op. cit., 46-49; Marcel Leibovici, IlGenies et demons en Baby
lonie", in Sources or'ientales ~ (Paris, 1971),85-112. Concerning gods and demons among 
the Sumerians, see Erich Ebeling, article uDamonen" in Ebeling et a/., eds., Reallexikon' 
der Assyri%gie, II (Berlin and Leipzig, 1938), 107a-113a; J. van Dijk, article "Gatt", 
op. cit., 1II.7 (Berlin, 1969), 537b-538a. For pre-Islamic Arabia cf. Ernst Zbinden, Die 
DJinn des Islam und del' altorientalische Geister'glaube (Bern and Stuttgart, 1953), esp. 
101-10, 120-30; Toufic Fahd, "Anges, demons et djiIllS en Islam", in Sources orientales 
8 (Paris, 1971), 153-214. General information concerning the belief in demons and de
fence against demons in the countries surrounding Israel (Mesopotamia, Egypt, Phoenicia, 
Arabia) is available in Herbert Haag, Teu/elsglaube (Tiibingen, 1974), 143-62; concerning 
Israel: ibid., 163-80, 218-62 passim. See also the relevant articles in bihlical and general 
theological encyclopaedias and the literature cited therein. 

3 Julius Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums (1st ed. Berlin, 1887; 2nd ed. Berlin, 
1897; unaltered reprint of the 2nd ed. Berlin and Leipzig, 1927; this last edition will be 
quoted in the following) and William Robertson Smith (see below, n. 4) are offWldamental 
imnortanc-e hpr'p 

• 
I 

\ 
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/Jr'fif'is ill Spirits among the Pre-Islamic Arabs 
:j 

t.hn.L these jinn clans were originally nothing more ~han animal species wh~ 
were-in a totemistic sense-connected to one particular group of humans. 
Most supporters of the animist theory, however, did not accept this view,S 
'lild the arguments adduced by [281] Smith are not conclusive, as has been 
ohown elsewhere,6 and consequently will not be taken into consideration in 

the following. 
Wellhausen formulated the theory of the development of the Semitic 

religion mentioned above in the following classic words: 

... the gods are of a kind with the demons, and where they are 
linked to a particular locale on earth, they have grown from 
demons, from the spirits of a place, a tree, a spring, a ser
pent .... Demons live only in a holy place; people refrain from 
disturbing them but do not worship them. As soon as they are 
approached and worshipped there, they undergo the transition 
to being gods .... At tha.t point they emerge from the shadow of 
t.heir kind and becollle individual:; .... As patrons or indeed a.n
cestors they assume a position at the head of a closed group 
in society .... In the same measure that their relationship with 
humans within a context of worship develops, their relation
ship with the elements recedes .... After cult-gods that are wor
"hipped have thus freed themselves from the elements that orig
inally linked their worship to a particular place, there is nothing 
to prevent them from being associated with heavenly phenom
ena .... Polytheism results of necessity from the ethnicity of the 
religious cult, from the separate relationship of the deity with 
the Arab community .... Syncret.ism, which is usually considered 
to be the original polytheism, is'in truth a dissolved polytheism, 
at any rate a dissolved ethnic particularism of religion on which 
the syncretism is founded. Still, it is a step forward, for it is the 

4 William Robertson Smith, Leclw'es on the Religion of the Semites (London, 1889; 3rd 
ed., with an Introduction and Additional Notes by Stanley A. Cook,. London 1927;. t?is 
edition will be quoted ill the following), esp. 119-39; on the same subject see Cook, ,b,d., 

538-41. 
~See Edward Westermarck, "The Nature of the Arab Ginn, lIlustrated by the Present 

Beliefs of the People of Morocco", Journal of the ROY(Ji Anlhmpoiogicai Institute 29 (1899), 
252, 264-68; Vine. Zapletal, Del' Toetemismus und die Religion lsraels (Freihurg/Sehweiz, 
1901), 116-37, esp. 116-19, 124-28; Arnold van Gennep, L'fitat aduel du pr'obJeme 

totimique (Paris, 1920), 234-36. 
6See Joseph Henninger, "Uber das Problem des Totemismus hei den Semi ten" • Wiener 

~" '~ .......... I • ~.... r 
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transition between polytheism and monotheism .... It is notewor
thy that the Arabs never say "the gods" in the sense of Greek 
hoi theoi or Latin dii. They did not put the whole collection 
of individual gods into a plural, but rather raised the singular 
nomen generis, the idea, to be the hypostasis. This would argue 
in favour of a monotheistic instinct among the Semites, if it were 
not for the Hebrew Elohim and the pluralis majestaticus, which 
clearly prove otherwise .... 7 

While these observations (quoted in much abbreviated form here) do contain 
much that is disputable,S they are undoubtedly most brilliant. By compari
son, the views contained in some modern works are often meagre and far too 
simplistic, as for example in Adolf IGselau, who simply explains the belief 
in spirits and magical beliefs a.s being the primitive religion of the bedouins 
and traces their emergence back to their environment.9 • 

Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes (in, 1957, i.e. 70 years after the first 
edition of Wellhausen's work) adds hardly anything new, compared to the 
latter, when he writes: 

Step by step, the jinn were replaced in the eyes of their worship
pers by more distinct deities .... Thus we seem to see the jinn 
at the lower end of the chain, at the higher end some deities 
endowed with a distinct and powerful personality, and between 
them the vague gods who are the arbiib (masters) of certain 
tribes, the jinn who have not succeeded in becoming truly gods. 
They are all [282] worshipped in rites that are only distinguished 
from one another by their greater or lesser complexity and the 
number of believers. The change from jinn to great god takes 
place imperceptibly with the flow of circumstances. Thus the 
passage from idolatry to monotheism is prepared by the regard 
for the jinn together with the old ritual forms ... 10 

7Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 211-24 (the quoted passages: 212, 213, 
214, ~:5, 2~7~ 219; th.e emphasis is Wellhausen's). George Aaron Barton (Semitic and 
H~nut~c Ongms: Socwl and Religious (Philadelphia, 1934J, 120-21) also derives every
thing, In accordance with Tylor, from animism. 

8Concerning criticism see, for the time being, Marie-Joseph Lagrange, Etudes sur les 
religions semitiques, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1905), 16-20, esp. 16-18; Zapletal, Der ToetemismtJs 
und die Religion Isra e/s , 128-29, For further information see below 311-16. 

9 Adolf Kiiselau, Die jr'eien Beduinen Nord- und Zentm/-Arabiens (Diss. Hamburg 
1927),95-98, 101-102. ' 

IOMallrice Galldefroy-Demombynes, Mahomet (Paris, 1957) 29' d. the context 25-29 
32-33. ' , " 

MAGIC AND DIVINATION IN EARLY ISLAM 

/I,,/i,,", in Spirits alllollg the Pre-Islamic Arabs 5 

,!",eph ehelhod, on the other hand, must be commended at least for at-
1.l'lIIpting, in his book Introduction a la sociologic de l'Islam. De I'animisme 
n I'universalisme (the subtitle is significant), which appeared in 1958, to 
pl·ove parallels between social and religious developments, despite a most 
mechanical presentation of the course of history,l1 

The view that the belief in spirits by the bedouin Arabs wa.s the origin 
ror the whole of their religious development has been endorsed by several 
!llOdern authors. The latter usually draw more or less extensively on the 
literature on contemporary popular or folk religion, research that has grown 
significantly over recent decades, as well as on the accounts of pre-Islamic 
Arabia. Consequently, if we wish to attain a critical appreciation of this 
theory of development, both of these fields have to be taken into considera
Lion. 

We will not, however, take any account of the Arabic-speaking popula
tion of modern Egypt and North Africa. These peoples are not originally 
S~mitic and only became AT'abicized as a consequence of the Muslim con
'Illest of tho area.. Delif'fs in spirits among them frequently present thcm
~elves as a very complicated mixture of indigenous ancient Egyptian and 
Libyan-Berber and ancient Arabian-Islamic elementsP Added to this are 
recent influences from Black Africa, which have entered as a consequence of 
the slave trade. [3 Thus it would be futile to expect to find original Arabian 

11 Joseph Chclhod, IntmdtJcllon a fa soci%glf' de l'lslam (P;tris, 1958), 1.'),42-64 passim, 
163-66.174,180-81,184-85. 

121 shall only indicate a few of the most important works on the subject: Winifred 
S. Blackman, The Fellahin of Upper Egypt (London, 1927)i Ester Panetta, Praticl~e e 
credenze popolari libiche (Rome, 1940); eadem, Cirenaica sconosciuta (Florence, 1952); 
Edmond Doutte, Magie et religion dans l'Ajr"ique du Nor"d (Algiers, 1909); Marie-Louise 
Dubouloz-Laffin, Le Bolt Mergoud. Folklore tunisien (Paris, 1946); Edward Westermarck, 
"The Nature of the Arab Ginn", 252-69; idem, Ritual and Belief in Morocco (London, 
1926), esp. 1,262-413; Franc;oise Legey, Essai de folklore mamcain (Paris, 1926). Cf. also 
the summaries in Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 1-33, 111-19. 

13Conceming the zar and bori ceremonies see the relevant passages in the literature 
quoted in n. 12 above; and further the bibliography given in Joseph HelU1.inger, "1st 
der sogenannte Nilus-Bericht cine brauchbarc religionsgeschichtliche QueUe?", Anthropos 
50 (1955), 130-36, to which the following must be added: Bulletin des etudes arabes 3 
(1943),104-106 (various authors); Maxime RodinsoD, review of Enno Littmann, Arabische 
Geisterbeschwonmgen aus Agypten (Leipzig, 1950), in Journal asiatique 240 (1952), 129-
32; idem in Comptes rendus sommaires des seances de l'fnstitut fmncais d'anthropologie 
7 (1953), 21-24. A wealth of material on the zar (and bori) ceremonies is fw·ther
mOl'e collected in Rudolf Kriss and Hubert Kriss-Heinrich, Volksg/aube im Bereich des 
Islam, II: Amu/ette, Zaubel10rmeln t.md Beschworungell (Wiesbaden, 1962), esp. 140-
onA 
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Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes (in, 1957, i.e. 70 years after the first 
edition of Wellhausen's work) adds hardly anything new, compared to the 
latter, when he writes: 

Step by step, the jinn were replaced in the eyes of their worship
pers by more distinct deities .... Thus we seem to see the jinn 
at the lower end of the chain, at the higher end some deities 
endowed with a distinct and powerful personality, and between 
them the vague gods who are the arbiib (masters) of certain 
tribes, the jinn who have not succeeded in becoming truly gods. 
They are all [282] worshipped in rites that are only distinguished 
from one another by their greater or lesser complexity and the 
number of believers. The change from jinn to great god takes 
place imperceptibly with the flow of circumstances. Thus the 
passage from idolatry to monotheism is prepared by the regard 
for the jinn together with the old ritual forms ... 10 

7Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 211-24 (the quoted passages: 212, 213, 
214, ~:5, 2~7~ 219; th.e emphasis is Wellhausen's). George Aaron Barton (Semitic and 
H~nut~c Ongms: Socwl and Religious (Philadelphia, 1934J, 120-21) also derives every
thing, In accordance with Tylor, from animism. 

8Concerning criticism see, for the time being, Marie-Joseph Lagrange, Etudes sur les 
religions semitiques, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1905), 16-20, esp. 16-18; Zapletal, Der ToetemismtJs 
und die Religion Isra e/s , 128-29, For further information see below 311-16. 

9 Adolf Kiiselau, Die jr'eien Beduinen Nord- und Zentm/-Arabiens (Diss. Hamburg 
1927),95-98, 101-102. ' 

IOMallrice Galldefroy-Demombynes, Mahomet (Paris, 1957) 29' d. the context 25-29 
32-33. ' , " 
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,!",eph ehelhod, on the other hand, must be commended at least for at-
1.l'lIIpting, in his book Introduction a la sociologic de l'Islam. De I'animisme 
n I'universalisme (the subtitle is significant), which appeared in 1958, to 
pl·ove parallels between social and religious developments, despite a most 
mechanical presentation of the course of history,l1 

The view that the belief in spirits by the bedouin Arabs wa.s the origin 
ror the whole of their religious development has been endorsed by several 
!llOdern authors. The latter usually draw more or less extensively on the 
literature on contemporary popular or folk religion, research that has grown 
significantly over recent decades, as well as on the accounts of pre-Islamic 
Arabia. Consequently, if we wish to attain a critical appreciation of this 
theory of development, both of these fields have to be taken into considera
Lion. 

We will not, however, take any account of the Arabic-speaking popula
tion of modern Egypt and North Africa. These peoples are not originally 
S~mitic and only became AT'abicized as a consequence of the Muslim con
'Illest of tho area.. Delif'fs in spirits among them frequently present thcm
~elves as a very complicated mixture of indigenous ancient Egyptian and 
Libyan-Berber and ancient Arabian-Islamic elementsP Added to this are 
recent influences from Black Africa, which have entered as a consequence of 
the slave trade. [3 Thus it would be futile to expect to find original Arabian 

11 Joseph Chclhod, IntmdtJcllon a fa soci%glf' de l'lslam (P;tris, 1958), 1.'),42-64 passim, 
163-66.174,180-81,184-85. 

121 shall only indicate a few of the most important works on the subject: Winifred 
S. Blackman, The Fellahin of Upper Egypt (London, 1927)i Ester Panetta, Praticl~e e 
credenze popolari libiche (Rome, 1940); eadem, Cirenaica sconosciuta (Florence, 1952); 
Edmond Doutte, Magie et religion dans l'Ajr"ique du Nor"d (Algiers, 1909); Marie-Louise 
Dubouloz-Laffin, Le Bolt Mergoud. Folklore tunisien (Paris, 1946); Edward Westermarck, 
"The Nature of the Arab Ginn", 252-69; idem, Ritual and Belief in Morocco (London, 
1926), esp. 1,262-413; Franc;oise Legey, Essai de folklore mamcain (Paris, 1926). Cf. also 
the summaries in Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 1-33, 111-19. 

13Conceming the zar and bori ceremonies see the relevant passages in the literature 
quoted in n. 12 above; and further the bibliography given in Joseph HelU1.inger, "1st 
der sogenannte Nilus-Bericht cine brauchbarc religionsgeschichtliche QueUe?", Anthropos 
50 (1955), 130-36, to which the following must be added: Bulletin des etudes arabes 3 
(1943),104-106 (various authors); Maxime RodinsoD, review of Enno Littmann, Arabische 
Geisterbeschwonmgen aus Agypten (Leipzig, 1950), in Journal asiatique 240 (1952), 129-
32; idem in Comptes rendus sommaires des seances de l'fnstitut fmncais d'anthropologie 
7 (1953), 21-24. A wealth of material on the zar (and bori) ceremonies is fw·ther
mOl'e collected in Rudolf Kriss and Hubert Kriss-Heinrich, Volksg/aube im Bereich des 
Islam, II: Amu/ette, Zaubel10rmeln t.md Beschworungell (Wiesbaden, 1962), esp. 140-
onA 
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ideas in their pure form in these countries;14 these can only be identified 
through comparison and then separated from the conglomerate. 

The following presentation takes into account the Arabian peninsula 
only, including its border areas in Palestine, Syria and Iraq, some of which 
were already Arabicized in pre-Islamic times. 

[283J Where belief in spirits is discussed within this context, the sub
ject will be only natural spirits, not the ghosts of dead persons. If both 
these concepts were studied, we would also have to include the complex 
problem of the pre-Islamic Arabs' idea of the soul and their views on life 
after death, which, within the framework of the present article, would leadt 
too far. The terms "spirit" and "demon" are used interchangeably in the 
following (concerning possible specifications see n. 205 below). 

I. Belief in Spirits among the Present-Day Arabs 

The extent to which people believe in the jinn" is well documented for COIl

temporary Arabia (in the sense of the geographical region defined above),16 

14The title of Westermarck's article (n. 5 above) can raise misplaced expectations in I;rus 
context; in fact, Westermarck does distinguish dearly between Arabian and non-Arabian 
elements in modern Moroccan beliefs in spirits. 

15The word jinn is a collective noun. An individual is called jinn!, fern. jinnfya; jann 
is found synonymous to jinn, occasionally denoting au individual (D.B. Macdonald, art. 
UDjinn'1 in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., I [1913], 1091b, refers to E.W. Lane's didio
nary, 492c, which should rend 462c). For furt.hel' information about the origin and original 
meaning of the word, see nn. 225-12 below. Modern colloquial Arabic does no!. appear 
to pronoullce the word jinn consistently with the double n, which is the reason for the 
transcriptions jin (in Jaussen, see n. 20 below) and jan (in Doughty, see n. 16 below). 

16General information- about (modern as well as pre-Islamic) belief in jinn: Wellhausen, 
Rcste arabischen Heidentums, 147-59; d. also ibid., 211-24 passim; Smith, Religion, 119-

39, 159 n. 1, 198, 441-46; Cook in ibid., 538-41; Charles Montagu Doughty, Travels 
in Arabia Deserta, New and Definitive Edition (London 1936) I 87 177 213 296 
300-301, 316, 355, 495-97, 500, 530, 598, 607, 642; II, ;6-17, ~8,' 118', 121', 184: 201: 
209-15, 246 (:::::: Original Edition [Cambridge, 1888]: I, 47, 136, 170-71, 254, 257-59, 
273,311,448-50,452,482,547-48,556,590-91; II, 2-3, 14, 100, 103, 164, 180, 188-94, 
223; see also the index under 'A/rit, Jan, Mejuiin Menhel (II 58lh 62gb 646b 647a' 
1888 ed., II, 547b, 606a-b, 628b); Westermarck, "The Nature 'of the' Arab' Ginn"', 252~ 
69, esp. 260-68; Samuel I ves Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion im Volksleben des heutigen 
Orients. Fon~cll!mgen und Hmde aus Syrien und PaJastina (Leipzig, 1903), 353-54 (see 
index wlder uDschinnen")i Thomas Patrick Hughes, A Dictionary of Islam (London, 
1895),133-38 (article "Genii"); Macdonald, UDjinn", l09Ia-1092b; Paul Arno Eichler, 
Die Dschinn, Teufel und Engel im /(oran (Diss. Leipzig, 1928), esp. 8-39, 59-61; Hans 
Alexander Winkler, Siegel Imd Charakter-e in der muhammedanischen Zauberei (Berlin 
and Leipzig, 1930), passim. Zbinden's study (see n. 2 above) deals with a subject which 
is too far-reaching for a dissertation and thus cannot take the whole corpus of literature 
into consideration (cf. the review in Anthropos 53 r19581. 1039-40). The book can Dl'Ovi(h. 
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There is a particular abundance of material concerning the northern border 
,neas, especially Palestine and Syria;!7 [284J less about Iraq,18 which may 
be due to accidental gaps in the research.!9 We also have abundant material 

many a service, but it requires close examination and continuation in the form of ftuther, 
more detailed studies. It. is not possible to fulfil this task within the scope of the present. 
study, which will emphasise a few characteristic details that. may assist. in classifying the 
belief in jinn within the framework of cultural history. 

17See Curtiss, Ursemihsche Religion, passim; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 34-45, as 
well as the literature quoted there; Eijiib Abela, "Beitrage zur Kenntnis abergUiubischer 
Gebrauche in Syrien", Zeilschrijt des Deutschen Paliistirw- Vereins 7 (1884), 79-118. 
There is an abundance of material for Palestine; see for example Lydia Einszler, "Del' 
Name Gottes und die hasen Geister im Aberglauben Pala.~tinas", Zeitsdlrifl des Deutschen 
PalCistina- Vereins 10 (l8B7), 160-81; Philip J. Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklore of Pales
tine" Palestine ExpfOl'otion Fund QUDl'tel'fv Statement, 1893, 203-19, esp. 204-208, 214-
15' idem Palestine Exploration Fund Qu(U·terly Statement, 1899,147-50; Claude Reignier 
C~nder, 'Tent WOI·k in Palestine, New Edition (London, 1889), 312-13; idem, Heth and 
Moab, 3rd ed. (London, 1892), 334-35, 338; J .E. Hanauer, Folklore of the Holy Land 
(London, 1907), 188-214; Taufik Canaan, Abergloube U71d Volksrnedizi71 ir.n LUHd~ ~e1 
Bibd (Hambw'g, 101-1), c~.}J. G-2ij ian/I, D(j"lOne~lglcwbc ~m ,!J(IIHlc clef Blbc/ (Lell)"l~g, 
1929); idem, "Haunted Sprmgs and Water Demons In Palestme , .Joumol of the Pal~sta~e 
Oriental Society 1 (1921-22), 153-70; idem, "Moha.mmedan Samts and Sanctua.rles III 

Palestine", Journal of Ole Palestine Of'iental Society 4 (1924), 36-37, 45-46, 63-65,73; 6 
(1926),61; Nikolaus Pan. Bratsiotis, "Der Monolog im Alten Testament", Zeitschrift Jiir 
die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 74 (1962), 32-34, 37, 40, 42; Stephan H. Stephan, "Lu
nacy in Palest.inian Folklore", Jmlrnal of tile Palestine Oriental Society 5 (1925), 1-16; An
tonin Jaussen, "Le cheikh Sa'ad ad-Din et les djinn, a. Naplouse", Journal of the Palestine 
Orien.tal So<"iety.' (1923), 145-,57; idem, NaplOllse et SO,l dish'ict (Paris, 1927), esp. 164, 
202-207, 214, 225-36; Gustaf Dalman, "Die Schalensteine Palastinas in ihrer Beziehung 
zu alter I<ultur und Religion", Palaslin.ajahrbuch des Deutsc1leu Evangelischen instituts 
fur Allertumswissenschaft des Heiligen Landes Ztl Jerusalem 4 (1908), 49-51; idem, Arbeit 
und SiUe in Paliistina, 1.2 (Gi.itersloh, 1928),637-39,641-42; Hilma Granqvist, Marriage 
Conditions in a Palestinian Village, II (Helsingfors, 1935), 156-58, 164-65; eadem, Birth 
and Childhood Among the Arabs: Studies i,l a Muhammadan Village in Palestine (Hels
ingfors, 1947), 30-33, 63, 216-20; eadem, Child P"oblems Among the Arabs: Studies in a 
Muhammadan Village ifi Palestine (Helsingfors and Copenhagen, 1950),49,81, 100-104, 
231, 232; Johannes Sonnen, Die Beduinen am See Genesareth (Cologne, 1952), 95, 112, 
114-27 133-34, 137, 139; concerning Syria see Anne Blunt, A Pilgr'image to Nejd (Lon
don, HiS1), II, 65-67 (on Palmyra); Jean Cantineau, Le dialecte arabe de Palmyr'e (Beirut, 
1934), 11, 103-10; August Haffner, "Erinnerungen aus dem Orient", Wiener ZeitschriJt fur 
die J(unde des Mo,geniandes 18 (1904), 169-84; 19 (1905), 271-88, esp. 271-81; Abdulla 
M. Lutfiyya, Baytfn: a Jordanian Vill(Jge (The Hague, 1966), 69-74; Joseph Chelhod in 
Objets et mondes 5 (1965), 149-74 (on the Negev, see esp. 149-58, 163-66, 170-71). 

18Ethe1 Stefana Stevens, Folk-Tales of Iraq (Oxford and London, 1931), XV-XV1J, 91-
92, 103-13; Sigrid Westphal-Hellbusch, Die Ma'dan (Berlin, 1962), Index s.vv. \'Geister
glaube" (350b), "Besessellheit" (349a). 

19Beliefs in spirits from this region have found expression in, for example, some of the 
t.::tlf's of the Thou!l(md and One Niohts: see n. 130 below. 
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ideas in their pure form in these countries;14 these can only be identified 
through comparison and then separated from the conglomerate. 

The following presentation takes into account the Arabian peninsula 
only, including its border areas in Palestine, Syria and Iraq, some of which 
were already Arabicized in pre-Islamic times. 

[283J Where belief in spirits is discussed within this context, the sub
ject will be only natural spirits, not the ghosts of dead persons. If both 
these concepts were studied, we would also have to include the complex 
problem of the pre-Islamic Arabs' idea of the soul and their views on life 
after death, which, within the framework of the present article, would leadt 
too far. The terms "spirit" and "demon" are used interchangeably in the 
following (concerning possible specifications see n. 205 below). 

I. Belief in Spirits among the Present-Day Arabs 

The extent to which people believe in the jinn" is well documented for COIl

temporary Arabia (in the sense of the geographical region defined above),16 

14The title of Westermarck's article (n. 5 above) can raise misplaced expectations in I;rus 
context; in fact, Westermarck does distinguish dearly between Arabian and non-Arabian 
elements in modern Moroccan beliefs in spirits. 

15The word jinn is a collective noun. An individual is called jinn!, fern. jinnfya; jann 
is found synonymous to jinn, occasionally denoting au individual (D.B. Macdonald, art. 
UDjinn'1 in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., I [1913], 1091b, refers to E.W. Lane's didio
nary, 492c, which should rend 462c). For furt.hel' information about the origin and original 
meaning of the word, see nn. 225-12 below. Modern colloquial Arabic does no!. appear 
to pronoullce the word jinn consistently with the double n, which is the reason for the 
transcriptions jin (in Jaussen, see n. 20 below) and jan (in Doughty, see n. 16 below). 

16General information- about (modern as well as pre-Islamic) belief in jinn: Wellhausen, 
Rcste arabischen Heidentums, 147-59; d. also ibid., 211-24 passim; Smith, Religion, 119-

39, 159 n. 1, 198, 441-46; Cook in ibid., 538-41; Charles Montagu Doughty, Travels 
in Arabia Deserta, New and Definitive Edition (London 1936) I 87 177 213 296 
300-301, 316, 355, 495-97, 500, 530, 598, 607, 642; II, ;6-17, ~8,' 118', 121', 184: 201: 
209-15, 246 (:::::: Original Edition [Cambridge, 1888]: I, 47, 136, 170-71, 254, 257-59, 
273,311,448-50,452,482,547-48,556,590-91; II, 2-3, 14, 100, 103, 164, 180, 188-94, 
223; see also the index under 'A/rit, Jan, Mejuiin Menhel (II 58lh 62gb 646b 647a' 
1888 ed., II, 547b, 606a-b, 628b); Westermarck, "The Nature 'of the' Arab' Ginn"', 252~ 
69, esp. 260-68; Samuel I ves Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion im Volksleben des heutigen 
Orients. Fon~cll!mgen und Hmde aus Syrien und PaJastina (Leipzig, 1903), 353-54 (see 
index wlder uDschinnen")i Thomas Patrick Hughes, A Dictionary of Islam (London, 
1895),133-38 (article "Genii"); Macdonald, UDjinn", l09Ia-1092b; Paul Arno Eichler, 
Die Dschinn, Teufel und Engel im /(oran (Diss. Leipzig, 1928), esp. 8-39, 59-61; Hans 
Alexander Winkler, Siegel Imd Charakter-e in der muhammedanischen Zauberei (Berlin 
and Leipzig, 1930), passim. Zbinden's study (see n. 2 above) deals with a subject which 
is too far-reaching for a dissertation and thus cannot take the whole corpus of literature 
into consideration (cf. the review in Anthropos 53 r19581. 1039-40). The book can Dl'Ovi(h. 
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MAGIC AND DIVINATION IN EARLY ISLAM 

neliefs ill Spirits amollg the Pre-Islamic Arabs 7 

There is a particular abundance of material concerning the northern border 
,neas, especially Palestine and Syria;!7 [284J less about Iraq,18 which may 
be due to accidental gaps in the research.!9 We also have abundant material 

many a service, but it requires close examination and continuation in the form of ftuther, 
more detailed studies. It. is not possible to fulfil this task within the scope of the present. 
study, which will emphasise a few characteristic details that. may assist. in classifying the 
belief in jinn within the framework of cultural history. 

17See Curtiss, Ursemihsche Religion, passim; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 34-45, as 
well as the literature quoted there; Eijiib Abela, "Beitrage zur Kenntnis abergUiubischer 
Gebrauche in Syrien", Zeilschrijt des Deutschen Paliistirw- Vereins 7 (1884), 79-118. 
There is an abundance of material for Palestine; see for example Lydia Einszler, "Del' 
Name Gottes und die hasen Geister im Aberglauben Pala.~tinas", Zeitsdlrifl des Deutschen 
PalCistina- Vereins 10 (l8B7), 160-81; Philip J. Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklore of Pales
tine" Palestine ExpfOl'otion Fund QUDl'tel'fv Statement, 1893, 203-19, esp. 204-208, 214-
15' idem Palestine Exploration Fund Qu(U·terly Statement, 1899,147-50; Claude Reignier 
C~nder, 'Tent WOI·k in Palestine, New Edition (London, 1889), 312-13; idem, Heth and 
Moab, 3rd ed. (London, 1892), 334-35, 338; J .E. Hanauer, Folklore of the Holy Land 
(London, 1907), 188-214; Taufik Canaan, Abergloube U71d Volksrnedizi71 ir.n LUHd~ ~e1 
Bibd (Hambw'g, 101-1), c~.}J. G-2ij ian/I, D(j"lOne~lglcwbc ~m ,!J(IIHlc clef Blbc/ (Lell)"l~g, 
1929); idem, "Haunted Sprmgs and Water Demons In Palestme , .Joumol of the Pal~sta~e 
Oriental Society 1 (1921-22), 153-70; idem, "Moha.mmedan Samts and Sanctua.rles III 

Palestine", Journal of Ole Palestine Of'iental Society 4 (1924), 36-37, 45-46, 63-65,73; 6 
(1926),61; Nikolaus Pan. Bratsiotis, "Der Monolog im Alten Testament", Zeitschrift Jiir 
die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 74 (1962), 32-34, 37, 40, 42; Stephan H. Stephan, "Lu
nacy in Palest.inian Folklore", Jmlrnal of tile Palestine Oriental Society 5 (1925), 1-16; An
tonin Jaussen, "Le cheikh Sa'ad ad-Din et les djinn, a. Naplouse", Journal of the Palestine 
Orien.tal So<"iety.' (1923), 145-,57; idem, NaplOllse et SO,l dish'ict (Paris, 1927), esp. 164, 
202-207, 214, 225-36; Gustaf Dalman, "Die Schalensteine Palastinas in ihrer Beziehung 
zu alter I<ultur und Religion", Palaslin.ajahrbuch des Deutsc1leu Evangelischen instituts 
fur Allertumswissenschaft des Heiligen Landes Ztl Jerusalem 4 (1908), 49-51; idem, Arbeit 
und SiUe in Paliistina, 1.2 (Gi.itersloh, 1928),637-39,641-42; Hilma Granqvist, Marriage 
Conditions in a Palestinian Village, II (Helsingfors, 1935), 156-58, 164-65; eadem, Birth 
and Childhood Among the Arabs: Studies i,l a Muhammadan Village in Palestine (Hels
ingfors, 1947), 30-33, 63, 216-20; eadem, Child P"oblems Among the Arabs: Studies in a 
Muhammadan Village ifi Palestine (Helsingfors and Copenhagen, 1950),49,81, 100-104, 
231, 232; Johannes Sonnen, Die Beduinen am See Genesareth (Cologne, 1952), 95, 112, 
114-27 133-34, 137, 139; concerning Syria see Anne Blunt, A Pilgr'image to Nejd (Lon
don, HiS1), II, 65-67 (on Palmyra); Jean Cantineau, Le dialecte arabe de Palmyr'e (Beirut, 
1934), 11, 103-10; August Haffner, "Erinnerungen aus dem Orient", Wiener ZeitschriJt fur 
die J(unde des Mo,geniandes 18 (1904), 169-84; 19 (1905), 271-88, esp. 271-81; Abdulla 
M. Lutfiyya, Baytfn: a Jordanian Vill(Jge (The Hague, 1966), 69-74; Joseph Chelhod in 
Objets et mondes 5 (1965), 149-74 (on the Negev, see esp. 149-58, 163-66, 170-71). 

18Ethe1 Stefana Stevens, Folk-Tales of Iraq (Oxford and London, 1931), XV-XV1J, 91-
92, 103-13; Sigrid Westphal-Hellbusch, Die Ma'dan (Berlin, 1962), Index s.vv. \'Geister
glaube" (350b), "Besessellheit" (349a). 

19Beliefs in spirits from this region have found expression in, for example, some of the 
t.::tlf's of the Thou!l(md and One Niohts: see n. 130 below. 
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for Arabia proper, namely the nortl1 (which, in this instance, has to include 
Jordan, the Sinai and the tlijaz in its whole length);'O and also for the south 
and the southea5t of the peninsula." 

There are several prevailing theories concerning the o1'igin of the jinn) 
but as these can generally be proved to be clearly Islamic theories, there is no 
need to go into them in any detail in the present study." Amol)glh~se are, 
above all, the creation of the jinn from fire'3 and the classification of falle~. 

2oConceming the Najd (central Arabia) and the l,Iijaz (western Arabia): Doughty (see n. 
16 above); Ant.cHin Jaussen and Raphael Savignac, "Coutumes des Fuqara" (Paris, 1914; 
pub. 1020--suppiement to vol. II of Mission archeoiogique en Arabie [Paris, 1914]), esp. 
59-62; H.St.J.n. Philby, The Heart of Arabia (London, 1922), II, 22]; idem, Arabia of the 
Wahhabis (London, 1928), 259 (quoted in A.S. Tritton, "Spirits and Demons in Arabia", 
JOtH'n(d of the floynt Asiatic Society, 1934, 717); idem, Ambian Jubilee (London, 1952), 
139-40; J.J. Hess, Von de" Beduinen des irmeren Arabiens (Zurich, 1938),2-3,4,157-60, 
165-66; H.R.P. Dickson, The Amb oj the Desert: a Glimpse into Badawin Life in Kuwait 
and Saudi Ambia, 2nd ed. (London, 1951), 208, 286-87, 537-39; Alois Musil, The Manners 
and Clutoms of aw RW(l/a Bedouins (New York, 1928), 18-19, 166, 181-82,389-90,398-
99, ,100 ·1(l·I, ·I()(;, ·111 17; Zhinden, Die Djinfl des Islfl 111 , 4G-5<J passim and the literiltmc 
cited therein. Concerning the northwestern border countries ("Arabia Petraea", see nn. 
83 and 84 below): Alois Musil, Arabia Petl'Oea, III (Vienna, 1908), 196, 303, 318-28, 
..J13, 415, 416-17, 510 (index under "Geister"); Antonin Jaussen, Coutumes des A,.abes 
au Pays de Moab (Paris, 1908), 318-23, 339-44, 359-60; W.E. Jennings-Bramley, "The 
Bedouin of the Sinai tic Peninsula", Palestine Expioratio n Fund Quarterly Statement, 1906, 
103-105 (Sinai PeninslI];\); G.W. Murray, Sons of Ishmael (London, 1935), 155-56 (Sinai 
Peninsula); Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 46-54 passim. 

21 Adolph von WJ'(~d~, Rf'iu trI ijadhramotJt, Be/ed Beny 'Yssa un.d Beled ellfadsehar, 
ed. Heinrich F1'eiherr von Maltzan (Braunschweig, 1873), 83, 125-26, 131, 147, 153, 179-
80, 195, 213, 232, 242-44, 246-47, 266; Theodore and Mrs Theodore Bent, Southern 
Arabia (London, 1900), 219, 260-61, 273-74, 415; G. Wyman Bury (Abdullah Man!iir), 
The Land of Uz (London, 1911), 22, 26, 202-203, 316-20 passim; Bertram Thomas, 
Arabia Felix (London, 1932), 191-96, 246-51, 258-59, 277-81; D. von del' Mewen and 
H. von Wissmann, ifadramaut: Some of Its Mysteries Unveiled (Leiden, 1932), 167-68, 
170; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 46-54 passim; R.B. Serjeant, "HeiligenverehrW1g in 
Siidwestarabien", Bustan 5 (1964), no. 2, 17a; idem, "Two Yemenite Djinn", Bulletin oj 
the School of Oriental and Air'ican Studies 13 (1949-50), 4-6. 

22Canaan, Aberg/aube, 10··12; idem, Diimonenglaube, 5-8; Eichler, Die Dschinn, Teufel 
und Engel irn Koran, esp. 35-39; Musil, Manners and Customs, 411; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 34. 

23CalUlan, Aberglaube, 10-11; idem, Diimonengiaube, 5; Eichler, Die Dschinn, Teufel 
lind Engel im f(oran, 35-36; Zbinden, Die Djirlll des Islam, 34, 84-85, 86, 88, 91-92, 97; 
Fahd, UAnges, demons et djinns en Islam", 186-96 passim. Cf. also Joseph HelUlinger, 
"Spuren christlicher Glaubenswahrheiten im Koran", Neue Zeitschr"ijt fur Missionswis
senschaJt 4 (1948), 130, 286 a~d nn. 26-28 (book edition: Schoneck 1951, 58, 72 and 
nn. 26-28). The idea that the jinn (or at least some of them) live in the fire is widely 
held; see Canaan, Abe,ylaube, 10-11; idem, Diimonenglaube, 5; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 
320. 
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a.ngels in the same or a [285J similar category.'4 In the instances whe,.e the 
~hosts of the dead'S are included among the jiml, we are probably dealing 
wilh a later confusion of concepts. In the predominant pre-Islamic views, 
the realm of the spirits is something quite distinct from the human world, 
itlUlOugh the two worlds have many connections with one another. There 
a.re sources according to which the dividing line between natural spirits and 
Muslim saints (waif, pI. awliya') in Syria and Palestine is often so blurred 
,., to be indistinguishable,'6 but according to better sources these cases are 
quite rare and popular belief generally distinguishes quite clearly between 
the two.27 

Using the term "spirits" for these beings must not lead us to assume 
that their nature was altogether non-physical and immaterial. While they 
itre usually invisible, they are without exception invested with an-albeit 
subtle-physical corporeality.'8 In most ca5es they are not described as im-

24Concerning fallen angels in the Islamic doctrine see Canaan, Aberglaube, 12; idem, 
iJiimonenylauoe, 7, 28-29; Eichle,', Dit' Dsdlirlll, Teufel lIIU/ ElIgcl if!! A'omn, ,10,-80, 
Zbinden, Die Djmn des Is/am, 41; Henninger, "Spuren christlicher Glaubenswahrheiten 
im Koran", 129-30, 284-93 (book edition, 57-58, 70-79) and the literature quoted therein; 
Fahd, "Anges, demons et djinlls en Islam", 175-8G passim. Cf. also below, nn. 91, 119, 
120, 206. 

25 Canaan, Aberglaube, 11-12; idem, Damonenglaube, 5-6; Zbinden, Die Djirm des Is
lam, 48. 

26Thus Curtiss, Ursemitisehe Religion, 94, 99-100, 2.30, 231; cf. also Cook in Smith, 
Religion, 538-39. Concerning a w(lil who is considered to be a rJlaic.k (angel or spirit), 
see Sonnen, Die Beduinen am See Genesareth, 103, 109-10; concerning the frequently 
identical 01' similar duties of natural spirits and saints towards their habit.at, see also 
Jaussen, Moab, 302-303, 330-35 (cL, however, ibid., 319; also here, the comments and 
references in the next note below). 

27 According to Canaan, whose research is more thorough than that of Curtiss, saints 
and jinn in Palestine are more clearly distinguished than Curtiss suggests. See Canaan, 
"Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine", 36-37, on "inhabit.ed" trees; ibid., 
45-46, on uinhabited" caves. Springs are usually inhabited by spirits, only very rarely 
by saints or even sacred to them; see Canaan, "Haunted Springs and Water Demons in 
Palestine", 158-59, 167-68. In contrast to Curtiss, Canaan also states clearly that he never 
heard of a spring whose inhabitant is sometimes a wall and sometimes a jinnl, and that he 
assumes that in these cases there must be two different inhabitants ("Mohammedan Saints 
and Sanctuaries in Palest.ine", 66). Some springs are inhabited by two spirits, one good 
and one evil (ibid., 37,66-67; see also Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 2). Jaussen (Moab, 295, 
319) also distinguishes clearly between the ghost of a dead person and a jinn!. Researching 
borderline cases of th.is kind cannot be the subject of the present study. 

28Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 5-9 passim; Musil, Mantlers and Customs, 411; Zbinden, 
Die DJinn des Islam, 47. (This note, and the ones that follow as far as n. 129 incl., does 
not make exhaustive use of the literature detailed in nn. 16-21 above, as that would be 
2"oine- too far). 
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for Arabia proper, namely the nortl1 (which, in this instance, has to include 
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Bedouin of the Sinai tic Peninsula", Palestine Expioratio n Fund Quarterly Statement, 1906, 
103-105 (Sinai PeninslI];\); G.W. Murray, Sons of Ishmael (London, 1935), 155-56 (Sinai 
Peninsula); Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 46-54 passim. 

21 Adolph von WJ'(~d~, Rf'iu trI ijadhramotJt, Be/ed Beny 'Yssa un.d Beled ellfadsehar, 
ed. Heinrich F1'eiherr von Maltzan (Braunschweig, 1873), 83, 125-26, 131, 147, 153, 179-
80, 195, 213, 232, 242-44, 246-47, 266; Theodore and Mrs Theodore Bent, Southern 
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22Canaan, Aberg/aube, 10··12; idem, Diimonenglaube, 5-8; Eichler, Die Dschinn, Teufel 
und Engel irn Koran, esp. 35-39; Musil, Manners and Customs, 411; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
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nn. 26-28). The idea that the jinn (or at least some of them) live in the fire is widely 
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Palestine", 158-59, 167-68. In contrast to Curtiss, Canaan also states clearly that he never 
heard of a spring whose inhabitant is sometimes a wall and sometimes a jinnl, and that he 
assumes that in these cases there must be two different inhabitants ("Mohammedan Saints 
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• morial, but can be killed or indeed die a natural death. 29 There are male 
and female spirits;30 they produce offspring3! (among themselves or with 
human partners).32 They eat and drink33 [286J and, at least occasionally, 
wear clothes, which they borrow from humans.34 Spirits can remove every
thing that has not been protected from them by invoking the name of God 
or in any other way (see below, 293-94). 

Among the Rwala, "the only true bedouin tribe of northern Arabia" ,35 
the idea of the jinn is less coarsely physical. While they are believed to 
need sllstenanc.e (their favourite food is raw meat, their favourite drink fresh 

29 Canaan, Abery/allbe, 10; idem, Diimorlenglaube, 17-18, 21, 24, 27-28; Doughty, II, 
212 (= 1888 ed., II, 191; the subject is views from Medina); Jaussen and S3vignac, "Cou
tumes", 60; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 40. According to Musil, Ambia PelF'aea, HI, 
320 (d. also ibid., 321), a spirit cannot be killed, only the animal in which he was hid
ing. He does not say whether a spirit can die a natural death according La Lhe views 
predominant in Arabia Petraea. 

30 Canaan, Diimonengiaube, 9-10, 21:"'24; Musil, Arabia Petmea, III, 320-23 paJsim; 
Doughty, II, 212-13 (= 1888 cd., II, 101 02); Jausscn and Savignac, "CouLumes", Gl; 
Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 34-3G. Cf. also nn. 51-53 below. 

31 Canaan, AbcrgLaube, 13, 14-15; idem, DamonengLaube, 21, 23-24; Musil, Arabia Pe
traea, III, 320, 323; Doughty, II, 212-13 (= 1888 ed., II, 191-92); Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 60-61; Zbinden, Die Djinn des IsLam, 34, 47. A human child can be ex
changed with a spirit child; such a substituted child is called a/~ml.Jbadda/, "changeling" 
(Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 323; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 52; cf. also Smith, Reli
gion, 174 n. 2). 

32Curtiss, Unfmi/.ische Religion, 120-21,124; Musil, Ambi(l Petraea, III, 321-22, 327-
28; Canaan, Aberglaube, 13-14; idem, Diimonenglaube, 21-25; Jaussen, Nap/ouse, 230-
34; Doughty, II, 212-14 (= 1888 ed., II, 191-9.1); Jaussen and Savignac, HCoutumes", 
61; Granqvist, ChiLdhood Problems, 101, 232; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 36, 52-53; 
Smith, Religion, 50; Cook in ibid., 514, and the literature cited therein. Further instances 
are in Joseph Henninger, <lDie Familie bei den heuLigen Beduinen Arabiens und seiner 
Randgebiete", Internationales AI'chivfiil' EtJmogmphie 42 (1943), 145 and nn. 11-14, 146 
and n. 24. See also n. 137 below. 

These and similar views are frequently referred to in order to explain Genesis 6:1-4; 
e.g. in Smith, Religion, 50; J. Chaine, Le Livre de ta Genese (Paris, 1949), 101-106, esp. 
103-104 (he quotes Jaussen, Naplouse, 230-34). 

33Canaan, Aberglaube, 13; idem, Diimonenglaube, 9-11; Einszler, "Der Name Gottes 
und die bosen Geister im Aberglauben Palastinas", 161-65; Musil, Arabia Patraea, III, 
322; Jaussen and Savignac, "Couturnes", 61; Zbinden, Die D}inn des lslam, 34. 

34 Canaan, Aberglaube, 13; idem, Damonenglaube, 11-12; Einszler, "Der Name Gottes 
Wld die bosen Geister im Aberglauben Paliistinas", 174-76 . 

.15 uThe Rwala are recognized by all their neighbors as the only true Bedouin tribe of 
northern Arabia" (Musil, Manners and Customs, XIII). For more information on the terms 
upure bedouin" (= camel breeders), "semi-bedouin" (= breeders of small livestock), and 
so forth, see Henninger, «Die Famitie bei den heutigen Beduinen Arabiens", 3-4 and nn. 
q-l!l 
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Illood),36 to have bodies and to be of either mateor female sex,37 they c;tI1not 
fall ill or die, nor do they produce offspring, neither among themselves nor 
with human partners.3S Even according to the beliefs of the Rwala, however, 
Hexual intercourse betwe.en humans and jinn is possible;39 a virgin who is 
mped by a spirit will remain physically intact!O 

The forms in which the spirits appear (normally they are invisible) are 
many and varied. Animals are most frequent: quadrupeds, e.g. camels, 
donkeys, billy goats, monkeys, dogs, cats, hedgehogs, hyenas;41 birds, e.g. 
I'avens, owls, cockerels, hens with their chicksj42 lower bea'3ts, e.g. scorpi-
0l1S43 and especially snakes.44 There are some animals whose form the jinn 
never [287J assume, e.g. the wolf, who ill very dangeroull to them (its name 
a..lone is enough to send them flying).45 White or green birds are never in
habited by spirits, but black ones, however, frequently are;46 black dogs, 
black snakes etc. are also "spirit animals" .47 

3°Musil, MannenJ u'ld Customs, 411. "The ,·aw meat Lhey get fl·om fallen animal5, t.he 
1,Iood is left for them loy t.ilt-: nt-:dullins t>v(~r'y t.irrL~ all iULimal is kilkd" (ibid.). Tht:! jiml 
also breed sheep and goats, but no camels or horses (ibid., 411-12). 

37Musil, Manners and Customs, 411,413,415-17. 
38 Ibid., 413. 
39Ibid., 413; cr. also 415-16. 
40 Ibid., 413. It is different in Palestine; see, e.g., Jaussen, Naplouse, 233, which explicitly 

mentions a girl being deflowered by a spirit. Apparently this is also a presupposition in 
Lhe other instances quoted in n. 32 above. 

-4 1 Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Diimonenglaube, 13-18 passim; Doughty, II, 210-11 (= 
1888 ed., II, 189-90); Jaussen, Moab, 321; Musil, Ambia Petraea, III, 321; Musil, Manners 
nnd Customs, 413-14; Hes1;, Von den Heduinen des inneren Arabiens, 157; Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Islam, 35, 38, 46-48; Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4-5. Cf. also n. 47· 
below, on the subject of the black dog. 

° Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Damonenglaube, 13-15; Musil, Ambia Petraea, 1fI, 
322,324; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 47, 52. 

43 Canaan , Diimonenglaube, 13-14; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 43. Cf. n. 94 
below. 

44Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 13-14, 26-27, 37; Doughty, II, 215 (= 1888 ed., II, 194); 
Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 320-21, 324; Musil, Manners and Customs, 414-15; Hess, 
Von den Bedl.linen des innel'en Arabiens, 157; Zbinden, Die Djinn des IsLam, 35, 43, 46, 
48. 

45Canaan, Aberglaube, 55-56; idem, DO"mollen,glaube, 13j Hess, Von den Beduinen des 
inneren Arabiens, 4; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35. According to Chelhod in Objets et 
mondes 5 (1965), 152, among the Negev bedouins a wolf's body parts are used as defence 
against jinn. The Yemellite jinn! 'Udhrlit, on the other hand is also able to assume the 
form of a wolf (Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4-5), which is most remarkable. . 

46 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 14-16. . 
47 Ibid., 11, 14-16; Doughty, II, 213 (= 1888 ed., II, 191); Musil, Arabia Petraea, Ill, 

321; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35-36. 

II 
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and female spirits;30 they produce offspring3! (among themselves or with 
human partners).32 They eat and drink33 [286J and, at least occasionally, 
wear clothes, which they borrow from humans.34 Spirits can remove every
thing that has not been protected from them by invoking the name of God 
or in any other way (see below, 293-94). 

Among the Rwala, "the only true bedouin tribe of northern Arabia" ,35 
the idea of the jinn is less coarsely physical. While they are believed to 
need sllstenanc.e (their favourite food is raw meat, their favourite drink fresh 
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mentions a girl being deflowered by a spirit. Apparently this is also a presupposition in 
Lhe other instances quoted in n. 32 above. 

-4 1 Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Diimonenglaube, 13-18 passim; Doughty, II, 210-11 (= 
1888 ed., II, 189-90); Jaussen, Moab, 321; Musil, Ambia Petraea, III, 321; Musil, Manners 
nnd Customs, 413-14; Hes1;, Von den Heduinen des inneren Arabiens, 157; Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Islam, 35, 38, 46-48; Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4-5. Cf. also n. 47· 
below, on the subject of the black dog. 

° Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Damonenglaube, 13-15; Musil, Ambia Petraea, 1fI, 
322,324; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 47, 52. 

43 Canaan , Diimonenglaube, 13-14; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 43. Cf. n. 94 
below. 

44Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 13-14, 26-27, 37; Doughty, II, 215 (= 1888 ed., II, 194); 
Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 320-21, 324; Musil, Manners and Customs, 414-15; Hess, 
Von den Bedl.linen des innel'en Arabiens, 157; Zbinden, Die Djinn des IsLam, 35, 43, 46, 
48. 

45Canaan, Aberglaube, 55-56; idem, DO"mollen,glaube, 13j Hess, Von den Beduinen des 
inneren Arabiens, 4; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35. According to Chelhod in Objets et 
mondes 5 (1965), 152, among the Negev bedouins a wolf's body parts are used as defence 
against jinn. The Yemellite jinn! 'Udhrlit, on the other hand is also able to assume the 
form of a wolf (Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4-5), which is most remarkable. . 

46 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 14-16. . 
47 Ibid., 11, 14-16; Doughty, II, 213 (= 1888 ed., II, 191); Musil, Arabia Petraea, Ill, 

321; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35-36. 
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When spirits do not appear as animals, female spirits often appear as 
beautiful young women ("brides"),4s male spirits usually in a frightening 
form, e.g. as giants'9 Sometimes they appear aB ordinary humans, but 
then they can be recognised from the shape of their eyes. 50 Jinn can also 
appear as monstrous hybrid beings, in particular the ghul[a)' a man-eating 
female spirit.51 Certain female spirits are particularly dangerous to unborn 
or newborn children and usually also appear in a frightening guise. 52 The 
most widely known member of this category is the q(l.1'ina.53 Spirits can 
change their shape very quickly at will; no spirit is at any time tied to a 
particular shape. 54 

While spirits can make themselves known in certain natural phenomena, 
this should be considered to be part of their activities rather than their 
appearance (see below, 291). 

Among the sedentary population in Palestine and Syria the habitat of 
the jinn is thought to be the earth, the underworld.55 They are frequently 

48Canaan, AbergJaube, 8; idem, Diirnonengiaube, 12; Musil, Mann.ers artd Customs, 415-
lu; Zhinden, Die Djill11 des Ish.,,,, 3.5. These female spirits ofl.cn lure men 1..0 t.hem and 
force them to dance until they die with exhaustion; or they suck the men's blood; see 
Musil, Manners and Customs, 415-16. 

49Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Damonenglaube, 112-13; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Is
lam, 35, 36, 47. Cf. also Doughty, II, 17 (= 1888 ed., 11,3). 

SODoughty, II, 211, 214 (= 1888 ed., II, HlO, 193); Curtiss, Ursemitlsche Religion, 144; 
Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 48. 

510n the subject of the ghiila and other monsters, see: D.B. Macdonald, art. "Ghur' in 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, II (1927), 17Sb-17Ga; Dou,e;hty, 1, 90,92-.93,131,173; II, 17, 612b 
(index see "Ghrol" I "Ghrul") (= 1888 ed., 1, 51,53-54,91,131; II, 3, 585a); Conder, Heth 
and Moab, 334-35; Ulrich Jasper Seetzen, Reisen durch Syrien, Pa/a'stina, Phonicien, 
die Transjor·dan.Liinder, Arabia Petraea und Unter.Agypten (Bel'lin, 1854-59), I, 273-74; 
III, 20; Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as n. 131 below); Jennings-Bramley, uBedouin" I 103-
104; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326-28; Jaussen, Moab, 321-23; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 60; Granqvist, MarTiage Conditions, II, 169; Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 17-19; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 36-37, 46-47, 50. Cf. also nn. 
52 and 53 below. 

52Musil, Arabia Petmea, III, 319-20, 326-28; Musil, Manners and CU3toms, 416-17; 
Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 4,159; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 
46-47. 

53 Canaan, Aberglaube, 26-27, 51-54; idem, Diimonenglaube, 47-49; Hans Alexander 
Winkler, Salomo und die ~(arfna. Eine orientalische Legende von der Bezwingung einer· 
f(jndbeltdiimonin durch einen hei/igen Helden (Stuttgart, 1931); Zbinden, Die Djinn de3 
Islam,41-42. See also Kriss, Volksglaube, II, 22-25, 75-80, 110-24, 147-49 (based, how
ever, in many cases on W hlkler). 

54 Jaussen, Moab, 320-22; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326-27; Musil, Manners and Cus
toms, 413-14; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 18-19, 26-27. 

55Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklol·e of Palestine", 204; Musil, Ambia Petraea, III, 320; 
Dalman, uSchalensteine Palastinas", 49-50; Canaan, Aberglaube, 8-10; idem, "Haunted 
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MAGIC AND DIVINATION IN EARLY ISLAM --

Beliefs in Spirits amoJlg tl,e Pre-Islamic Arabs j :1 

iIescribed in analogous [288J (comprehensive) terms, e.g. ahl al-ar¢, "people 

!or the earth", etc. 56 This is the reason why they are found mainly where 
there is a connection with the underworld. These are, above all, springs, 
wells, cisterns and indeed all places linked to underground water. 57 Hot 
springs are even more mysterious than ordinary ones and are consequently 
even more likely to be inhabited by spirits, to whom is attributed the abil-
ity to heat the water and to endow it with healing qualities. 58 A different 
kind of entrance to the underworld is found in caves, rock chasms, dark 
valleys, gorges, graves etc. 59 Someone who digs the foundations for a house 

Springs and Water Spirits in Palestine", 153-54; idem, Diimonenglaube, 25-27, 35; 
Doughty, II, 213 (= 1888 ed., II, 192); Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 
157; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 34, 36, 37, 47, 54. Doughty, 1,301, II, 209 (= 1888 
ed., 1,259; II, 188) recounts a tradition from an urban background that the jinn inhabit 
seven floors under the earth. When they inhabit the underworld, they are also guarding 
hidden trea.'>ures; set! Doughty, 1,213; II, 121 (= 1888 eeL, I, 179-80; II, 103); Musil, Arabia 
Pei 1'(1 ('(I , III, :U'2, :t2."l; Canaan, Or'irnoru·71!1/au/)(·, 14,32-1.1; Zhinden, Die Dji7Hl drs lshun, 
52; cC. also Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as ll. 131 below), 30-35. Cf. also nn. 79, 91, 103, 
107, 108, 123, 158-60 below. 

56 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 22, 25; Zbinden, Die Djinrl des Is/am, 36, 37. This name 
is also used in Central Arabia: Doughty, I, 177; II, l6 (= 1888 ed., I, 136; II, .3); Hess, 
Von den Beduinen des inneren Ambiens, 157, and also among the luqara'in the northern 
ijijaz (Jaussen and Savignac, "Coutumes", 60, 61). 

S7111 Palestine most springs are thought to be guarded by splrits; see Baldensperger, 
"Peasant Folklore of Palestine", 204; Canaan, "Haunted Springs and Water Spirits in 
Palest.ine", 153-70; idem, "Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1924), 37, 
63,66-68; (1925), 171-72; idem, Abe,glaube, 16-17, 21-22; idem, Damonenglaube, 25, 
30-33; Cook in Smith, Religion, 538-39; Dalman, Arbeit und Silte in Paiiistina, 1.2, 637-
38; Musil, Arabia Petraea, II, 320; Zbinden, Die Djinn des lslam, 35-·38. Cf. also AIois 
Musil, The Northem !fegfiz (New York, 1926)' 155; Doughty, 11,211-12 (= 1888 eel., II, 
190) (narrative about a well in Jiddah, inhabited by jinn). In IJama' (Syria) an 'alr-ft, a 
particularly evil spirit, Jives in the lock chamber of a water wheel (Curtiss, Ursemitische 
Religion, 229, 260). General information about spring spirits among the Semites can be 
fOWld in Smith, Religion, 165-76. Cf. also nn. 68 and 163 below. 

58Baldensperger, uPeasant Folklore of Palestine", 210; Conder, Heth and Moab, 335; 
Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 94-95, 99, 230; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 416-17; 
Jaussen, Moab, 321, 359-60; Cook in Smith, Religion, 538-39; Canaan, Abe,·glaube, 17; 
idem, Diimonenglaube, 32; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 38. 

59 Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 100; 208, 257, 263; Canaan, "Mohammedan Saints and 
Sanctuaries in Palestine", 45-46; Idem, Diimoneng/aube, 19-20, 35; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 61; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 37. In the region around the gulf of 'Aqaba 
people fear evil spirits in caves and ruins (T.G. Charles, Transactions 01 the Bombay 
Geographical Society, 1836-38 [1844]' 172). Occasionally the caves are inhabited by weU
meaning spirits with whom sick people find a cure; see Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren 
Arabiens, 2-3. 
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the jinn is thought to be the earth, the underworld.55 They are frequently 

48Canaan, AbergJaube, 8; idem, Diirnonengiaube, 12; Musil, Mann.ers artd Customs, 415-
lu; Zhinden, Die Djill11 des Ish.,,,, 3.5. These female spirits ofl.cn lure men 1..0 t.hem and 
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Musil, Manners and Customs, 415-16. 

49Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, Damonenglaube, 112-13; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Is
lam, 35, 36, 47. Cf. also Doughty, II, 17 (= 1888 ed., 11,3). 

SODoughty, II, 211, 214 (= 1888 ed., II, HlO, 193); Curtiss, Ursemitlsche Religion, 144; 
Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 48. 

510n the subject of the ghiila and other monsters, see: D.B. Macdonald, art. "Ghur' in 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, II (1927), 17Sb-17Ga; Dou,e;hty, 1, 90,92-.93,131,173; II, 17, 612b 
(index see "Ghrol" I "Ghrul") (= 1888 ed., 1, 51,53-54,91,131; II, 3, 585a); Conder, Heth 
and Moab, 334-35; Ulrich Jasper Seetzen, Reisen durch Syrien, Pa/a'stina, Phonicien, 
die Transjor·dan.Liinder, Arabia Petraea und Unter.Agypten (Bel'lin, 1854-59), I, 273-74; 
III, 20; Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as n. 131 below); Jennings-Bramley, uBedouin" I 103-
104; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326-28; Jaussen, Moab, 321-23; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 60; Granqvist, MarTiage Conditions, II, 169; Canaan, Aberglaube, 15; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 17-19; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 36-37, 46-47, 50. Cf. also nn. 
52 and 53 below. 

52Musil, Arabia Petmea, III, 319-20, 326-28; Musil, Manners and CU3toms, 416-17; 
Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 4,159; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 35, 
46-47. 

53 Canaan, Aberglaube, 26-27, 51-54; idem, Diimonenglaube, 47-49; Hans Alexander 
Winkler, Salomo und die ~(arfna. Eine orientalische Legende von der Bezwingung einer· 
f(jndbeltdiimonin durch einen hei/igen Helden (Stuttgart, 1931); Zbinden, Die Djinn de3 
Islam,41-42. See also Kriss, Volksglaube, II, 22-25, 75-80, 110-24, 147-49 (based, how
ever, in many cases on W hlkler). 

54 Jaussen, Moab, 320-22; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326-27; Musil, Manners and Cus
toms, 413-14; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 18-19, 26-27. 

55Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklol·e of Palestine", 204; Musil, Ambia Petraea, III, 320; 
Dalman, uSchalensteine Palastinas", 49-50; Canaan, Aberglaube, 8-10; idem, "Haunted 
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!or the earth", etc. 56 This is the reason why they are found mainly where 
there is a connection with the underworld. These are, above all, springs, 
wells, cisterns and indeed all places linked to underground water. 57 Hot 
springs are even more mysterious than ordinary ones and are consequently 
even more likely to be inhabited by spirits, to whom is attributed the abil-
ity to heat the water and to endow it with healing qualities. 58 A different 
kind of entrance to the underworld is found in caves, rock chasms, dark 
valleys, gorges, graves etc. 59 Someone who digs the foundations for a house 

Springs and Water Spirits in Palestine", 153-54; idem, Diimonenglaube, 25-27, 35; 
Doughty, II, 213 (= 1888 ed., II, 192); Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 
157; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 34, 36, 37, 47, 54. Doughty, 1,301, II, 209 (= 1888 
ed., 1,259; II, 188) recounts a tradition from an urban background that the jinn inhabit 
seven floors under the earth. When they inhabit the underworld, they are also guarding 
hidden trea.'>ures; set! Doughty, 1,213; II, 121 (= 1888 eeL, I, 179-80; II, 103); Musil, Arabia 
Pei 1'(1 ('(I , III, :U'2, :t2."l; Canaan, Or'irnoru·71!1/au/)(·, 14,32-1.1; Zhinden, Die Dji7Hl drs lshun, 
52; cC. also Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as ll. 131 below), 30-35. Cf. also nn. 79, 91, 103, 
107, 108, 123, 158-60 below. 

56 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 22, 25; Zbinden, Die Djinrl des Is/am, 36, 37. This name 
is also used in Central Arabia: Doughty, I, 177; II, l6 (= 1888 ed., I, 136; II, .3); Hess, 
Von den Beduinen des inneren Ambiens, 157, and also among the luqara'in the northern 
ijijaz (Jaussen and Savignac, "Coutumes", 60, 61). 

S7111 Palestine most springs are thought to be guarded by splrits; see Baldensperger, 
"Peasant Folklore of Palestine", 204; Canaan, "Haunted Springs and Water Spirits in 
Palest.ine", 153-70; idem, "Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1924), 37, 
63,66-68; (1925), 171-72; idem, Abe,glaube, 16-17, 21-22; idem, Damonenglaube, 25, 
30-33; Cook in Smith, Religion, 538-39; Dalman, Arbeit und Silte in Paiiistina, 1.2, 637-
38; Musil, Arabia Petraea, II, 320; Zbinden, Die Djinn des lslam, 35-·38. Cf. also AIois 
Musil, The Northem !fegfiz (New York, 1926)' 155; Doughty, 11,211-12 (= 1888 eel., II, 
190) (narrative about a well in Jiddah, inhabited by jinn). In IJama' (Syria) an 'alr-ft, a 
particularly evil spirit, Jives in the lock chamber of a water wheel (Curtiss, Ursemitische 
Religion, 229, 260). General information about spring spirits among the Semites can be 
fOWld in Smith, Religion, 165-76. Cf. also nn. 68 and 163 below. 

58Baldensperger, uPeasant Folklore of Palestine", 210; Conder, Heth and Moab, 335; 
Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 94-95, 99, 230; Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 416-17; 
Jaussen, Moab, 321, 359-60; Cook in Smith, Religion, 538-39; Canaan, Abe,·glaube, 17; 
idem, Diimonenglaube, 32; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 38. 

59 Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 100; 208, 257, 263; Canaan, "Mohammedan Saints and 
Sanctuaries in Palestine", 45-46; Idem, Diimoneng/aube, 19-20, 35; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 61; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 37. In the region around the gulf of 'Aqaba 
people fear evil spirits in caves and ruins (T.G. Charles, Transactions 01 the Bombay 
Geographical Society, 1836-38 [1844]' 172). Occasionally the caves are inhabited by weU
meaning spirits with whom sick people find a cure; see Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren 
Arabiens, 2-3. 
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will disturb the spirits living in the earth"O and therefore must take spe
cial precautions against them (see below, 293-94). Cracks in the ground 
caused by great heat, and even a scratch in the ground made with a plough, 
can be sufficient opening to allow the spirits access to the surface of the 
earth.6 ! Trees (and shrubs) reach into the underworld with their roots and 
are conseqnently often inhabited by jinn as well. However, there are dis
tinctions similar to those made in the case of animals: some species of trees 
are favoured by the spirits, while they avoid others."2 Spirits drawn by the 
blood of someone who died a violent death will remain in the place where 
that person died jG3 some particularly evil or monstrous spirits, such as the 
gh1Ll, are assumed, by sedentary peoples, to wander about the desert.64 Still 
others of these beings are so close to humans that they adhere to a [289J 
particular house and could with some justification be called house-spirits. 55 

While these spirits are often kindly and well-intentioned, spirits living at the 
doorstep to a house are usually dangerous, which explains why doorsteps 
are surrounded by most particular precautions and ceremonies.B6 

60Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 36-38; Jallssen, Moab, 339, 343; Zbinden, Die Djinn des 
Islam, 44. Cf. nn. 103-105 below. 

6lCanaan, Damonenglaube, 25; Zbinden, Die Djinn des /shml, 37. 
62Curtiss, Ursemilische Religion, 96; Musil, Alubia Petr"aea, Ill, 324, 325; Jaussen, 

Moab, 334; Canaan, "Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1924), 36-37; 
(1928), 162-63; idem, Aber'glaubc, 17-18; idem, Diif-uonenglatlbe, 34-35; Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Islom, 36, 37, 38-39; Cook in Smith, Religion, 562-63. 

63Canaan, Aberglaube, 17; idem, Diimonengiaube, 5-6, 35; Zbinden, Die Djinn des 
Islam, 36. Concerning Yemen see Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4. 

64 Canaan, Aberglaube, 18; idem, Damonenglaube, 35. Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326 
(cf. Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 51) mentions a large black rock inhabited by a spirit. 
Cf. also on. 51-53 a.bove. 

6sCurtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 66; Canaan, Aberglaube, 18-20; idem, Diimonen
glaube, 36-39; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 44; Karl Jager, Das Bauernhaus in Paliistina 
(Gottingen, 1912; Diss. Tubingen, 1912), 50; concerning spirits in ovens see ibid., 46; 
Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 5. 

66Einszler, "Der Name Gottes und die bosen Geister im Aberglauben PaUistinas", 
170-71; Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklore of Palestine", 205; Conder, Heth and Moab, 
302; Jager, Das Bauernhaus in Paliistina, 50; Canaan, Abe"glaube, 19-20; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 36-38; idem, uMohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1926), 
64; Gl'anqvist, Marriage Conditions, II, 126; idem, Birth, 87, 239; idem, Child Problems, 
101-102, 107, 231-32; Dalman, Arbeit und Sitte in Paiiistina, VII, 97-98, and the in
stances given therej Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 36, 44; J.G. Frazer, Folk-Lore in the 
Old Testament (London, 1918), III, 1-18 (esp, 1, 2, 4, 16), Cf. also nn. 103-105 be
low. 
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.Just like all dark places, all dirty, foetid and untidy places such as la
trines, dung-heaps, oil presses etc.67 are popular dwelling-places among the 
.lim!. Public baths in cities are also popular."B 

As the jinn can come alit of the earth and their other hiding places in 
the dark, night is a particularly dangerous time. 69 

According to the beliefs of the sedentary people, spirits can be virtually 
(~verywhere. Humans are surrounded by them at every step they take and 
must always be on their guard against them. 70 

The beliefs of the bedouins do not go quite so far. According to the 
Rwala, the possible dwelling-places of the spirits are much more restricted. 
They are sedentary (!w¢ar), and live on high mountains in inaccessible 
chasms and old ruins. Unlike the bedouins themselves, they never possess 
tents. Their hiding places are beneath the earth, in crevices, in caves and 
in the vaults of deserted buildings. The further away such a crevice or ruin 
is from a water-hole, the better the jinn like it because they know they will 
not be disturbed therein. 7 ! Snakes living in old ruins are often inhabited by 
[290J spirits. Someone who kills a snake will make enemies of t.he spirits (as 
they are, just like the bedouins, organised in tribes, clans and families but 

67Canaan, Aberglaube, 20; idem, Diimonenghwbe, 20-21, 26,38; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 39. 

68Einszler, "Del' Name Gottes und die bosen Geister im Aberglauben Palastinas", 172-
80; Jaussen, Napiouse, 164; Canaan, Diimonenglatlbe, 38-39; idem, Aberglaube, 20-21; 
hbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 38. Cf. also Lane, A"cbian Society (see n. 130 below) 
:17-38. 179, 182-83. 

69Canaan, Aberglaube, 8, 22; idem, Damonengiaube, 19-20j Jaussen, Moab, 320; Musil, 
Arabia Petr'aea, 111,320, .323; Zbinden, Die Djiflrl des fslam, 37. Spirits are particular 
dangerous in graveyards at night: Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 20-21; concerning a graveyard 
in Kuwait see Dickson, The Arab oj the Desert, 208. 

70 Curtiss, U,.semitische Religion, 66, 107,258, 265, 267; Jaussen, Moab, 319, 339, 343; 
Canaan, Damonenglaube, passim. "Out of the depths of the earth the spirits rise to 
the surface of the earth and fill the atmosphere so completely that if a needle dropped 
down from the sky, it would of necessity touch them"; Canaan, DiimonengJaube,27; idem, 
Abefyiaube, 10. 

71 Musil, Manners and Customs, 411; cf. ibid., 412-417 passim. We find that the 
bedouins in northeastern Arabia (Kuwait and neighbouring countries) also mention par
ticular places where jinn are likely to live; in one case a meteorite crater is such a place, in 
another a spring rich in sulphur and therefore stinking (Dickson, The Arab of the Deser·t, 
538-39). Cf. also n. 155 below. On the subject of mOllntain spirits see also nn. 80, 81, 
120 below. Fulgence Fresnel, "L'Arabie vue en 1837-1838", Journal asiatique, Ser, 6, 17 
(1871),118, relates the statement by bedouins in the I:lijaz that they scratch their wasm 
(tribal mark) into rocks to ensure the mountain spirits' protection for their cattle. Ac
counts of the fuqw'ii' in the northern I:lijaz state on the one hand that they believe spirits 
to dwell in particular places, such as old graves (Jaussen and Savignac, "Coutumes", 61), 
on the other hand that the spirits are "everywhere" (ibid., 62). 
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that person died jG3 some particularly evil or monstrous spirits, such as the 
gh1Ll, are assumed, by sedentary peoples, to wander about the desert.64 Still 
others of these beings are so close to humans that they adhere to a [289J 
particular house and could with some justification be called house-spirits. 55 

While these spirits are often kindly and well-intentioned, spirits living at the 
doorstep to a house are usually dangerous, which explains why doorsteps 
are surrounded by most particular precautions and ceremonies.B6 

60Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 36-38; Jallssen, Moab, 339, 343; Zbinden, Die Djinn des 
Islam, 44. Cf. nn. 103-105 below. 

6lCanaan, Damonenglaube, 25; Zbinden, Die Djinn des /shml, 37. 
62Curtiss, Ursemilische Religion, 96; Musil, Alubia Petr"aea, Ill, 324, 325; Jaussen, 

Moab, 334; Canaan, "Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1924), 36-37; 
(1928), 162-63; idem, Aber'glaubc, 17-18; idem, Diif-uonenglatlbe, 34-35; Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Islom, 36, 37, 38-39; Cook in Smith, Religion, 562-63. 

63Canaan, Aberglaube, 17; idem, Diimonengiaube, 5-6, 35; Zbinden, Die Djinn des 
Islam, 36. Concerning Yemen see Serjeant, "Two Yemenite Djinn", 4. 

64 Canaan, Aberglaube, 18; idem, Damonenglaube, 35. Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 326 
(cf. Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 51) mentions a large black rock inhabited by a spirit. 
Cf. also on. 51-53 a.bove. 

6sCurtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 66; Canaan, Aberglaube, 18-20; idem, Diimonen
glaube, 36-39; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 44; Karl Jager, Das Bauernhaus in Paliistina 
(Gottingen, 1912; Diss. Tubingen, 1912), 50; concerning spirits in ovens see ibid., 46; 
Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 5. 

66Einszler, "Der Name Gottes und die bosen Geister im Aberglauben PaUistinas", 
170-71; Baldensperger, "Peasant Folklore of Palestine", 205; Conder, Heth and Moab, 
302; Jager, Das Bauernhaus in Paliistina, 50; Canaan, Abe"glaube, 19-20; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 36-38; idem, uMohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine" (1926), 
64; Gl'anqvist, Marriage Conditions, II, 126; idem, Birth, 87, 239; idem, Child Problems, 
101-102, 107, 231-32; Dalman, Arbeit und Sitte in Paiiistina, VII, 97-98, and the in
stances given therej Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 36, 44; J.G. Frazer, Folk-Lore in the 
Old Testament (London, 1918), III, 1-18 (esp, 1, 2, 4, 16), Cf. also nn. 103-105 be
low. 
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.Just like all dark places, all dirty, foetid and untidy places such as la
trines, dung-heaps, oil presses etc.67 are popular dwelling-places among the 
.lim!. Public baths in cities are also popular."B 

As the jinn can come alit of the earth and their other hiding places in 
the dark, night is a particularly dangerous time. 69 

According to the beliefs of the sedentary people, spirits can be virtually 
(~verywhere. Humans are surrounded by them at every step they take and 
must always be on their guard against them. 70 

The beliefs of the bedouins do not go quite so far. According to the 
Rwala, the possible dwelling-places of the spirits are much more restricted. 
They are sedentary (!w¢ar), and live on high mountains in inaccessible 
chasms and old ruins. Unlike the bedouins themselves, they never possess 
tents. Their hiding places are beneath the earth, in crevices, in caves and 
in the vaults of deserted buildings. The further away such a crevice or ruin 
is from a water-hole, the better the jinn like it because they know they will 
not be disturbed therein. 7 ! Snakes living in old ruins are often inhabited by 
[290J spirits. Someone who kills a snake will make enemies of t.he spirits (as 
they are, just like the bedouins, organised in tribes, clans and families but 

67Canaan, Aberglaube, 20; idem, Diimonenghwbe, 20-21, 26,38; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 39. 

68Einszler, "Del' Name Gottes und die bosen Geister im Aberglauben Palastinas", 172-
80; Jaussen, Napiouse, 164; Canaan, Diimonenglatlbe, 38-39; idem, Aberglaube, 20-21; 
hbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 38. Cf. also Lane, A"cbian Society (see n. 130 below) 
:17-38. 179, 182-83. 

69Canaan, Aberglaube, 8, 22; idem, Damonengiaube, 19-20j Jaussen, Moab, 320; Musil, 
Arabia Petr'aea, 111,320, .323; Zbinden, Die Djiflrl des fslam, 37. Spirits are particular 
dangerous in graveyards at night: Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 20-21; concerning a graveyard 
in Kuwait see Dickson, The Arab oj the Desert, 208. 

70 Curtiss, U,.semitische Religion, 66, 107,258, 265, 267; Jaussen, Moab, 319, 339, 343; 
Canaan, Damonenglaube, passim. "Out of the depths of the earth the spirits rise to 
the surface of the earth and fill the atmosphere so completely that if a needle dropped 
down from the sky, it would of necessity touch them"; Canaan, DiimonengJaube,27; idem, 
Abefyiaube, 10. 

71 Musil, Manners and Customs, 411; cf. ibid., 412-417 passim. We find that the 
bedouins in northeastern Arabia (Kuwait and neighbouring countries) also mention par
ticular places where jinn are likely to live; in one case a meteorite crater is such a place, in 
another a spring rich in sulphur and therefore stinking (Dickson, The Arab of the Deser·t, 
538-39). Cf. also n. 155 below. On the subject of mOllntain spirits see also nn. 80, 81, 
120 below. Fulgence Fresnel, "L'Arabie vue en 1837-1838", Journal asiatique, Ser, 6, 17 
(1871),118, relates the statement by bedouins in the I:lijaz that they scratch their wasm 
(tribal mark) into rocks to ensure the mountain spirits' protection for their cattle. Ac
counts of the fuqw'ii' in the northern I:lijaz state on the one hand that they believe spirits 
to dwell in particular places, such as old graves (Jaussen and Savignac, "Coutumes", 61), 
on the other hand that the spirits are "everywhere" (ibid., 62). 
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will act alone when attacked7:2). If someone. roasts and eats such a snake, 
the spirit will enter him and he will be possessed. In the wide flat desert, 
however, spirits would never live; and snakes may be 1"lled and eaten there 
without any dangern Certain kinds of trees and bushes are inhabited by 
spirits," but the open desert is apparently not only free from trees but is 
cOlllpletely free from spirits, who also keep away from water-holes. 

Other (camel-breeding) bedouins appear to hold similar beliefs; Doughty 
mentions particular trees, groves and thickets where angels and fairies dwell, 
in the country of the Mawahib in the northern J:Iijaz and among neighbouring 
tribes75 (concerning the practices of worship customary among these tribes, 
see below, 295). They also like to dwell in caves,76 wells and ponds77-
unlike the views of the Rwala in the case of the latter. On the other hand, 
the belief that some wells, especially deep ones, were dug by spirits, is held 
widely (also among the Rwala).78 

12Musil, Manner" and Customs, 411. The idea that the jmn are organised in tribes is 
widely held, but in many diffel"f~nt fonns. SOllle sedentary people, e.g. in Medina, talk 
o( a sultan of the jinn; see Doughty, II, 209-10 (= 1888 ed., II, 188-89). According to 
a widespread belief there are seven tribes ruled by different spirit princes or kings. We 
can recognise the seven planet spirits in these. See Canaan, Aberglaube, 22-23; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 27-30, 39-40; Winkler, Siegel und Charaktere, 86-109. esp. 92, 97-108; 
Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 42-43, 64. 

73Musil, Manners and Customs, 414. On t.he other hand, in Arabia Petraea it is said 
that "in every snake there lives an evil spirit" (Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 324; d. Zbinden, 
Die Djinn des Ishml, 46); this, however, does not. apply to the Rwa:la. 

71Musil, Manners and Customs, 416; cr. Dickson, The Arab of the Desert, 537-38. 
7·~Dought.Y, I, :316,411 (= 1t<t<H ed., I, 273, 365) mentions an acacia tree inhabited by 

jinn (see also the narrative ibid., II, 231 [= 1888 ed., II, 209-10], which is about a fraud 
based on the belief that there are trees from which spirits give oracles). On the subject 
of trees, thickets and groves (menhel, pI. menahil [written Arabic: manha/, pI. marlahil]) 
where the meliiika (pI. of me/uk, lit. "angel", spirits of the air; Doughty, I, 497, 530, II, 
407 [= 1888 ed., 1,449, 482; 11,379) descend at times, see Doughty, 1,495,496, 538-39, 
598; ll, 550 (= 1888 ed., I, 448, 449-50, 490-91, 548; ll, 516). Coneeming the kind of 
worship taking place there, see nn, 87, 117, U8 below. Cf. also Musil, Arabia Petruea, III, 
320. Chelhod (ObJets et mondes 5 [1965J, 160) states that according to the belief of some 
Negev bedouins the blood of sacrificial a.nimals is drunk by the angels; this is certainly 
the Islamicised version of an idea that originally referred to jinn (cf, n. 36 above). On the 
subject in general see Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as 11. 131 below), 13; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 50-51. 

16Cf. Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 2-3; Philby, Arabian Jubilee, 139-
40; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 50-51. 

l1Dickson, The Arab of the Desert, 538-39; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 50-51. 
18Doughty, 11,246 (= 1888 ed.,·I1, 223); Charles Huber, "Voyage dans l'Arabie centrale: 

Hamad, Sammar, Qac;fm, Hedjaz", Bulletin de ia Societe de geographie, Ser. 7, 6 (1885). 
113; Musil, Manners and Customs, 413; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam. 51. 
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The bedouins in the mountains along the south and southeast Arabian 
I>OI'ders also appear to believe that the jinn have very close ties to certain 
places. Zbinden writes: "According to the bedouin population of Arabia, 
mountain tops, rocks, valleys, streams, trees, lakes, springs, wells, caves, 
~rottoes and ruins are dwellings of the jinn" .79 It follows from the context 
1.I>"t this remark refers in the first instance to the south Arabian border 
countries mentioned above.8o [291] It can be confirmed by further evidence 
from south (and southeast) Arabia.8! It seems that there is less information 
eoncerning belief in spirits in central south Arabia, the desert Rub' al-Khiilf 
(the "Empty Quarter") .82 

The northeast border countries, which were called Arabia Petraea in 
Antiquity-namely the Sinai peninsula with its northern frontier and all-

79Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 49. Concerning caves, see ibid., 53. 
80The instances quoted (ibid" 49-50) are several passages from Abdullah Man~ur (Bury) 

and Th, Bent (cf. n, 21 above). 
1\\ Cf. elip. Tholll~, Afubiu l~li.£, "209, 2GO, conceming desccndant.s of jillf1; ibid., 258-50, 

concerning an acacia grove that is never touched because there are jinn dwelling there, 
Ibid., 246-51, is a story about the hero BanG Zayd killing a jinrlfin the shape of a serpent; 
ibid., 277-81, is a similar story from the cycle of the Banu Hilal; ibid., 194-96, concerns z(ir 
ceremonies (sec n. 13 above). On the subject in general see also Thomas, "Anthropological 
Observations in South Arabia", J01lrfwl of the Royal Afltliropological Institute 62 (1932), 
88~90; furthermore, from the older literature, especially the information by Wrede that 
Zbinden did not evalua.te: spirits live in certain valleys and rock chasms (Wrede, Reise, 83, 
117), in mins (153, 195), in a grotto (125-26), in a river (179-80), in a mimosa hUl'lh (131), 
in the "sea of sands" (242, 244, 246-47), A valley that is a playground for evil spirits 
remains uninhab.ited despite its rich vegetation (8.3). The spirits are guarding t.reasures 
(126, 195, 242, 246-47). There is a serpent wearing a diamond on its head; it. takes the 
diamond off while drinking and if a human can seize this diamond, he will have power 
over the spirits; Solomon was such a one (266). Wrede himself had the reputation of being 
a tamer of spirits and treasure hunter (126, 195, 213, 242, 246-47) and people believed 
there was a demon imprisoned in his pocket watch. Another traveller, who had travelled 
through the same regions approximately ten years earlier, had the same reputation and 
was murdered (232). Wrede does not give us any information on the worship of jinn; he 
mentions only that the bedouins, when they entered a cave, addressed themselves to the 
jinn, calling loudly asking permission (125). In his Reise nach Siidarabien (Braunschweig, 
1873), 304, Heinrich FreiheIT von Maltzan also mentions a warm spring inhabited by a 
spirit. Cf. Smith, Religion, 168 n. 3. Concerning mountain spirits in Oman see n. 102 

below. 
82The accounts by Thomas (see n. 81 above) refer to the border areas. Dickson (The 

Arab of the Desert, 286-87) has some information about the belief in jinn among the Murra 
in the great South Arabian desert. These people are said to attribute the phenomenon 
of the "singing sands" and other noises in the desert to the spirits. H.St.J. Philby, The 
Empty Quarter (London, 1933), also mentions that the "singing sands" (204, 295) and 
.... ~h"'r i ...... vnlir:>.hl'" nni",,,,,,, (lQ1_01 ?O.'\' :>.1·'" :>.tf"ihllt",rI tn th .. "' .... il'it'" 
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will act alone when attacked7:2). If someone. roasts and eats such a snake, 
the spirit will enter him and he will be possessed. In the wide flat desert, 
however, spirits would never live; and snakes may be 1"lled and eaten there 
without any dangern Certain kinds of trees and bushes are inhabited by 
spirits," but the open desert is apparently not only free from trees but is 
cOlllpletely free from spirits, who also keep away from water-holes. 

Other (camel-breeding) bedouins appear to hold similar beliefs; Doughty 
mentions particular trees, groves and thickets where angels and fairies dwell, 
in the country of the Mawahib in the northern J:Iijaz and among neighbouring 
tribes75 (concerning the practices of worship customary among these tribes, 
see below, 295). They also like to dwell in caves,76 wells and ponds77-
unlike the views of the Rwala in the case of the latter. On the other hand, 
the belief that some wells, especially deep ones, were dug by spirits, is held 
widely (also among the Rwala).78 

12Musil, Manner" and Customs, 411. The idea that the jmn are organised in tribes is 
widely held, but in many diffel"f~nt fonns. SOllle sedentary people, e.g. in Medina, talk 
o( a sultan of the jinn; see Doughty, II, 209-10 (= 1888 ed., II, 188-89). According to 
a widespread belief there are seven tribes ruled by different spirit princes or kings. We 
can recognise the seven planet spirits in these. See Canaan, Aberglaube, 22-23; idem, 
Diimonenglaube, 27-30, 39-40; Winkler, Siegel und Charaktere, 86-109. esp. 92, 97-108; 
Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 42-43, 64. 

73Musil, Manners and Customs, 414. On t.he other hand, in Arabia Petraea it is said 
that "in every snake there lives an evil spirit" (Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 324; d. Zbinden, 
Die Djinn des Ishml, 46); this, however, does not. apply to the Rwa:la. 

71Musil, Manners and Customs, 416; cr. Dickson, The Arab of the Desert, 537-38. 
7·~Dought.Y, I, :316,411 (= 1t<t<H ed., I, 273, 365) mentions an acacia tree inhabited by 

jinn (see also the narrative ibid., II, 231 [= 1888 ed., II, 209-10], which is about a fraud 
based on the belief that there are trees from which spirits give oracles). On the subject 
of trees, thickets and groves (menhel, pI. menahil [written Arabic: manha/, pI. marlahil]) 
where the meliiika (pI. of me/uk, lit. "angel", spirits of the air; Doughty, I, 497, 530, II, 
407 [= 1888 ed., 1,449, 482; 11,379) descend at times, see Doughty, 1,495,496, 538-39, 
598; ll, 550 (= 1888 ed., I, 448, 449-50, 490-91, 548; ll, 516). Coneeming the kind of 
worship taking place there, see nn, 87, 117, U8 below. Cf. also Musil, Arabia Petruea, III, 
320. Chelhod (ObJets et mondes 5 [1965J, 160) states that according to the belief of some 
Negev bedouins the blood of sacrificial a.nimals is drunk by the angels; this is certainly 
the Islamicised version of an idea that originally referred to jinn (cf, n. 36 above). On the 
subject in general see Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as 11. 131 below), 13; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 50-51. 

16Cf. Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 2-3; Philby, Arabian Jubilee, 139-
40; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 50-51. 

l1Dickson, The Arab of the Desert, 538-39; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 50-51. 
18Doughty, 11,246 (= 1888 ed.,·I1, 223); Charles Huber, "Voyage dans l'Arabie centrale: 

Hamad, Sammar, Qac;fm, Hedjaz", Bulletin de ia Societe de geographie, Ser. 7, 6 (1885). 
113; Musil, Manners and Customs, 413; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam. 51. 
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The bedouins in the mountains along the south and southeast Arabian 
I>OI'ders also appear to believe that the jinn have very close ties to certain 
places. Zbinden writes: "According to the bedouin population of Arabia, 
mountain tops, rocks, valleys, streams, trees, lakes, springs, wells, caves, 
~rottoes and ruins are dwellings of the jinn" .79 It follows from the context 
1.I>"t this remark refers in the first instance to the south Arabian border 
countries mentioned above.8o [291] It can be confirmed by further evidence 
from south (and southeast) Arabia.8! It seems that there is less information 
eoncerning belief in spirits in central south Arabia, the desert Rub' al-Khiilf 
(the "Empty Quarter") .82 

The northeast border countries, which were called Arabia Petraea in 
Antiquity-namely the Sinai peninsula with its northern frontier and all-

79Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 49. Concerning caves, see ibid., 53. 
80The instances quoted (ibid" 49-50) are several passages from Abdullah Man~ur (Bury) 

and Th, Bent (cf. n, 21 above). 
1\\ Cf. elip. Tholll~, Afubiu l~li.£, "209, 2GO, conceming desccndant.s of jillf1; ibid., 258-50, 

concerning an acacia grove that is never touched because there are jinn dwelling there, 
Ibid., 246-51, is a story about the hero BanG Zayd killing a jinrlfin the shape of a serpent; 
ibid., 277-81, is a similar story from the cycle of the Banu Hilal; ibid., 194-96, concerns z(ir 
ceremonies (sec n. 13 above). On the subject in general see also Thomas, "Anthropological 
Observations in South Arabia", J01lrfwl of the Royal Afltliropological Institute 62 (1932), 
88~90; furthermore, from the older literature, especially the information by Wrede that 
Zbinden did not evalua.te: spirits live in certain valleys and rock chasms (Wrede, Reise, 83, 
117), in mins (153, 195), in a grotto (125-26), in a river (179-80), in a mimosa hUl'lh (131), 
in the "sea of sands" (242, 244, 246-47), A valley that is a playground for evil spirits 
remains uninhab.ited despite its rich vegetation (8.3). The spirits are guarding t.reasures 
(126, 195, 242, 246-47). There is a serpent wearing a diamond on its head; it. takes the 
diamond off while drinking and if a human can seize this diamond, he will have power 
over the spirits; Solomon was such a one (266). Wrede himself had the reputation of being 
a tamer of spirits and treasure hunter (126, 195, 213, 242, 246-47) and people believed 
there was a demon imprisoned in his pocket watch. Another traveller, who had travelled 
through the same regions approximately ten years earlier, had the same reputation and 
was murdered (232). Wrede does not give us any information on the worship of jinn; he 
mentions only that the bedouins, when they entered a cave, addressed themselves to the 
jinn, calling loudly asking permission (125). In his Reise nach Siidarabien (Braunschweig, 
1873), 304, Heinrich FreiheIT von Maltzan also mentions a warm spring inhabited by a 
spirit. Cf. Smith, Religion, 168 n. 3. Concerning mountain spirits in Oman see n. 102 

below. 
82The accounts by Thomas (see n. 81 above) refer to the border areas. Dickson (The 

Arab of the Desert, 286-87) has some information about the belief in jinn among the Murra 
in the great South Arabian desert. These people are said to attribute the phenomenon 
of the "singing sands" and other noises in the desert to the spirits. H.St.J. Philby, The 
Empty Quarter (London, 1933), also mentions that the "singing sands" (204, 295) and 
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cient Edam and Moab, nolV divided among Jordan, Israel and Egypt83-are 
particularly well known, thanks to the research by Antonin Jaussen and 
Alois Musil. Beliefs in spirits among the semi~bedollin peoples show more 
similarities with those found among the sedentary peoples in Palestine and 
Syria84 (see below, 294-96, on the subject of sacrifices). 

The activities of spirits can be observed in nature: mirages, whirlwinds, 
sand-spouts, mists, etc. are attributed to them 85 Above all, [292] how
ever, they play tricks on humans, sometimes harrnless, sometimes maHcious 
ones, in which way they frighten humans (and animals)86 We have already 
mentioned (above, n. 32) sexual relations between humans and jinn (which 
frequently end badly for the human partner), as well as female spirits who 
appear to men in alluring guises and then lead the men to their ruin (above, 
11.48). Dreams are also, at least p<Lrt.ly, attributed to the influence of spir
its.87 If a jinni is provoked by a human-and humans can provoke jinn 
even unwittingly-the jinn?: wi!! "strike" him (some jir;n even attack with
out provocation, as in the case of the evil female spil~'its mentioned in nn. 
51-.53 above)) and the consequence is disease) sometimes even immediate 
death. Jinn are thought to be the cause, in the main, not only of nervous 

830n the subject of the term Arabia Petraea, which was used in the geography of 
antiquity ever since Pt.olemy, see t.he inst.ances quot.ed in Henninger, "Die Familie bei 
den hellt.igen Beduinen Arabiens", 2 wit.h nn. 1-3; Musil Ar'obia Petraea, III, 1; idem, 
Nor·thern lfegiiz, 44; H. von Wissmann, "Geographische Grundlagen und Friihzeit del' 
geschichte Siidarabiens", Saeculum 4 (1953), 70 with n. 12. 

84See n. 20 above and t.he quot.at.ions from hot.h aut.hors in nn. 27-34, 41-70 passim. 
85See Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 4-5; Musil, Manners aud Customs, 18-19: Hess, Von 

den Beduinen des inneren Ar'obiens, 159; Canaan, Diimoneng/oube, 12, 16-17; Zbinden, 
Die Djinn des Islam, 37, 47. Will-o'-the-wisps are also attributed to jinn (Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Is/am, 52). The idea that sand spouts (trombes de poussiere) are caused by jinn 
is also found among city-dwellers in ~an!a'; see Claudie Fayein, Urle Francaise Medecin au 
Yemen (Paris, 1955),85. The explanation of the "singing sands", which is not restricted 
to Southern Arabia, also belongs here (see n. 82 above). Richard F. Burton reports from 
ancient Midian (the border country between Arabia Petraea and the northern J:Iijaz.) that 
a "sand pyramid" resounds with music when the caravan of Mecca pilgrims passes it 
and that tlus is the reason why sacrifices are offered here; The Land of Midian Revisited 
(London, 1879), I, 65-66. We can assume that once again the music is ascribed to jinn in 
this case. 

86Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 320, 323; Jaussen, Moab, 319-20; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 61; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 19-21, 37-38; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 
35,37,40-41,47,52. 

87Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 21, 41; Hess, VOrl den Beduinen des inne1'en Ambiens, 159. 
The practice of "healing sleep" is also well known. People would lie down in places that 
they know to be inhabited by jinn, especially under Lrees sacred to them (see n. 75 above); 
see Doughty, I, 497 (= 1888 ed., I, 449-50); Musil, Ambia Petmea, III, 325; Hess, Von 
den Beduinen de.'i inner'en Arabien.~. '2-:1: 'Zhin.-len. nip f)-i;ml rips f.dflnJ !lO-."il 
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dil'>orciers) but also convulsions, lameness, fevers and slow wasting away.S8 It 
1:-::: worse still if a spirit enters a human; in that case the human becomes pos
sessed. A madman is called 11wjniin ("possessed by j£nn"). In such a case a 
professional exorcist will have to exorcise the evil spirit.89 These exorcists 
can also tell fortulles and work magic with the aid of the spirits.90 If moral 
weaknesses and failings are blamed all spirits, this is due to Islamic influ
ence, which is also evident in the fact that in such cases the terms "devil" 
(-iblfs) or "Satan" (shaY!lin) are usually used. 9l 

As the jinn can trouble humans in so many ways, there are also many 
defensive practices against them.92 Among these are a) (293) to avoid ev-

88Doughty, 1,301,496 (= 1888 ed., I, 258-59,449), specifically because of violation of a 
sacred tree (ibid., I, 496 [::;: 1888 ed., 1,449]); Jaussen, Naplouse, 225-36; Jaussen, Moab, 
319-20; Musil, Ambia Petr-aea, III, 322-23, 423, 425; Musil, Manners and Customs, 399; 
Canaan, Aberglaube, 23-24; idem, Diimonenglaube, 19, 22, 26, 45-47; Zbinden, Die Djinn 
des Islam, 40, 47, 49, 52; Wrede, Reise, 180. Seminal emission while asleep is ascribed 
to jinn or the devil; see Toufik Canaan, "Gott im Glauben del' palastinischen Araber", 
Zeitschrift des Deutschen Paliistina- Verems 78 (1962), 14-15. An impotent man is bound 
by demons (ibid., 15). 

"Doughty, T, 296, 300-301, 355, 598, 607,642; II, 16-17, 28, 201, 212 (= 1888 ed., 1,254, 
257-59,311,548,556,590; II, 2-3, 14, 180, 191); Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 170, 172; 
Musil, Arabia Petmea, III, 322-23; Musil, Manners and Customs, 398, 400-404, 412-17 
lJassimj Jaussen, Naplouse, 225-36; Jaussen and Savigllac, "Coutumes", 61-62; Hess, Von 
den Beduinen des mner'en Ambiens, 4, 157-60; Sonnen, Die Beduinen am See Genesareth, 
122-25; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 45-47, Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 47, 52-54; Hilma 
Granqvist, Muslim De(Jth and Bur·ial (Helsinki, 1965),28-32; Chelhod in Objets et mondes 
5 (1965), 16.3-66; Lut.fiyya, Bayl.'-n, 71-72; West.phi'll-HP.llhllsr:h, Die Ma'dan. However, 
among the 'Utayba in central Arabia majntin refers to a ghost. rather than a possessed 
person (Hcss, VOIl den Bedulnerl des inlluen Ambiens, 165-66). Zbinden (Die Djinn 
des Islam, 54) mentions the assumption t.hat the exorcising ceremonies of this tribe show 
urban influence. The z{jr ceremonies (see n. 13 above) are not exorcism in Lhe true sense of 
t.he word, at least not. always. Michel Leiris, La possession el ses aspect8 tll(fatraux chez Les 
Ethiopiens de Gondar (Paris, 1958), 34 n. 2, says with perfed justifica~ion: "'Exorcism' 
is an inappropriate term when applied to the practices of the ziir brotherhoods, as here 
the aim is to make a pact with t.he spirit rather than to expel it". 

"Doughty, II, 209-10 (= 1888 ed., II, 188-89); Musil, Araboa Petraea, Ill, 318-19; 
Jaussen, Naplouse, 202-207, 214; Canaan, Aber'9Laube, 24-26. Cf. also Wellhausen, Reste 
arabischen Heidentums, 159-67. 

91 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 41. 
92A very simple practice is spitting, for which see Doughty, II, 184 (= 1888 ed., II, 

164); Zbinden, Die Djinn des 18lam, 46; Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 
159; clearing the thro.at is also mentioned (ibid.). In addition, iron is a defence against 
demons; even a needle can be sufficient, see Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as in n. 131 below), 
37; Ignaz Goldziher, "Eisen als Schutz gegen Damonen", Archiv fur Religionswissenschafl 
10 (1907), 4]-46; Canaan, Aber'9laube, 51, 83-84; idem, Diimonenglaube, 11-12; Zbinden, 
Die DjiTln des IsLam, 39, 42, 44, 54. On the subject in general, see also Kremer, Studien, 
TIT-IV. :1fi-.1R (n. lRt'l l1f'low). Zhindpn (nip. f)';inn rips 1.~/{lm . . ,4) writ.p.~. with reference to 
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cient Edam and Moab, nolV divided among Jordan, Israel and Egypt83-are 
particularly well known, thanks to the research by Antonin Jaussen and 
Alois Musil. Beliefs in spirits among the semi~bedollin peoples show more 
similarities with those found among the sedentary peoples in Palestine and 
Syria84 (see below, 294-96, on the subject of sacrifices). 

The activities of spirits can be observed in nature: mirages, whirlwinds, 
sand-spouts, mists, etc. are attributed to them 85 Above all, [292] how
ever, they play tricks on humans, sometimes harrnless, sometimes maHcious 
ones, in which way they frighten humans (and animals)86 We have already 
mentioned (above, n. 32) sexual relations between humans and jinn (which 
frequently end badly for the human partner), as well as female spirits who 
appear to men in alluring guises and then lead the men to their ruin (above, 
11.48). Dreams are also, at least p<Lrt.ly, attributed to the influence of spir
its.87 If a jinni is provoked by a human-and humans can provoke jinn 
even unwittingly-the jinn?: wi!! "strike" him (some jir;n even attack with
out provocation, as in the case of the evil female spil~'its mentioned in nn. 
51-.53 above)) and the consequence is disease) sometimes even immediate 
death. Jinn are thought to be the cause, in the main, not only of nervous 

830n the subject of the term Arabia Petraea, which was used in the geography of 
antiquity ever since Pt.olemy, see t.he inst.ances quot.ed in Henninger, "Die Familie bei 
den hellt.igen Beduinen Arabiens", 2 wit.h nn. 1-3; Musil Ar'obia Petraea, III, 1; idem, 
Nor·thern lfegiiz, 44; H. von Wissmann, "Geographische Grundlagen und Friihzeit del' 
geschichte Siidarabiens", Saeculum 4 (1953), 70 with n. 12. 

84See n. 20 above and t.he quot.at.ions from hot.h aut.hors in nn. 27-34, 41-70 passim. 
85See Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 4-5; Musil, Manners aud Customs, 18-19: Hess, Von 

den Beduinen des inneren Ar'obiens, 159; Canaan, Diimoneng/oube, 12, 16-17; Zbinden, 
Die Djinn des Islam, 37, 47. Will-o'-the-wisps are also attributed to jinn (Zbinden, Die 
Djinn des Is/am, 52). The idea that sand spouts (trombes de poussiere) are caused by jinn 
is also found among city-dwellers in ~an!a'; see Claudie Fayein, Urle Francaise Medecin au 
Yemen (Paris, 1955),85. The explanation of the "singing sands", which is not restricted 
to Southern Arabia, also belongs here (see n. 82 above). Richard F. Burton reports from 
ancient Midian (the border country between Arabia Petraea and the northern J:Iijaz.) that 
a "sand pyramid" resounds with music when the caravan of Mecca pilgrims passes it 
and that tlus is the reason why sacrifices are offered here; The Land of Midian Revisited 
(London, 1879), I, 65-66. We can assume that once again the music is ascribed to jinn in 
this case. 

86Musil, Arabia Petraea, III, 320, 323; Jaussen, Moab, 319-20; Jaussen and Savignac, 
"Coutumes", 61; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 19-21, 37-38; Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 
35,37,40-41,47,52. 

87Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 21, 41; Hess, VOrl den Beduinen des inne1'en Ambiens, 159. 
The practice of "healing sleep" is also well known. People would lie down in places that 
they know to be inhabited by jinn, especially under Lrees sacred to them (see n. 75 above); 
see Doughty, I, 497 (= 1888 ed., I, 449-50); Musil, Ambia Petmea, III, 325; Hess, Von 
den Beduinen de.'i inner'en Arabien.~. '2-:1: 'Zhin.-len. nip f)-i;ml rips f.dflnJ !lO-."il 
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dil'>orciers) but also convulsions, lameness, fevers and slow wasting away.S8 It 
1:-::: worse still if a spirit enters a human; in that case the human becomes pos
sessed. A madman is called 11wjniin ("possessed by j£nn"). In such a case a 
professional exorcist will have to exorcise the evil spirit.89 These exorcists 
can also tell fortulles and work magic with the aid of the spirits.90 If moral 
weaknesses and failings are blamed all spirits, this is due to Islamic influ
ence, which is also evident in the fact that in such cases the terms "devil" 
(-iblfs) or "Satan" (shaY!lin) are usually used. 9l 

As the jinn can trouble humans in so many ways, there are also many 
defensive practices against them.92 Among these are a) (293) to avoid ev-

88Doughty, 1,301,496 (= 1888 ed., I, 258-59,449), specifically because of violation of a 
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des Islam, 40, 47, 49, 52; Wrede, Reise, 180. Seminal emission while asleep is ascribed 
to jinn or the devil; see Toufik Canaan, "Gott im Glauben del' palastinischen Araber", 
Zeitschrift des Deutschen Paliistina- Verems 78 (1962), 14-15. An impotent man is bound 
by demons (ibid., 15). 

"Doughty, T, 296, 300-301, 355, 598, 607,642; II, 16-17, 28, 201, 212 (= 1888 ed., 1,254, 
257-59,311,548,556,590; II, 2-3, 14, 180, 191); Curtiss, Ursemitische Religion, 170, 172; 
Musil, Arabia Petmea, III, 322-23; Musil, Manners and Customs, 398, 400-404, 412-17 
lJassimj Jaussen, Naplouse, 225-36; Jaussen and Savigllac, "Coutumes", 61-62; Hess, Von 
den Beduinen des mner'en Ambiens, 4, 157-60; Sonnen, Die Beduinen am See Genesareth, 
122-25; Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 45-47, Zbinden, Die Djinn des Islam, 47, 52-54; Hilma 
Granqvist, Muslim De(Jth and Bur·ial (Helsinki, 1965),28-32; Chelhod in Objets et mondes 
5 (1965), 16.3-66; Lut.fiyya, Bayl.'-n, 71-72; West.phi'll-HP.llhllsr:h, Die Ma'dan. However, 
among the 'Utayba in central Arabia majntin refers to a ghost. rather than a possessed 
person (Hcss, VOIl den Bedulnerl des inlluen Ambiens, 165-66). Zbinden (Die Djinn 
des Islam, 54) mentions the assumption t.hat the exorcising ceremonies of this tribe show 
urban influence. The z{jr ceremonies (see n. 13 above) are not exorcism in Lhe true sense of 
t.he word, at least not. always. Michel Leiris, La possession el ses aspect8 tll(fatraux chez Les 
Ethiopiens de Gondar (Paris, 1958), 34 n. 2, says with perfed justifica~ion: "'Exorcism' 
is an inappropriate term when applied to the practices of the ziir brotherhoods, as here 
the aim is to make a pact with t.he spirit rather than to expel it". 

"Doughty, II, 209-10 (= 1888 ed., II, 188-89); Musil, Araboa Petraea, Ill, 318-19; 
Jaussen, Naplouse, 202-207, 214; Canaan, Aber'9Laube, 24-26. Cf. also Wellhausen, Reste 
arabischen Heidentums, 159-67. 

91 Canaan, Diimonenglaube, 41. 
92A very simple practice is spitting, for which see Doughty, II, 184 (= 1888 ed., II, 

164); Zbinden, Die Djinn des 18lam, 46; Hess, Von den Beduinen des inneren Arabiens, 
159; clearing the thro.at is also mentioned (ibid.). In addition, iron is a defence against 
demons; even a needle can be sufficient, see Kremer, Studien, III-IV (as in n. 131 below), 
37; Ignaz Goldziher, "Eisen als Schutz gegen Damonen", Archiv fur Religionswissenschafl 
10 (1907), 4]-46; Canaan, Aber'9laube, 51, 83-84; idem, Diimonenglaube, 11-12; Zbinden, 
Die DjiTln des IsLam, 39, 42, 44, 54. On the subject in general, see also Kremer, Studien, 
TIT-IV. :1fi-.1R (n. lRt'l l1f'low). Zhindpn (nip. f)';inn rips 1.~/{lm . . ,4) writ.p.~. with reference to 
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